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EXCLUSIVE INFO AND, 
IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF THE 
HOTTEST FIGHTER THIS YEAR! 
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Solving the Mystery 

means Visiting 

the Dark Pit of 

your Soul. 

"NEW GENRE OF 
INTERACTIVE HORROR!” | 

-GAME FAN 

am 
Г 

TI 9. 54 
STARE INTO THE EYES 

OF MADNESS! 

D РС Demo available at participating retailers 



~*SPINE- TINGLING ` 

"SLICK STYLISH, SCARY 
FUN!’—GAME PLAYERS 

ACTION!—EGM 

A full moon rises over L.A. National Hospital. 

D... the Daughter. 

Inside—the father, a doctor gone mad...but why? 

D..: Darkness. 

2 

Outside—the daughter...the innocent, the seeker. 

D... Destiny. 

You are about to enter the darkness forever! - 

D... Despair. N 

With stunning computer rendered 3-DV T \ 

D... Delirium. Wi 

D... Death. j H 

tour-de-force of terrifying secrets and challenges. 

D... Damnation. 

DON'T PLAY IT IN 
THE DARK! 

= AKlaim 
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RII 16mm full-motion video, it's got the look and Feel, 

the characters and plot, of a Feature Film. And it's got you, 

Jack Fremont — TU trivia geek with an empty Fridge. Now your 
days of simply watching the Screen are over. You've got to 

observe. Think. Decide. Act. And watch your back — every 

moment, every move. You've got 24 hours to save the world, 

get the girl, and return the tux. How it ends — and there are 

10 possibilities — is entirely up to you. 

So don't just sit there... re YOUR MOYE. 
Capcom Digital Studios B 3 Vision in association with Evolutionary Publishing Inc. present FOX HUNT. 
See it at http://www.capcoment.com 

Soundtrack 

RAIN 

This official seal is your assurance that this 
product nants the highest quality standard 

ation logo, and the PS logo are trademarks oF Sony Computer intost ior 
Entertainment Lo. Ri rights reserved. For any inPobmation on the COAG rating and legal ent, Inc. Sega and Sega GR ENTERPRISE! 
fiscloimer contact the Entertainment Sortuare Rating Board at 800-771-ESAS, 
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By now everybody is probably really getting into the new 32-Bit game 

systems. Did you get one for Christmas along with a couple of game discs? I 

bet you also took the grandparents' typical money gift and on Dec. 26, ran to 

the local game store for even a few more hot titles. Sound familiar? By now 

you are probably tired of them and have had to buy a few games with your 

own money. What did you think of the game prices? Sucks, doesn't it? Sixty 

to seventy bucks for a few 

hours of decent gameplay is 

almost robbery. The shirts at 

Sony, Sega, Namco or 

whomever the game company | 

is must be sitting back and 

having a good chuckle about 

how they can spend all the 

money they are making from 

the sales of their games. 

Well, yes and no. If you're [y 0 ШЕЕ, [8 

Sony or Sega, the execs аге - 

breathing a small sigh of relief and saying, “Finally some money." It's the 

old razor and razor blade thing again. They are just now starting to get 

something back from the bath they took when they lowered the price of the 

systems to $299. 

But does that help us? Not when we have to pay $70 for one game. 

Unfortunately, that is the “рау me now or pay me latei 

pay more for the system up front or pay more for the games later. 

Think about it though, if we let the hardware companies make a fair profit à 

on the console up front by paying $100 more for the system, it would be a lot 

cheaper in the long run than paying $10 (or more) extra each time we buy a 

game. Hey, devoted gamers buy more than 10 discs in one year! Hmmm... 

perhaps the hardware execs planned this all along. 

Are the game prices ever going to go down? I’m not holding my breath. 

Companies will say that production costs have gone through the roof. SGIs are 

the norm these days for development and no company can have just one. 

Motion capture is a necessity and that doesn't come cheap. Go without it and 

try to cut corners and editors like us will trash the game because it doesn't 

animate properly. Throw in some ЕМУ and it is time for actors and a whole 

motion-picture crew. Yeah, we've heard the whole story before. 

We can complain all we want but the bottom line is that we were the ones 

who brought all of this on. Things were so simple back in the good old days 

when everything was sprite-based. These are the '90s and realism is the thing. 

It's like the good NI once we get a taste of it (I’m still waiting for that), there 

is | N ( ү TI | JRI 

every time I buy a new game, I think about how much things have changed 

( | ̂ It's a tough nut to swallow but 

since I bought my first game back in the '70s. 



Its that moment just after you rip it off, when 
the circuits are still pumping cause they 
don't know what hit 'em, and they've got that 
expression on their face like "Hey that's my 
arm!”..the first gush of oil from the open 
socket...the lights in their eyes going 
dim...yeah, that's... when I know...l'm alive. 

Organic Virus Derivatives DEG No human being could survive 
make Lockjaw attack Necroborg's 100,000 Watt 
without provocation! Electrical Charge! 

=: ANT SATURN: PLAYSTATION 
WINDOWS 95 PC CD-ROM 

entertainment inc. 

Salvo’s Cybernetic Inferno Projectile Warfare: Fireball vs. т 
completes a 12 Hit Chaos Combo! Tetra Basic Acid Spit! 



You set the pick for Magic, who rolls to the top of the key. Sometimes it's the smallest details —Jams off the glass, "This fastpaced, first-person basketball sim does a 
As the defender rotates to cut off the lane, Magic lofts a Defensive thunder swats, Reverse dunks, and Play-by- phenomenal job of bringing players into the action.” 
pass to the wide open power forward for the alley-oop jam. play commentary, that separate hoops from lawn bowling. — NEXT Generation magazine 

hest quality standards of SE 
‘the Crystal Dynamics logo, 5] IT Walk It Off, and Championship S| 
s Sega Saturn are S, LTD. Earvin “Magic” Johnson is licen 

^a 



Franchise player mode lets you abuse opponents like 
they were players for an expansion team. Control Magic, 
Kareem, or Anyone thru a 13, 26, 52, or 82 game season. 

ie MC E - Ea 

THE CLOG 

THE NO-LOOK PASS. 
THE SKY HOOK TO BEAT THE BUZZER. 

MORE THAN A SIGNATURE ON A BOX, 

IT'S A LICENSE TO DOMINATE. 
It's Showtime! Slam `N Jam “96 featuring Magic and Kareem 

тм 

MAGIC & KAREEM US | 1 brings you the same net-melting offense that culminated in five 

championship rings. Set a bruising pick and run Magic and Kareem's patented no-look alley-oop. 

You got hops? Clear the lane and challenge Kareem to a high jumping contest. Or call for a double-team, 

all controlled with the squeeze of a plastic button. With their signature moves, you'll get nothing less 

ME | ЭТЕ ШУ; 
than in-your-face basketball. And see it all from the 3D "fastbreak su e 

| SPORTS 
WALK IT OFF. 7 

CRASS TZN 
hardwood. And that “agony of defeat" feeling? It’s natural. Walk It Off". DYNAMICS 

perspective Crystal Dynamics’ Championship Sports brings to the 

Available on the PlayStation™ game console and Sega Saturn™ systems. 
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CRAMPTON: 2 WINS CHALLENGER 

MASTER SgS MASTER 

TOTAL 1 HIN 

Tekken 2—the game that is 

light-years past the original blasts 

on to this issue’s cover! 

STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 64! 

KILLER INSTINCT 2 CONTINUES ITS 
AWESOME FIGHTING TRADITION! 

The game that made auto combos famous is back with even more 

features and combos. The features include combos that indicate the 

number of hits and damage done as well as the infamous announcer 

voice. Also making a Killer presence is the addition of a super meter 

allowing for very unique and damaging special moves that can extend 
combos beyond belief! Add to this three new characters and you got 

the Killer combos, action and detail you've dreamed of! 

“One thing is for sure: This game is going to make one Killer 
comeback with all its new features and great looks.” 

FGM TRA TRAVELS TO THE DESERT Т0 
FIND GAMING GOLD AT THE CES! 
Although this year’s Winter CES might have lost a bit of its glitter, there 

was still enough action happening in Las Vegas to make convention 

goers leave the slot machines behind. In this issue, EGM provides a 

quick look at the companies that were there and some of their cool 

games. From Disney's Toy Story and Maui Mallard, to FOX's 

Independence Day and Planet of the Apes, to ОТЕ Interactive's NCAA 

Basketball and Time Lapse, this year's CES still had a little fight left in it. 

This year's Winter CES was dominated by many innovations in the 
consumer electronics field...the new DVD digital video format.” 

Takara of Japan has created a sequel that will leave Toshinden fans 

awestruck. Each character has been rendered with a lot more detail. As 

well, the backgrounds have been improved. The gameplay is still pretty 

intense and the control has been refined. Although several of the original 

cast members had moves replaced or taken out completely, gamers can 

now pull off Overdrive moves or even taunt your opponent. With five new 

character additions, Toshinden 2 is a well-rounded fighter! 

“Vermillion is a deadly fighter, but only if he is able to Keep his 
distance. Once you get in close, he's dead meat.” 

Check out the contest from Konami! You could be the 

next grand prize winner! 
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PRESS START 

REVIEW CREW 

GAMING GOSSIP 

TRICKS OF THE TRADE 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

NEXT WAVE 

NEXT WAVE PROTOS 

TEAM EGM 

CONTEST 

INTERFACE: 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

98-103 

106-118 

113 

120-122 

124 

FACT FLLES 
Tap into your spirit 

talents in Pocahontas. 

Stop the aquatic armada 
in Darius Gaiden! 

Say Fight aliens with a 50-ton 
mech in Krazy Ivan. 

= Casper is the friendliest 

game to play on the ЗОО. 

a Duke it out in Real Bout 
Fatal Fury. 



BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS." 

What и уе been waiting for. 

True 36 о movement in 3D. 

renching levels. 

Pmies that learn your moves. 

is now on PlayStation. 

're going down. 

Analog Joystick 

Compatible 



DESCENT. 

PlayStation : ^ 

“Practically the Finition of cool" 

---Game Players 

ЕЗ СУЕТЕ new heights." 

---GamePro 

ШИШЕК ДАЛ а action in 3D" 

Next Generation 

r 
\ 

hts reserved. Descent and the 3609 logo are trademarks 
hts reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logo are 

f Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. 



THE BEST VIDEO GAME NEWS 

everal PlayStation licensees in 

Japan have announced new 

controllers for the 32-Bit system. 

First on the list is Konami. Last : 

December, it brought out a new first-person 

Shooting game called Horned Owl in Japan. 

It only worked with the standard PlayStation 

controller, and reviews of the game were not : | 

enthusiastic mainly because of the difficulty 

of moving an on-screen cursor with the PS 

controller. In response, Konami released a 

gun for the game that's now out in Japan 

and sells for about $30 (¥2,900). It will cost 

even less if players buy the gun and the 

game together. 

Regarding an American release, Konami 

U.S. does not have Horned Owl on its pro- 

duction schedule, so don't expect anything 

Soon. Besides, the gun would have to be 

modified to meet U.S. safety standards (the 

orange tip, etc.). In addition, Sony of 

America has not said whether it will bring 

this game and gun out over here under its 

own name. 

Namco of Japan is the second company 

that has announced a new controller for the 

PlayStation. It will soon be releasing a 

paddle controller which is specifically 

designed for its game Gaplus. 

(Gaplus? You have to be an arcade 

gaming veteran to remember this pad- 

dle game.) A PS version of this ancient 

title will appear on Namco of Japan's 



An agree 

between 

S and a firm 

that represents popular 

athletes will pave the 

way for new sports 

video games. The 

deal resulted in the 

creation of ner 

, which 

will coordinate product 

endorsements for 

basketball players 

including Patrick 

Ewing, Bryant Reeves 

and Bobby Hurley. 

This gives Namco more time to size up the This bodes well for 

4 : market and decide if it would be financially [ 

EM second arcade reasonable to bring out another controller. 

: classics CD along Also from Namco of Japan and already out J ent, 

with perfect renditions of Xevious, Mappy, Cutie : over there, is the Nejicon racing controller. which will likely add 

Q, Dragon Buster and Grobder. On the U.S. i Although it has received rave reviews from the the athletes to several 

front, Namco has not officially announced ; gaming press because of its unusual design, of W S upcoming 

whether it will get into the controller market yet. : shape and method of control, Namco of America computer and 32-Bit 

The company did announce that it will bring out — : officials are still reluctant to jump into the PS sports video games. 

the first arcade classics CD in April and that at ; peripheral market, even though there is a long list No official titles have 

least five other discs are in development. ; of racing games that could use this controller— have been yet 

However, the second volume CD in Japan will be : including Namco's own Ridge Racer and its new announced, but a 

pushed back to become the third disc in the U.S. : (Continued On Page 18) Warner | 3 

spokesperson said 

marketing and 

production plans are 

being finalized. 

S working on 

network gaming with 

two other companies: 

N i and 

The network will be the 

Saturn version of the 

XBand and together 

with the © Saturn 

Modem will be on sale 

this spring in Japan for 

15000 ¥ ($150 U.S.). 

Virtua Fighter is one of 

the games confirmed 

for the system that will 

be available for net- 

work play in Japan. 

SNK's new Neo*Geo CDX game 
system will feature the long-awaited 

ue | 5 double-speed CD-ROM drive. With 
outputs are tl né | for a hands-on revie this upgrade, the slow-access time 

TRES NN problems should be minimized. It is 
now in the stores in Japan. 

EM 



Who says this 

business is just fun 

and games? Sega 

Foundation, an 

arm of Sega of 

America, recently 

donated $250,000 to 

set up a new Games such as 
Н s ч NBA Jam TE find 

multimedia learning their greatest 
center in Los Angeles. appeal when four 

The center provides players can get 
? р into the action 

educational assistance simultaneously. 

programs for under- 

privileged youths and IN TOT AL CONTROL e 

adults. The $250,000 e 

will help the center go 

high-tech, paying for Tuc, Ў 

computers that will hot sequel Ridge Racer Revolution. гапаѕолі( 5, MZ leal, [ati 
give youths exposure Designed by Sony of Japan and acknowledged = б ; و 

to the Internet and by Sony of America as to a U.S. release, several ur PLATIT MLE fenision 
special video new PS peripherals will make their way to stores 

equipment for satellite this month. 

(Continued From Page 17) 

classes around the First is the four-player adapter. It should be in 

nation and possibly he stores now and sells for about $50. This 

worldwide. multitap allows for one to five (one to eight, if two 

taps are used) players to dive into many great 

Could Trilobyte's sports games such as NBA Jam TE and perhaps 

two big games, The BA Shootout. 

7th Guest and The The second peripheral coming from Sony of 

11th Hour, be headed America will be a two-handed flight stick. This 

to the silver screen? ehemoth of a controller will offer flight-sim devo- 

Threshold ees the most realistic control this side of an 

Entertainment F-16. Sony hasn't announced a.specific game 

opened the door to hat will utilize the capabilities of this controller, 

that possibility when it nor has it announced a release date for the stick. 

secured the film; TV Mos 

and merchandising Dual arcade jnystink 
rights to both games. 

With the deal, 

Threshold hopes to 

revitalize the horror- 

movie genre with new 

special effects based 

on the games, accord- 

ing to a statement. 

Threshold is no 

stranger to turning hot 

games into hit movies, 

like it did with Mortal 

Kombat. In addition, 

Threshold helped 

А dual joystick 
control would ш mi | — ЕСЕ Ш La ub € 
provide far 

develop an MK album, greater control to 

Internet site and live future WarHawk- 
type games. 

theatrical show. 

18 EM 
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© Signed Photo 
| Revolution X Game 

Fill out and mail this entry to: 

REVOLUTION X MAGAZINE SWEEPSTAKES, 
P0. Box 8103, 
Grand Rapids, MN 55745-8103 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

NAME 

ADDRESS $ 

CITY — SINE — 

DAYTIME PHONE DATE OF BIRTH 

E-MAIL ADDRESS = Д m Eas. Y it MES MIDWAY. 

SYSTEMS OWNED: (Check all that apply) 
1 SUPER NES” - GAME BOY* 1300. 132K EM 
) GENESIS” ] GAME GEAR" [1 SEGA" CD™ (]JAGUAR C PC CD-ROM COLLINS REE 

STORE PURCHASED ee 
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SEPTEMBER 30,1996*SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS 

Revolution X" Music is the Weapon” - Featuring Aerosmith”. ©1994 Midway Manufacturing Company Sub censed from Midvay® Manufacturing Company NI Rights Reserved. Developed by Sotware Creations Cartridge, Lid, Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nitendo 
‘of America, Inc: ©1991 Nintendo of America, nc Sega, Genesis and Sega Saturn аге trademarks of Sega Enterprises, ld. Al rights reserved, PlayStation and the PlayStation logs are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc Acclaim is а division of Acclaim Entertainment, nc © & © 1996 Acclaim Entertainment, inc. Al Rights 
Reserved Contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-3772 for more Information on Game ratings. Screen shots shown are from the PlayStation version, “Mature rating for PC CD-ROM, PlayStation and Saturn games. 
OFFICA. RULES: 1, TO ENTER: NO PURCHASE NECESSARY, Complete an ofl ey torn o ona x pape pint your name, complete ates, daire phone dote fit and game systema owned and тай to: Revolution X Magazine Sestak, РО. Box 8109, Ga Rapids, NN 574-5150, Mutiat, compie or ilegi- 
ble entries wil be disqualified. Sponsor not responsible fr late, ost, postage due or misdirected entries. Entries must be mailed separately and be received by 9/30/96. 2. Winner wil be selected in a random drawing conducted on or about 10/15/96 from among эй eligible entries received by Marden-Kane, Inc, whose decisions are 
fa Ho stor or varste re Os winning depend upon tne number ИШЕ ees eed. Бу entering, ena conss oe use af NS ar her name mor photograph wt cond eanpesata, in any gublety сате out by exam Entertainment elles o sweepstakes, excep where od by 
la. Winners тау be eur o compe: an At o aby an Reese win 14 days rolcaon alan. 3. PES.) Gand P A б sine by Aerosmith members а Bor Г Frs” СО colectan and а Revlon X video game (AIV 92420; @) First Pas: Box ot Fre” CD clesn nd a Rear X video дате 
(RESET) rod Pros aed olo and a Reso X video game AST C) hd res Force One / Rovoluton X Shit (ARV S12) 4. Open to residents ot he US. Employees ol ciam Entertainment, nc he afte, subse, reales, a0ve ising promotion and pub agencies and Marden. 
Kare hc d бе fts tamas xd ue nl eae, Vai Card ad were de pets esci orta by ac fei al del, Sand oc av no reuatone. as a pan amy are poney cl dual wire. Fr lo ol inversa alle 10/13/90, Send a SPSE Te” enn 
Magazino Sweepstakes Winer, PO ox 9006, Gien Coe NY 11542-9006. RULES: For a copy of КИ oficial rules, send а SASE (VT and WA resets om reum postage) 1o: "Revolution X Rule, PO Box 9006, Glen Cove, NY 119429006. ns sweepstakes s nether endorsed nor sponsored by Electronic Gaming Monty 



SNK's efforts to bring 

its arcade games to 

new systems may 

Soon include the 

Sony PlayStation—a 

rumor company 

officials would neither 

validate nor deny. 

Company officials 

declined to speculate 

on possible SNK-to- 

PlayStation titles, 

saying only that an 

announcement will be 

made this May. Why 

the reticence? 

According to one SNK 

official, the deal's 

details "are still being 

worked out." 

Considering that SNK 

already has plans to 

port some of its top 

games to the Sega 

Saturn, PlayStation 

conversions seem a 

logical next step. 

T*HQ is coming off 

the top rope with 

authority. It recently 

inked a licensing deal 

that will bring Hulk 

Hogan, Sting, Randy 

“Macho Man" Savage 

and other wrestling 

stars from World 

Championship 

Wrestling (WCW) onto 

various gaming plat- 

forms including the 

Sega Saturn and 

Sony PlayStation. 

GT interactive 

Software has 

secured the rights to 

id Software's 

newest game, Quake, 

which is slated for 

release for 32- and 

64-Bit systems as well 

as the Mac and PC. 

| 

: 

20 EOM 

CAN PC GAMES 
RESCUE ATARI? 

tari's newest division, : 

Atari Interactive, 

marks the company's : 

new direction in PC games. 

Plans for this year call for 16 į 
new CD-ROM titles, four of 

which should be out by the end : 
of this month. Several games 

are new versions of Atari's 

video-game classics such as 

Tempest, Missile Command 

and Crystal Castles. Other 

games such as Flip Out! 

and Baldies are reincarnations 

of Jaguar titles. 

The new division will have 

no impact on current Jaguar 

game development, said Atari 

Spokesperson Jeanne Winding. 

However, questions have 

arisen about Atari's future just 

weeks after the inception of 

Atari Interactive. A Multimedia 

AS URES 

The first PC games from Atari Interactive are enhanced versions of Jaguar 

games: Highlander, Tempest 2000 and Flip Out! They'll sell for $30-40 each. 

Wire report in January claimed 

Atari was "liquidating all its 

: video-game assets" including 

; the PC game division, and 

} getting out of the business. 
However, a company state- 

i ment in response to the report 
; indicated that Atari's plans 

i remain the same despite recent : 

NEW UEMA UNITE AN | 

: layoffs at the company. "These 

} changes do not change Atari’s 

: position with regard to the 
i 64-Bit Jaguar or the inception 

: of Atari Interactive,” the 

} statement read. “The changes 

} also have no effect on our 
: commitment to gamers or our 

resale channels." 

The four playable games on Sony's 
next demo CD are shown from top 
left: WipeOut, Twisted Metal, 

Mortal Kombat 3 and WarHawk. 
Also on the CD are previews of 
five other titles: Loaded, NFL 

GameDay, NHL Faceoff, Destruction 
Derby and Descent from Interplay. 



ТНЕ 
LOOKING AT? 
ME OR ruis BIG FAT 

? THIS BULLSEYE IN 
THE MIDDLE OF MY 

FOREHEAD? ISN'T THERE 
SOMETHING THAT CAN BL 

rrouror My LIFE? THAT pics 
DOWN AND DEEP CLEANS WITH 

MORE KILLER STUFF 
THAN THE NUMBER ONE 
PADTO ZAP @@@@? In 
Y ACT ISN'T THAT 
SOMETHING THis 

WICKED LITTLE 

PAD FROM 

CLEARASIL ? 

© P&G 1995 
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Sensor technology naves 

way for hands-free play 

new controller from Perception 

Systems aims to cut gamers 

loose permanently from video- 

game controllers—and it just 

may succeed. 

Dubbed the ZON, this small, cube-like 

sensor plugs up to a system and detects 

movement in front of it. 

The ZON records movement in the area 

and translates the 

movements into game 

commands, which the 

user can define. 

The electronic eye set within the box can 

differentiate between a player's movement 

from extraneous background changes, 

Such as lighting or scenery, according to 

company officials. 

Special LED lights on the ZON flash to 

warn the user when he or she is moving 

out of the sensor's reach. 

The ZON boasts a latency time of 33 

milliseconds at most; however, its makers 

Say response times are limited by the 

NEW 3-9 DIS 
L ast month, EGM 

reported on Infinity 

Multimedia's efforts to 

bring new 3-D technology into 

the video-gaming arena. 

This new technology is 

unique in that it requires nei- 

ther glasses nor special hel- 

mets. Rather, it allows gamer: 

to see 3-D objects floating in 

front of them. 

Infinity officials recently 

revealed new information 

detailing the nuts and bolts 

behind this new technology 

and its marketing potential. 

Basically, the company's 

3-D display is an illusion. In 

reality, it projects a series of 

2-D images. Each image is 

actually a 2-D picture shot at 

M. 14 

: a certain perspective. The 

i next image shown is the same: 

: 2-D image, but shot and 

: shown at a different angle. 

IN THE 'ZON' 
technology. One attendee who tested out 

the ZON said that the response time was 

“pretty good,” although it took a while to 

get used to a vastly different way to play. 

No limits are set on the kinds of motion it 

can register: Hand, arm and even body 

motions such as kicks, leaps and punches 

can be used to play a game. 

Company officials contend this new way 

of play will reduce repetitive-stress injuries 

related to video-game control use, as well 

as make more games truly interactive. 

Another benefit lies in the ability to 

give your entire body a workout, 

rather than just your thumb. 

(Could the ZON pave the way 

for aerobic exercise video 

games? Hmm...) 

The sensor will sell for 

under $99 and will hit stores 

sometime this summer. 

More importantly, the ZON will be 

compatible with the Super NES, Sega 

і Genesis, Saturn, PlayStation, PC and 

: Mac. More importantly, additional adapters 

: are in the works for future systems—possi- 

: bly the Ultra 64 and M2—so the peripheral 

i won't quickly grow outdated. 

SVOLUTIONIZE ARCADES 
i essence, your eye is tricked 

: into seeing a "continuously 

: displayed" picture that 

ppears to float in front of 

our face. 

One avenue Infinity hopes 

o exploit are location-based 

: entertainment centers that 

: give gamers the chance to 

! compete in multiplayer 3-D 
! games or motion simulators. 

The display also has potential 
for DVD and Internet use. 
i In addition, Infinity plans to 
i convert video games and 
} movies to make them 3-D, as 
well as develop future titles. 

i To that end, Infinity hopes to 
secure partnerships with other 

i gaming companies interested 

n the 3-D display. 

The ZON (right) defines a 
space for a player to move 
around and translates move- 
ment into controller commands. 

processing speeds of current systems. 

Bottom line: The ZON eliminates all 

need for controllers 

During the Winter CES in Las Vegas, 

visitors were invited to try out the new 

When these images are 

flashed at a rate of 60 per 

second, the result is an 

: autostereoscopic display. In 
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‘Gotta have a brain in the old. сосот do ply this one. Hey, 

| this ant no cakewalk. Were talkin’ паре Scavenger hut for 

thee geme. Find em and | paver ip the ancient chip kis ard PC/Mac 
sail this pup outta here. Bow tt and the goddess к don 

Some. gros had time. Bran-busting. puzzles. Killer 895. 

Рику Earth, Wind ¢ Fire tues. And a well preserved 5000-year-old 

godess in distress. So what are you аот! tonte? Adios, Chickie.” | 
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for the PlayStatio 

Create unlimited custom stat: 
_ ultimate managerial thrill! да 



Watch your best 
reliever warming up 
in the bullpen, and 
analyze your starter's 
fatigue, pitch count, 
and performance. 

let you make your X ч When he's ready to 
best pick-off move EEUU mee n go, you're ready to go! 
to the bag. ! - - Е 5 

PLAYER:EDITDR: 
ER n E Create your own р МУ Ў EUR Experience the best 
теак DN sien: Sas players from scratch, | 2 s of baseball history 

mc or modify any player's | ^ with the bonus 
ratings, or even their F “Legends” League— 
physical attributes! p: m * te 12 great legendary 
The resulting player 2 teams from history, 
will be true-to-life, = 2 come to life in 12 
on-field and off. 2 А beautifully rendered 

old-time stadiums. 

23 126 54 23 ЕШ: 

8 5 2 
394 ҸИ ЫЗу 1 12 6ч 19 

манаска PEINE 
= Siwa Kesr (CC JD dela eek 
ГЕТ Та ЕТЕР 

аны: GBT Î For maximum variety 
п ЫС Се =D pat aay in gameplay, change 
ве аттешсе any manager's 

tendencies on any 
team and see the 

d ; IM results play out 

SIRE i stes J III on the field and 
195 in the stats. 

TEAM EDITOR 
Neat: 

Raeagec: 
sema 

Cleveland 

With Magy and Martinez 
the mound and Lofton 

ава Baerga at the plate 
Team could win Their Г 

‘pennant is 40 gears. 

P Favec Rewer 
Beteraes 

p 

| Hot new user interface з SE pr This "fifth generation" 
gives you instant q fielding simulation 
access to any feature. has additional play 
View and manage your Т 4 animations, baseball 

Ег = Flet toa, krang х team from the field, 2 y plays, and graphics 
го Owen Spike Gower. oar r from the dugout, and realism, resulting (inane Е erga. SN 2 

romper! RF from the General z » in true-life baseball Them, Jum A 
Sao c Я '®ашгег, Nanay Manager's office! gameplay. 
Boden 298 Sorrento. Раа 3 
Faber gas. Jorge 4 Pena. Tong ^ Sar clea Саг M^ Керр, Надае _ 

Sony PlayStation™ 

It's all here: pick-off PC CD-ROM 

plays, hit-and-run, 
suicide squeeze, » 

towering pop-ups, è A , See for yourself! 
and more. The ~g 7 Be For demo; 

ч http://www.MindSpan.com/ 
MindSpan/hb5.html 

élal licensee of the Major League Baseball Players Association. LOGO OMLBPA MSA. PlayStation, the 
a Warner Music Group Company. All rights reserved. Screens shown are from PC version, 



Diddy's back and 
better than ever. 

Fasten your seat belt. 

This | monkey ' sh coming Torrential rain, bloodthirsty Dixie twirls her ponytail 

pirates, and now your ship is to fly chopper style— 

full throttle. Donkey sinking...have a nice day. talk about a buzz cut! 

Kong Country 2: Diddy's Kong Quest" Sleek, stylish and fully Loaded. With 

ГҮЙ 52 megs and so many ТЕБЕН it even outperforms last year's 

model. But don't take our х г it. Let Diddy take you once around the 

park — sunken pirate ships, roller coasters... beehives. (Watch t [sticky stuff!) 
рч 



moves too, like the (КЕЕ (please kids, 

don't try this at home). We even threw in a 

bunch of multiple endings. But hey, what do you 

expect from the («Е 78] in history. 

Except another game that leaves everything 

else far behind. (Ever been behind a 
KON, 

х SUPER NINTENDO 

a 

special 

Now there are sm 

.19ve nedt ttute nobbid Kremlings out to slap your 
monkey around. Ouch! 

monkey? It ERE 3103535 229) 

AOL @ keyword: NOA 
www.nintendo.com LXSEENEE 



Bound and gagged, Cyber found him- 
self under control of the co-workers 

who he has been annoying mercilessly 

for the past few years. He found out it's 

hard to say, “А New Bus" while gagged. 

MARK 
lefebvre 

Mark has been moping about after 

the Packers met a humiliating defeat 

at the hands of the Cowboys. Now he 

is a bitter football fan reminiscing 

about what could have been... 

Roach is moving out on his own with 

his little lady. His hairy pal Moe is left 

out in the cold without a roommate. 

Mike doesn't care what happens to the 
furry bugger. Insect politics... 

Sushi's been honing his skill at Killer 

Instinct 2 as of late. He recently spilled 

the intestines of a kid who threw once 

too often. It is not wise to frustrate а 

deadly ninja warrior. 

HOW GAMES ARE | 
The reviews that are published in EGM 
are created after each gamer on the 
Review Crew staff plays through the 
game in its entirety. The Crew then 
independently writes their reviews 
based on the quality of the product, 
originality and challenge (how long it 
takes to complete), and bases their 
numerical scoring on a 1 to 10 scale in 
relation to other titles available for the 
same system. 

neo-geo 

REAL BOUT 

s Е ANDY BOGARD 

| THE 

category: release date: 

nang Û Now | 
challenge: back-up: 

Adjustable | None | 
| didn't care for the last Fatal Fury, but this one 
does justicestoythe name. Hiddensightersplotssof 

personality to the characters and pits are just 
some of the cool aspects. RBFF is intense, both 

in speed andy pyrotechnics. The Warriors, are 
detailed, complete with comical before-fight ani- 
mationszThe pits are hilasious,instead of deadly. 
Combos сап be found, but forthe most part'aren't 

automatic. Everything about this game screams 

greatness, animation, sound and graphics. Wow! 

Neo*Geo has done it again! With so many fight- 

ing games;underiis belt, it wouldsseemphardeto 
come up with a fresh, idea for a new title or even 
enough Vatiation to’ keep the /players coming 
back for more: In Real Bout, old playersawith a 
newgtwist Seems to be the theme. A few ofthe 
new features/inelude levelpitspnewecombos, tal- 
lied Бу а Combo counter and not only background 
ducks, but foreground as well. IS а great game, 

but it may take some getting used too. 

| have been a Fatal Fury fan for quite some time, 

and | have;towsaysthat Real Bout FatalyFurysisstie 
best іп4ће Fatal Fury series. The new added pits 

at both ends of/each'level are a welcome feature. 
Unlike“ the previous Fatal Fury titlesysRBFF 
seems to be More comical, not to mention more 
detail hasbeen put intoythe charactefs, including 

a complete personality overhaul, If you are into 
SNK fighting games, Real Bout Fatal Fury can't 
be passed up. It's tons o' fun! 

This game plays a lot easier than many Neo 
games (maybe'too.easy) with forgivingscontrols 
and very simple combos (some using multibutton 
taps). The graphics and sounds/ate typical high- 
end №0, however there aren’t/many mewechar- 

acters. They compensate for lack of New players 
by the diversity of extramovesand sirategy asso- 
ciated with all the old players: With features like 
super and Comeback moves, ring outs and multi- 

level playing, this is a fast and furious fighter. 

Worst Feature: Same Fighters 

Time To Complete: Medium | 
Also Try: Other Neo Fighters 

genesis 

POCAHONTAS 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Moderate | мое | 
While most people won't bother to try this game, 
those jwhosdowwilisfind themselvesshooked;«at 
least for the first time they play through it. 
However, Pocahontas has little replay value. The 
graphics аге typical Disney cell ай, whieh, you 
may or may not like. The use of animal spirits to 
solve puzzles was a сооізсопсері. мћаа а prob- 
lemwith the control. The game had a slow reac- 
tion to the controller input. While not devastating, 

it takes longer to get used to. An addicting game. 

With Pocahontas being a movie translation that 
leans more toward the youngersgamer;slswas 

ехресііпо breeze right through this title. 
Instead I found.the difficulty of the puzzles to be 

just right, One of the best features iSsthesteam- 
work that you have to use between the charac- 

ters in Ofdemto Solve.the. puzzles. Without this 
strategy element, the game would have had little 
to offer. This one’s a worthwhile title, but is lack- 

ing when it comes to the sound and the control. 

The first thing | noticed in Pocahontas is that the 

graphics are clean, The second thingsissthescon- 
trol: It is agit too stiff. The contfol сап be com- 
pared to that of Prince of Persia The use of both 

Меекб and Pocahontas throughout thergame is a 
nice touch. After getting used to the control, | 
found myselffenjoyingsthe, game.At points, the 
gamê tended to get somewhat difficult, Soif you 
are thinking about getting Pocahontas for your 
young children, rent it first. 

I'm not a freak, but | did think the movie was 
decentyandslsenjoyedsthe game tossomesextent. 
This сай isn't great, but it does capture elements 
of the movie's story and puts a Jot of strategy to 
it. Мауре т just a sucker for апітаіѕзриї | 
enjoyedgthe aspect of getting new skills and 

switching characters. The.game's. biggest draw- 
backs are its somewhat simple graphics and slow 
or awkward controls. Tt is a decent game but it 
might be a bit tough for the kids. 

Best Feature: ^ Great Challenge 
Worst Feature: Nothing Dies 

“Time To Complete: Medium | 
Also Try: Aladdin 



saturn 

DARIUS GAIDEN 
acclaim 

PRESS START, proven: 

ELT 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Adjustable | Mone | 
This shooter is not too bad. It has an "arcade" feel 
to it. Thesgraphicssare nice, thoughsthesTechno 
Soft wave effect is a bit overused. The gameplay 
is fast, and J couldn't find any slowdown at all. | 
like the poWer-up system, but no matterswhat, it 

seemed/like my shots bounced off even the 

weakest enemies. Simple.drones take about 10 
shots. There's no time for error. Still, if you like 

shooters, this is one of the most Intense ones out 
there. Darius is not for the faint of heart. 

Not just another shooter, Darius Gaiden features 
some Ofsthesmostunusual-lookingsgraphicssever & 
seen, especially the backgrounds. The control is 
good, but even when playing in the Two-player 

Mode thesenemies became very difficultyto,beat. 
An average player will be looking ‘for а level 
selecto make it past the:six or.severi levels. The 
music score is unlike anything I've heard before 
in a game of this type. It's almost soothing. A solid 

game that will not be beaten in one sitting. 

If you like shooters, this game is for you. Although 
it doesnittotallyshowwoff the power of.theySaturn, 

Darius Gaiden has some clean graphics, cool 
music and virtually no slowdown. The transition 
between backgrounds on the fly is cool, but the 
best part of Darius is the Bosses. They аге some 
of thescoolest-looking enemies I havesseen in а 
longitime. The only drawback is that it tends to 
become nearly impossible at times. Tf you own a 

Saturn, check out this hyper-intense game. 

This water-based shooter built up a lot of antici- 

pation sforsitswelease=Darius Gaidensprovessthat 
it is worthy of the loyal following by suppling play- 
ers with shockingly detailed graphics and game- 
play capable of challenging even the most,sea- 
soned players, Control is smooth and puts the 
most important featuresof, any..shooter into the 

hands of players. A (constant screenful of ene- 
mies and various ranges of power-up levels 
accent this already enjoyable title. 

Best Feature: Тһе Opera Music _ 
Worst Feature: It's Fishy 

Time To Complete: — Medium | 

Also Try: Darius 3—Arcade 

saturn 

RTAL KOMBAT ЇЇ 
acclaim 

PUSH STRRT 

MATURE 

category: release date: 

P Fighting [Now | 
challenge: back-up: 

| Moderate | None | 
If you want a graphically perfect rendition of 
Mortal;Kombatilonthe Saturn, this is.itsMIK2.has 

a few/noticeable flaws, like load time when you 
try a move for the first time, but/overall it's quite 
playable. All the combos and neck kicks from the 
arcade are here, though tap moves seem difficult 
on a pad. You want Fatalities? This һава! of em. 
It's sort of funny, if the Computer wins, itll do a 
Fatality each time. A few sounds were absent but 
| didn't mind. Saturn owners should like this. 

When firing this fighter of the past up, | was real- 
ly impressedewithshow clear the graphics»were. 
It's nearly identical to the arcade. But as the rule 
goes, graphics don't make a great game. The first 
thing/that türned. me off was the sound effects. 
Not even close! Second is the Way the game 
plays... The’ control’! canslive with, but/the slow- 
down is unbearable, especially when you try to 

pull off some of the trademark moves or the fatal- 
ities. This one was a disappointment. 

MK? on Saturn is the best translation for home 
Systems, but it.definitely does have itssflaws»The 
load timesshould be-much improved; especially 

when you do а fatality or Shang Tsung’s morph. 
There also is no “Toasty!” when the Scorpion 

fatality is done. Lastly, the music should actually 
be the original MK2 music, not the redone music 

that is in the Saturn version. The graphics are B 
great and the control IS good, but With all these 
inconsistencies, it left me wanting more. 

This is a great-looking MK2, but let's face it, 
I've already:gone:through two more Mi&games 

(MK з and UMK3). Coming out this late, I'd 
have to demand a near-perfect translation to 

make it worth:taking a step back. Unfortunately 
this game 15 plagued with slowdown for the ini- 
tial use of.Special moves:and lacks some of the 

sounds contained in the 16-Bit Versions. If does 
look and play exceptionally well. MK2 fans will 
dig the reminiscence, but I'm looking for MK4. 

Worst Feature: Slowdown 

Time To Complete: Medium | 
Also Try: Arcade 

playstation 

ERO DIVIDE 

category: release date: 

hang Û Now| 
challenge: back-up: 

Adjustable | Memory Card 

Zero Divide is a fighting game that will probably 

turn off a.Jotzof;players at first glancesltsygame- 
play is@too tight апо specials arg hard to do 
However, ZD grows Оп you. | pafticularly like the 
fact that you Сап sWing up off the edge ofthe are- 
nas Depending on your character Combos range 
from easy. tornear impossible whichimake prac- 

tice ‘that much more important: Lots of fighters 
and decent graphics ате plusses. Tt Would have 
scored higher if the gameplay was looser. 

With MK3 and Tekken already out for the PS, ZD 

is up againsttoughycompetition. Well, Zero:Bivide 

does fave some unique features 40 it, such as a 

well-rounded’ selection of charaéters and moves 

that are very different from other games. It also 
has theereative Japanese look that sets if apart 
from anything else. | found it UnUSUalsthat it Uses 
onlyitwo attack buttofis which indicates simplicity 

but that limitation is Compensated by a harder 
game difficulty. Plenty of surprises in this one. 

When first playing ZD, it really did not appeal to 
me. Buiyaftersplayingsfor a short timessi«really:got 
into it and started (O like it. It's a learning thing. 
The сотбоз їе not difficult to pull Off and actu- 
ally requiré-some amount of skill-to-ehain.. The 
drawbacks of the game are that you do not have 

my the opfion to turn the time,off and the announcer 

getsfannoying real quick. (Thank goodness you 
I have the option to turm him off!) For something 

different and unusual, check this one out. 

ZD isn’t a great game but it is new. Overall it 
plays like a Tekken or VF with somendifferences. 

My biggestomplaintis the lack Of real originality 
in each/character's fighting style Maybe it's the 
Japanese -polygon.look but also Manymof the 

characters play the) same way. However, there 
are 501630004 featuresslike the way your Ghar- 

acter hangs оп instead of an instant ring out. 
Also, it plays well and May provide à good alter- 
native to the big names. It's fun but nothing great. 

Worst Feature: Two Attack Buttons 

Time To Complete: - Medium 
Also Try: MK3 



саберогу release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Memory Card 
A-Train has the addictive quality of SimCity 2000 

with more.things:to. worry about. This-is-the-sort 
of game that can pass an entire day away without 
you nóticing. The fact that the load time is a bit 
extreme adds to that effect. /A-Traingis»easy 

enough to pick up, and it'll draw you in. The 
graphics arespretty good» and. the..logic in the 
design engine is sound. If you want a game that 
is worth the money you pay, A-Train is one of 
those games. It's highly recommended. 

A-Train is a simulation title from Maxis, the same 

company-that-developed such igreatetitlessas 

SimCity and SimTower. First of all, this is а game 
that only true sim fans will probably enjoy as it is 
a very time-intensive game and requires:a.lot of 
experimenting with the placement of the basic 
city components. | liked:the 3-D. Mode where you 
сапе one of the trains while viewing the sur- 

roundings. This is a cool idea! Nota game for me, 
but still a sound product for its audience 

Г can usually get into a Maxis sim game, but this 

one seemed io-be a little too боіповіоь те. 

Granted, you can control everything from bus and 
train schedules, purchase land, build amusement 

parkgl and even take a 3-D ride on your busses 
andjtrains, but even with all that, A-Train/seemed 

to still have«somethingemissing. Maybe it's the 
scheduling thing. Sim gamers might not have 
trouble getting into A-Train, but there are a lot of 
other sims out there that aren't that different. 

Maxis simulation games usually strike me as well 
thought-out anddeveloped games thatyhaveilittle 

trouble consuming much of your time. A-Train on 
the contrary does not have that Major jump over 
other/Sims to make it purchaseable. The new 3-D 

bus/and train views are one nice addition, but 

they do not.make the.game à winner/by them- 
selves; | feel sim fanis could easily get into this 
one, but having SimCity 2000 as а standard will 
make A-Train feel like a partial attempt at a game. 

Worst Feature: Interface 

Time To Complete: Infinite. 
Also Try: $62000—Saturn, РС 

30) EM 

playstation 

DESCENT 
interplay 

challenge: 

Adjustable | MemCard&Password 

There are two ways to look at this game. It is rev- 
olutionany-because:of-what it can do.on:the.PS, 

but that aside | have to look at the gameplay. The 

control took/some time to get used to and the 

graphics seemed only average/but that is proba- 
bly a compromise between looks апа playing 

speed; The 8-D mazespare neat but Descent 
lacks spirit. | personally had a hard time getting 
into the game but that’s just because of the type 
of games | choose to play. It's worth a look. 

This is one of those games that can be classified 
as "groundbreaking;"-because of the-360-degree 
movement of your ship throughout the vast levels 
of corridors; This PC port-over, has а smooth 

frame rate; enhanced lighting effects andyabove 
all, the “perfect control when Used with the PS 

pad. Descent has somemice cinemas and a cool 

map feature, but other than proper maneuvering 
through the corridors, it falls short when it comes 
to the excitement level. Challenging though. 

Those of you who have played Descent on the 
PC willappreciate the PlayStation; version Which 

does а great job of rendering the polygons so 
quickly. TheOnly problem | had with this game is 
that | got lost easily within / the 360-degree 
scrolling environment, which happens Very easily 

if you@on't devote 100'perceht:of.your attention 
to the game, but other than that, | have no gripes. 
ШЕ large levels and hidden power-ups kept me 

Worth 

If you have tried the PC release, you will instant- 
ly recognize-the:outstanding play speed:at:which 
the home system redraws the screen on the fly. 
Descents main asset is its totally free 360- 
degree movement which gives the player an 
experience unlike any other in the overused line 
of firstperson games.«lfpyoupare looking for а 

game that is really adept at making the player 
nauseated, look no further. Descent is what you 
need. Challenge seekers don't miss out! 

Best Feature: Scrolling Speed 
Worst Feature: Getting Lost 

Time To Complete: Medium 
Also Try: Descent-PC 

3do 

AR FIGHTER 
studio 3do 

i$ 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Star Fighter is one of the most impressive games 
yet for the-3DO. system. It is comparable to 
gamesdike Warhawk and Agile Warrior. The dif- 
ferent missions, combined with wonderful visuals 
make this бате a must-buy for 3DO owners. The 
gameplay does take getting used to as itis a little 
too loose. However,-Star Fighter-is really 
playable. The difficulty is а bit extreme, making 
for some frustrating times for younger players. 
Hardcore gamers will love it and should get it. 

If the graphics of this title were improved and the 

control was-tightened up, this gameswould be 
close to perfect. While not the most graphically 
detailed ЗОО game ever, Star Fighter has some 
really innovative features to it; Free flight, any- 
where throughout the level, 60 levels of intense 
action апа above all, highly addictivesgameplay. 
To best describe’ it would be to combine both 
StarFox and Warhawk together. Certainly one of 
the best on the system and worth a look. 

If you want a lot of game for your buck, Star 
Fighter issit Offering you 60 missions, good 
graphics, cool music and tons of action, this title 
has the makings of a great game. The free move- 
ment (even allowing you to fly into space) is 
great, not to mention being able to blow up any- 
thing in yourpath. Thevonly, drawback is that your 
aircraft seems to move slowly at times, making 
the feeling of speed nearly nonexistent. Overall, 

Star Fighter has obvious design roots in StarFox, 

but putsstosusesbettery programmingstechniques 
that give the player better visuals as well as total- 
ly free movement. Virtually non-restrictive flight 

paths alsogive the players the ultimate:control in 
an arcade flying-action game. Near limitless 
games like this really letyou get.into.the plot and 
adapt to the varying terrain while having a lot of 
fun in the process. Star Fighter has all the depth 
and the quality required to make a name for itself. 

Best Feature: Limitless Flight 
Worst Feature: - Graphics 

Time To Complete: Medium 
Also Try: Wing Arms-Saturn 



nr the Second Han Dynasty 

and China is on the verge of 

collapse. Infighting among the 

court families and the emer- 

gence of powerful warlords 

dominates the landscape. The 

struggle for power has brought EE 
e e " Í Ж an era known as the Three Lamm 

Kingdoms, complete with con- 
AE As GOVERNOR, YOU 

stant warfare among China's most Must Rowe WIHA 

courageous and skillful heroes. Suam La, 

Discuss war strategy with up to 
558 different officers, including 
108 inspired by the player’s 

Q imagination 

% Defeat enemies using powerful "9 

I5 new weapons including automat- 
ic firing crossbows, battering sce 

rams & catapults SECRET CONSULTATIONS 
ids ЖД BRING VALUED 

* Play one of 38 exciting rulers, eight KATON 
of whom you can create yourself 

Set enemy units, ships or cities 
ablaze using a variety of FIRE 

commands 

¢ Full motion video 

om ane Г Р enhances special 
events & commands 

(not available for Super = 559 ERS 

of The three Kingdoms A F vss Onora roc c 
) 6 New HELP feature gives you аиа 

valuable command information 
without having to turn to the 
manual KIDS TO ADULTS 

4 

Ф One to eight player excitement 

Available now or coming soon to: 

IBM CD ROM KOEI 

| =e | 

SUPER NINTENDO KOEI Corporation 

Playstation Ж 1350 Baysho 
as Burlingame, C/ 

Available at your favorite retailers nationwide. 
Phone 415/348-0500 for additional information 
or to order direct. 



Up to 16 players enter the tournament -4 player Simultaneous action! Let it rain from high-scoring hot spots! 

VIRGINIA 

SUPER NES SATURN 
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Atari Leaves Video Games Ultra 64 Targets The Net 
Killer Instinct Special Info New Info On 0/64 Drive 
Sony To Deliver Portable? Street Fighter 3 On Na 
...Hey, hey, kiddies, the Q-Mann is back with the inside scoop from the deepest depths where the О got the 

hottest dirt from inside and out the video game biz...With the Ultra heating up and the M2 turning heads, the Q 

has never been happier—and this month | have a gob of the good stuff with news on both super systems as well 

as behind the scenes info from Sony, Atari and more...Launching on a rather sad note, the Q hears that the found- 

ing father of all gaming, Atari Corporation, is looking to toss their losses and get out of gaming. While the compa- 
ny still has a stash of over $50 million in the bank, it seems that the powers that be at the big ‘А have decided to 
cut and run from the continued failure of their Jag. While the company does report that some third-party support 
will be coming for the machine through the end of this year, yours truly doesn’t hear a lot of positives from the 

people who are supposed to be delivering all of these softs. With an estimated 50K systems ‘out there,’ it looks 
like the last days of Atari may be close at hand... 

...While we're on the subject of Atari, the О hears that the Tramiel gang are looking to launch into PC software, 
either directly or as a licensee. C'mon guys, there's only so far you can go with Centipede...While we're on the 

subject of Atari, Part Il: It looks like Time Warner is dumping their Atari as well, with reports from behind the lines 

indicating that the coin-op Atari may fall into the hands of either Williams or possibly even Acclaim by the time you 

read this. Look for the T/W folks to deliver up some grand home softs, however, including a simply spectacular 
version of Return Fire for the PlayStation (sorry, but they haven't sent a Saturn rev)...| love Killer Instinct 2... 

„Well, well, well the plot thickens my Q-Friends...Seems Sony may be putting the breaks on certain titles to pre- 

pare for the impending onslaught expected from the white shirts at Nintendo when their U64 busts onto stores 

shelves later this year. Yours truly hears from some very good sources that Sony is looking to make a big impact 
with a wave of killer softs that will just happen to hit at around the same time that the Ultra is grabbing the head- 
lines with less than a dozen games. Can you say, “Good strategy Sony?"...Could it be? Will it happen? Another 
portable game machine? Insiders in the know have given the Q the good wurd that you may see such a thing 
from SONY of all companies! It looks like the powers behind the PlayStation are talking portable Stations by the 
end of the year that will play CDs and games courtesy of a flip-up screen. While the Q is salivating over such a 
system, | hear that the concept is partially a response to Nintendo, Matsushita and others offering up their assort- 

ment of hardware goodies (Ultra, M2, etc..) come this fall... 

...Yow! The Quartermann just got off the phone with a Sony developer that is rebooting some of their original code 
to make room for additional 3-D modeling and rendered artwork. It appears that the powers that be at Sony want 
their softs to BLOW the competition out of the water...Enough with Sony, it seems the Saturn is looking to have 

something to say about what Sony will do in the future. Once you rip your way through all of the Sega/M2 rumors 
swirling around the biz, the Q managed to dig up some sparkling gems for all you Saturn fans...First of all, look for 
the upcoming Saturn Sonic to have more than a few surprises to complement the standard Sonic gameplay, 

including some of the hottest graphics ever incorporated into a video game...The Q hears that Sega is looking to 

offer game samples via the Internet using a special adapter for the Saturn... 

...The О peeked just a little and learned that Nintendo is hoping to sell through three million Ultras during the first 
year of release. Okay, actually | learned it from a press report in Japan, where the Kyodo News also revealed that 

Nintendo president Hiroshi Yamauchi said that an interactive Internet terminal is being co-developed with 
Netscape as was reported in an earlier issue of EGM...The prices for the U/64 are becoming clearer and they look 

to clock in at $250 for the console, but the nasty rumor that the games will cost more than $100 (and maybe as 
much as $150) has started seeping into the industry again. One source reported that Killer Instinct Special might 

hit that high number, but the Q doesn't believe that Nintendites would try it...The new KI game, according to a rep 

close to the project, will have four new characters, one of which is just Eyedol. There will be a new Boss and two 
new background scenarios added...Paradigm has a new 3-D rendered skiing game on the computer tentatively 

entitled Egghead Shread... 

..NOJ has released some additional specs on its new bulky disk drive for the U64. The disks can contain up to 64 

MG of data, 20 MB of which can be written over by the drive. The drive will definitely attach to the underside of the 

Ultra and will be released first in Japan this fall... The U.S. version of the Bulky drive will likely be accompanied by 

a new version of Zelda...Where is Zoop? For some reason that the Q is investigating, the game is simply 
gone...Street Fighter 3 on M2? Could be. Capcom has announced it will be developing games for the new 64-Bit 

machine and SF3 is rumored to be the first...Look for Playmates to deliver up PlayStation and Saturn versions of 

Toshinden 2 in May. Battle Arena Toshinden Remix will hit the Saturn in 
March...Lastly, look for SNK to port over their hottest titles to the PlayStation. Cm " 

While the Q couldn't dig up the dates, at least some will be ready by spring, — ex 
including King of Fighters '95, Samurai Spirits, Zankuro Musoken and Real $. 

Bout Garo Desetsu. A PlayStation version of Baseball Stars is also rumored 

to be in the works...’Till next time, | remain... 



QUARTERMANN’S 

CHEAT SHEET 
Fatal Fury Real Bout is our showcase game this month. 

This all-new fighter has pumped-up basic moves like a 

Dynamite Dash and Flying Retreat which are performed by 

tapping the joystick twice in the direction you want to speed 

away. In addition, there is a new Power Gauge system that 

gives you new abilities as the Power Gauge increases. But 

that’s not all! A-la Virtua Fighter, there is a Ring Out rule so 

you can defeat an opponent by kicking them out of the ring. 

Terry Andy Geese Hwan 

Bogard § Bogard § Howard ИЕШЕ 
Rising Tackle Dark Kick Crunch Wind Slice V Briefly, then Ao jump 

Bashing Sway Sonic Split Crescent Moon Slash 

Dragon Hurricane Kick Eye Shadow Smasher Sand Blast 

Power Geyser Super Ripper Blast Raising Storm кА ETE 
Yaa pmc] 5ү+ъ»с|| э 4 Vic | VAa mc 

Billy Duck 

_. Sh Kane King 

Emperor God Вор! | Club Cruncher 

Ac 

: Sorai 

^ Shin 

Soshu 

‘Shin 

Emperor God Bop 

B 

Empire Heaven Smash 

Eyes of Emperor Crunch 

Emperor Blast 

Empire Destiny Blow 

Dragon Twist Demonic Dropper Neo Break Storm 

Emperor Roar Destroyer 

Emperor Blast 

Empire Destiny Blow 

Dragon Guided Clubber Duck Air Fake 

yA»-Ay^- BC YA» Y +BC 



Franco Bash Ryujin Yamazaki 

ii. Serpent Y > A -c PM 

аЬ Y 4 » +B SadoMaso 

Nine Dragon Fury aAA » +С 

A repeatedly Flaming Stallion 

Dragon Reverse Kick y > <c 

Exploding Glow W A <q A »- +BC 

Sokaku Mochizuki 

Possession Explosion J= <€ J> +C 

Lightning Bolt Blast B> V À +в 
Dream Warrior 

Ghosts » Y 4 

Thunder Boomer B> 4 » +ВС 

Joe Higashi. 

Tiger Kick pe- Va +в 

TNT Punch A repeatedly 

Pressure Knee Y B +D 

Near Opponent, revolve 
JOYSTICK once 

Blue Mary 

M.Snatcher [ Va +B] x2 

M.Typhoon 9-4 ^ Y4»- +BC 

M. Diving 5. <i V4» -+C 

Bob Wilson 

Rolling Turtle Y > <Á +B or C 

Wild Wolf @briefly,then B> +B 

Monkey Dance »-V 4 +B 

Dangerous Wolf B> <i > Y4 > +BC 

Mad Spin Wolf =- P Y »- +С 

Mai Shiranui 

Shiranui Spirit YA» +D uring Jump 
Shadow 

Super Ninja Bees »- ^ B +BC 

Leotard Ninja Bees JB > P> +c 
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FIRE uP THE THUNDERSTRIKE, and prepare for 

559 US FURIOUS CARNAGE. 

Real-time combat and real-life conflicts — 
a Middle Eastern invasion, a brutal siege in 

Unleash a non-stop blitzkrieg with piracy in the South China Seas... 26 killer 

a vast array of weaponry. Configure 
your own mix of sophisticated 
armaments including missiles, cluster 
bombs, rocket pods, and chain guns. 

ариф нн 

Rotate your virtual cockpit view through 
180 degrees left and right, independent 
from flight. Or survey combat in a seamless 
360 degree rotation from outside your 

gunship. It's a panorama so true you'll 

taste the debris! War-torn terrain and 3D graphics are ultra-realistic. 
Look out for enemy vehicles, ships, and aircraft — 
then vaporize them with bone-shaking explosions! 

L^ PL eu HAVE A NICE MISSION. 
aruen MER. 

Eastern Europe, gun-running in South America, 

missions in all! Including night and day assaults. 



pei i 

If you think you've mastered Street Fighter's brutality, brace yourself, Straight from the #1 arcade hit, Street Fighter Alpha" combines state-of-the-art graphics with all new 

hidden attacks and multi-level super combos, Match up in head-to-head battles or lock into two-player combat with twelve of the deadliest Street Fighters of all time, Nine 

© CAPCOM CO. LTD. 1996 © CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 1996. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. CAPCOM, CAPCOM U.S.A., CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT and Street Fighter 
are trademarks of CAPCOM CO. LTD. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are 



trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the highest quality standards of Sega™. Buy games 
and accessories with this seal to be sure that they are compatible with the Sega Saturn?" System. Visit CAPCOM's web-site www.capcoment.com 



PAUSED PAUSED 

TRICK OF THE MONTH 

MISIE VOLUME MUSIC UnLUME 
Wn HIPH it 
FH UOLUME FH UDI UME 
mii ттттттттт! 

CONTINUE 

HEALTH 
AMMA 

With the rejuvenating 

thoughts of warm weather at 
hand, Trickman Terry has 

revived himself and he’s ready 

to conquer any and all tasks set 

before him! Spring is upon us 

and it is time to leave behind 
the cold, dreary days of winter 
and look toward the sunny days 
ahead! Of course, Trickman’s 

positive outlook can’t last for 

very long. Something bad is 
bound to happen as usual. 

While Terry is in his temporary 

state of euphoria, you can take 

advantage of the situation and 

send in your coolest tricks, 

codes, cheats and FAQs to: 

or send e-mail to: 

While Terry frolics through 
his tons o' mail with glee, he'll 

look for the good stuff. If your 
trick is chosen, you'll get your 
name printed in our mag, plus 

EGM will also send you a 
FREE game for the system* of 

your choice! Check the tiny 

print below for details. Make 
sure if you send e-mail that 

you include your real name, 
address, city, state and 

zip code. 

After pausing the 

(CORE BL 
FROM 1 
AND EGM! 

CONTINUE 

HEALTH 
[lala] 

A 

In the game, pause and hold Do the tricks for Health and 
the correct buttons. 

©НЕАҮ SHEET: 

Ammo. Notice the increase. 

During the game, press 

START to get the In-game 
Option Menu. Once there, 

press and hold the L1 and 

L2 buttons for 10 seconds. 

Keep holding these buttons 

and after the 10 seconds, 

press the sequences below 
to get these various results: 

Ammo: DOWN, RIGHT, 
CIRCLE, LEFT, RIGHT, 
CIRCLE. The word 
“AMMO” will appear. 

When paused, press any 

of the buttons (Square, 

A uM 
You can power yourself up 
within a game at any time! 

Circle, Triangle or X) 

repeatedly for an 

ammunition increase. 

Health: RIGHT, RIGHT, 

LEFT, DOWN, DOWN, UP, 

TRIANGLE, CIRCLE. The 
word, "HEALTH" will 

appear. When paused, 

press any of the buttons 

(Square, Circle, Triangle or 
X) one time to increase 

your health to max. power. 

Dave Trenkner 

Ft. Wayne, IN 

G WITH A CONTROLLER 
ERACT ACCECGORLES 
Everyone who sends in tricks to the Trickman has 
a chance of winning either an SNPROPAD, 

SGPROPAD-6, SNPROGRAMPAD or SGPROGRAMPAD-2! We're looking 

for a few good tricks, and if you send us a whopper, you'll be eligible to win 

our TRICK OF THE MONTH sweepstakes! If you win, you'll score your name 
in print, the Interact Accessories controller and a free game for the (allow- 
able) system of your choice! You'll only find contests like this in the pages of 
the Biggest and Best Video Game Mag, Electronic Gaming Monthly! 



ange events are AFOOT Ww i thin 

the EM RE AND the ofacles foretell 

a time of Carnage WOE... 
with NO shortage loo d work for 

\HARDBITTEN troops, this is 

: DEATH the glory... 

SHADOW OF THE HORNED RAI 

Blood. Carnage. War! 

For Windows"95 
Copyright ©1995 Games Workshop Limited Ltd. All rights reserved. Warhammer and Games Workshop are 

registered trademarks and Shadow of the Horned Rat is a trademark of Games Workshop Ltd. Copyright 
©1995 Mindscape Inc. All rights reserved. Mindscape is a registered trademark, and the Mindscape logo is a 
trademark of Mindscape Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

http:/www.mindscape.com 



These PlayStation pass- 

words will give you the ad- 
vantage to start anywhere 

in the game. Go into the 
Options Screen and move 

to Password. Enter any one 

of the three-letter pass- 

words listed. below to jump 

levels. 

1-1: CGG 
1-2: CLL 

1-3: CRR 
2-1: FCF 
2-2: FHF 

2-3: FMK 
3-1: HCH 
3-2: HHC 
3-3: HMH 

4-1: KCK 

4-2: KKC 
4-3: KNG 
4-4: KTL 
5-1: MCM 
5-2: MHH 
6-1: PCP 

6-2: PHK 

6-3: PPC 
Anthony Ernst 

Tigard, OR 

At the PlayStation 
Character Selection Screen, 

hold Circle, Triangle or 
Square while picking your 

player with the X button. 

The buttons will give you 

three more color choices! 

Clarence White; Roseville, MI 

‚>. 

1 a 

Spies: cago = 

No, it's much too tough to 

be Barney, but he és purple! 

40 EM 

CHEAT SHEET: 

Max Gun Power 

NETHHIITI 

CHEAT SHEET: 

m Pause $creen No 
rj Longer Darkens 

- 1 Press START to pause 
E the game. After it's 
Ld paused, press the A 

button eight times. 
The Pause Screen 
will no longer darken. 

CHEAT SHEET: 

Play the Hidden 
Phalanx Game 

Many bonus games are 

kind of boring and have bad 
graphics. Well, here is an 

exception to that old stan- 

dard! Just hold the START 

"The trick was done айй pre-production or Japanese varsion опе а ала is Elbit ld efl age) 

PUBLISHER: Interplay 

Press and hold the L1 and 

L2 buttons for 10 seconds. 

After this time has passed, 
press DOWN, RIGHT, 

PRUSEN 

MUSIC VOLUME 
mm 
FH МЕ 
ШЦ 

CONTINUE 
тшт 

AMM 
POLER 

This simple trick will let 

you pause the game without 

the screen darkening. To do 

this, press START to pause, 

then press the A button eight 

times. From now on, the 

screen will no longer darken. 

You can catch some good 
animation stills! 

via the Internet 

DOWN, RIGHT, TRIANGLE. 
Press X to increase your gun 

power and START to exit. 

Repeat to max out your gun. 

EX ve 
$3 40 

Ros 

The screen will no-longer darken! 

PUBLISHER: Тїшє Warner Interactive 

and SELECT buttons on 

the second controller while 
the game is booting up. 

If done correctly, the words 

“Bonus Game” should 

appear on the screen, and 
you will be able to begin 
playing the shooter game, 
Tiny Phalanx. 

SEDRE 

TRAT : T ^ 
CONE | GURBIL Ae INE IGUAL Cee, 

you can begin playing it. 

BONUS -GAME 

Hold START and SELECT on 
controller two until you see this. 

EEE pop  vo0pDeO | 

It's a great shooter with 
many power-up capabilities. 
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fog Psygnosis, the Psygnosis logo and Assault Rigs dfe trademarks 0 id. ©1995 Psyanosis, Ltd. 



Here are the 32X pass- 

words for Kolibri levels: 

YZYVHFDN 
HVYVPTDV 

RLFBKFDH 

XXZQTTDY 
YBJZSTDM 
ZDWPHZCH 
MQMDPTDH 

WSVNDZCR 

KVCXCZCB 
FDYDHFDR 
JVKNGZCB 
PRGQTTDV 
CKFLGZCW 

Jeff Desgagne 
Ontario, Canada 

There are many hidden 
codes in this awesome 

game for the Jaguar! All of 

the codes may be entered 

at the Introduction Screen 
where Rayman is putting 

his body together. Take the 
controller and enter these 

numbers on the numerical 
pad: 1, 3, 6, 4. This will get 

you the hidden Break-out- 

type game. Enter 5, 1, 5, 2, 

5, 3 to gain 50 lives. Also, 

to get all of Rayman’s pow- 

ers in the beginning of the 

game, enter the code: 1, 3, 
5, 7, 9. You will see text 

telling you that the codes 
worked. 

Rafi Guroian; Reisterstown, MD 

CHEAT SHEET: aro 
ENTER AN 

ULTIMATE KOMBAT KODE 

Legend- ROK GUERRA ТИ 
m This i is the order in 

4 

At the Game Over Screen, 
enter the Sub-Zero code here. 

дн THIS POINT QN — 

These Ultimate Kombat 

Kodes will allow you to play 

as the original Sub-Zero and 

Mileena! To do these tricks, 

you must be on the Game 

Over Screen. When it asks 

for the UKK, enter the follow- 

ing at the same time on both 

controllers: 

Sub-Zero: 

P28 1 8,3,5 
P258, 1,8,3,5 
Mileena: 

P1=2, 2, 2, 6, 4 

P2=2, 2, 2, 6, 4 Remember Mortal Kombat 1? 
Jeff Windham; Suisun City,CA They have the same moves! 

e original Sub-Zero wii 
now be at your disposal! 

SYSYEM: Genes 

ec х ccy- Screen from the Title Screen. 
CHEAT SHEET: When you're in the Options, 

move to Password and press 

RIGHT to get to the first 

letter. Using the A and B 

buttons, enter the password: 
ARGONATH 

Exit and pick your player to 

see the Stage Select! 

Randall үчү; Sheffield, AL 

This trick allows you to 

access a Hidden Stage 
Selection Screen in the 

game. To do this, you must 
first move to the Options Start your game, and you 

can choose your stage! 

de PUBLISHER: Midway 

GANE OVER 

ENTER AN 
GLTIMATE KOMBAT KODE 

к= к 

Af the Game Over Screen, 
enter the Mileena code here. 

RON THIS „унт он — 
AN ат TOUR CONTROL 

Thd female ninja, Mileena will 
now be at your disposal! 

Recreate the fights hetween 
characters from the past! 

Aue уйлор, 
gon сомеісцалтіон 

Ea 

Enter the Options. Put in the 
password, ARGONATH. 

You can start at any Boss, 
even the secret level! 



BILLIONS OF PRAYERS FOR PEACE. 

Oe MILLIONS OF MEN AT WAR. 

ONE LUNATIC STOKING THE FIRE. 

fficial Seal is your as- 
се that this product 

the” highest. ашай, 
of SEGA.™ Buy 
accessories with 
be sure that they 

lemwith the 
irn" System. 

£4 Í : А ў ДЕ ay 
MARKS OF SEGA ENTERI LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Iron Storm is a trademark of SEGA Enterprises, LTI їсепзей. by Working Designs. Original Ga 
поет Translation, © Working, 1996. Our guns are longer than average! For a dealenmear you, call (916) 243-3417. Call 1-800-771-3772 forinformation on Gai 



This interesting method 

for the PlayStation version 

will allow you to access 

random levels with various 

amounts of weapons, life 

and ammunition. To do 

this, go to the Password 
Screen of the game and 

enter the first seven letters 

as DOOMMNL. (Note: The 

second and third letters 

have been replaced with 

zeros.) Now, here is the 

part that requires experi- 

mentation. Choose any 

three letters or numbers 

and fill them into the last 

three spaces of the pass- 

word. Three of the same 

numbers or letters seems 

to work quite well. Also, 

two of the same numbers 

or letters work. You can get 

999 ammo, 200 health, 

most of the weapons, etc. 

Try different number and 

letter combinations; you 

never know where you'll 

end up! (Note: Not every- 

thing works all-of the time.) 

The Saturn translation of 
the popular fighting game 

already has a funny trick to 

add to the fun! While 

selecting your mode of 
play at the Title Screen, 

press and hold the top 

LEFT and RIGHT Shift 
buttons. Now, choose the 

character you want to play 
as normal. As soon as you 

go into battle, your charac- 

ter and your opponent will 
have an immensely huge 

head! This trick will work 

for any character in the 

game. 

44 EM 

To do either of these tricks, 

first pause the game and the 

Screen will darken. Now 

press these buttons in order 

to access the various results: 

JBLISHER 

Level Skip: SELECT, B, X, 
A, A, X, B, SELECT. 
Full Life: X, SELECT, X, B, 
X, SELECT, X, A. 

After one of the codes has 

been entered, you will hear 

a noise to confirm that it 

worked, then press START. 

Matt Lane; San Francisco, CA 

Pause the game and the 
screen will darken. 

First, at the Raiden Project 
Main Menu, highlight 
“Launch Raiden II” and 

select it. When the game is 
loaded, a 30-second demo 

will play. From here, you can 

control the game’s demo by 
holding the R2 button and 

playing as normal! 

Adigun Adigray Polack; Bear, DE 

This trick will allow you to 

access a hidden track. From 
the Main Menu, highlight the 
word “Time Attack” and hold 

(\Arcade | 

2, Player" Battle 
Car, Settings 

Records!) 
Options 

Time Attack and do the trick. 

mates Interactive 

Do the life refill trick to 
replenish energy when hit. 

А сеат ВАВА 
After you do the trick, you'll 

skip to the next level! 

you can take 
control of the Demo Screen! 

buttons X and Y simultane- 

ously. Next, press C three 
times (once on each screen). 

Robert L. Cullison; Akron, OH 

TimerAttack 

GOURSE=SELECT: 
DESERT 

5 FOREST 
MOUNTAIN 

Fastest Lap: 1'15 bn 
x Best Time. 

now available for you to race! 
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These codes for the 

Super NES version of the 

game will give you the 
advantage in many 
situations: 
Play as the Enemy Mech: 

At the Tiburon 

Entertainment Screen, 
press DOWN, A, then X. 

Then go to the Password 

Screen and enter the code: 

XTRMS3K. 
Invincibility: 

The password is MKWFLL. 

This code works only after 
the unlimited ammo and all 

level codes have been 
entered. 

To refresh your memory, 
(and to get invincibility 
working) here are those 
codes again. 
Level Codes: 

Mission 1: BMBRMN 

Mission 2: 65C816 
Mission 3: B1GBND 
Mission 4: FSPRNG 

Mission 5: YHWX11 
Unlimited Ammo: 
The code is M1ROG3. 

When starting a new 

level be sure to enter a 

level password. Now when 

you die in the PlayStation 

version of this game, follow 

this method. Press the 

START button to pause, 

then press the SELECT 

button. This will bring you 

to an Options Menu. Move 
to the Password Option 

and press the X button. 
You'll see a password. 

Press X again and you'll 
begin on the same level 

with items you had before. 

46 EM 

CHEAT SHEET: 

Play as all of the 
Secret Bosses 

You must beat the 
pem game on difficulty 
нй four and then again 
ТЕ: with Master on difi- 
TA! culty five. You may 
ГЕ then access even 
I-A. more characters by 
FF)" holding SELECT on the 
Шы] Question mark. 

First, from the Title Screen, 

you must go into the Options 

and change the difficulty set- 
ting to four or above. Now, 

you must beat the game with 
any character. Once you do 

this, go back into the options 
and change the difficulty level 
to five or above. Begin a one- 
player game. Go back to the 

Select Player Screen. Move 

your cursor to the question 

mark. To slow it down, hold 

the SELECT button. Now you 

will see that two new charac- 

ters have been added to your 

CHEAT SHEET: 

Choose the Number 
of Competitors 

Choose Wreckin’ Racing 
from the Main Menu Screen. 
After you select it, choose 
Championship. Enter your 
name as NPLAYERS. Go 

"The trick was done dh a pre-production or Japanese version of the game and is Subjec! t changes 

E UE A X fin, 

Eni UATE 
Beat the game on difficulty four 

and go back to this screen. 

Beat the game again with 
Master to gain more Bosses! 

list (Uranus and Master). 

Choose Master and beat the 
game again. Now go to the 

Player Selection Screen and 
highlight the question mark 

once more. Hold the 

SELECT button. You will see 
after Uranus and Master will 

be Sho and Vermillion! 

Carlos A. Pita; Brooklyn, NY 

back into the Wreckin’ 

Racing Option, choose it 
once more, but this time, 

pick Race Practice. Now 
move to the Track Selection 

Screen and pick a track. 

Once you do, you will be 

able to set the number of 

competitors in the race! 

Alden Tourond; B.C., Canada 

CrossOver 

Л 
After choosing Race 

Practice, pick your track. 

of Japan 

Hold SELECT on the question 
mark to access the Bosses! 

Vermillion and Sho are the 
other two playable Bosses! 

Pit Boss against Boss in a 
duel to the death! 

аеғру 

Driver f enter: your name: 

SEDEF GU 0 JM LOMO | 
kt P Gi "yr O0 WE DE E сою 

7. чи: 

Choose Championship then 
enter the name, NPLAYERS. 

You will now he ahle to set 
the number of racers. 
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CES IN LAS 
The Winter CES is losing its glitter. 

While the bright lights of Vegas are the 
same, the flavor of the electronics show 
has gone from that of an eight-ounce 
fillet (in the 1980s) to that of a Quarter 

Pounder with cheese (winter 1994). 
Why? Most gaming companies didn't 
appreciate the crowded and cramped 
tent-city atmosphere they had to 
endure. It just wasn't right for CES 
to shove a five-billion dollar industry 

out into the streets. 
At this year's CES, even the lot that @ 

once held the tents where the gaming 
companies were housed is now a 
parking lot. Rightfully 
so, because gaming 
companies are saving 
up their money for this 
year’s Е? show. 

In past years, plenty of 
gaming-related hardware 
and software innovations 

held the spotlight with the 
press and the retail buy- 
ing public. This year’s 
Winter CES was dominat- 
ed by many innovations in 
the consumer electronics 
field: specifically the new DVD 
digital-video format. 

Nintendo wasn't there with its Ultra 
64. Sega wasn't showing Sonic for the 
Saturn or any of its new Saturn games. 
Many of the third-party companies spent 
their first Winter CES recovering from 
the holidays. 
Some third-party software developers 

did show up, but many of them set up 
Shop in suites in Las Vegas-area hotels 
rather than on the CES show floor. 

EGM VISITS THE WINTER 
VEGAS 
Disney Interactive was there showing 

Pocahontas and Maui Mallard, both for 
the Genesis. Disney officials talked 
about the tremendous successes they 
had with Toy Story for the Super NES 
and for the Genesis over the holidays. 
They hinted that had the Nintendo Super 
NES chip shortage not occurred, Disney 
Interactive could have even gotten more 

Toy Story games for the Super NES out 
into the retail channel. 

Interplay was also at the show in а 
suite at Caesars Palace and showed off 
Casper for the PlayStation along with a 

number of other titles. 
Casper will also be 

released for the ЗОО 
and the Saturn. The VR 

Sports line will see VR 
Golf released in late 
April to early May and 
VR Soccer released in 
April for the PlayStation, 

with the Saturn ver- 

sions of each arriving a 
month or so later. 

On the PC front, 

Interplay will be 
releasing an innovative racing 

game entitled Whiplash. 
The cab lines were shorter, as were 

the buffet lines. The Winter CES seems 
to have been changed forever. Last year 
the CES rolled the dice and bet by can- 
celing the Summer CES, expecting that 
E? would not be a success. They lost 
that bet. 
FOX Interactive had the only rocker 

(party) at the show and it was a blast. 
On the following pages you'll see what 

we found in our Winter CES travels. 
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Accolade's award-winning mascot 

cat, Bubsy, takes a trip into the third 
dimension on the Sony PlayStation 
with the company's latest debut at the 
Winter CES. 
Bubsy uses his swagger and wise- 

cracking humor while blasting through a 
Space world of tongue-in-cheek antics 
and cartoon pitfalls. 

The technical aspects of Bubsy 3D 

feature true 3-D hand-rendered 
animations with thousands of frames 
of animation per character, all set in 
computer-generated environments. 
Bubsy can move in full 360-degree 
rotation, allowing a full range of vision 
and directional movement. 

Five worlds await exploration, not to 
mention the number of secret scenes, 

hidden jokes and surprises. Some of the 
stages allow you to fight underwater in 
the Major Domo sunken cities, spin 
through jet tube subways and journey 

through the Spectakill 
countryside. 

The game also fea- 
tures two-player alternat- 

ing and cooperative play. 

Bubsy 3D has the option 

whereby the first player 
can fight his way through 

the stage then 
give way to play- 
er two to see how 
he or she can do 

in terms of time 
and collecting all 
of the game- 
related goodies 
you find along the 
way. The back- 

grounds are astounding and new foes 
are ready to greet you or beat you at 
every turn. The music is incredible, too. 

Bubsy 3D pulls out all the stops in this 
latest release for the PlayStation, using 
all of the system’s power to bring players 
a complex game. Could we see Bubsy 
on the Ultra 64 next year? Who knows? 



н ACCOLADE 

STAR CONTROL 3 
Reaching past the bounds 

of Star Control 2, Star Control 

3 is the newest release in the 

ongoing saga-turned-trilogy. 

It gives players a total of 25 
ships to take control of and 
battle against the computer 
or versus a friend in the 
Two-player Mode. 

The role-playing aspect of 

Star Control 3 includes a 
giant universe to explore, a 
complex story, amazing 
aliens to negotiate with and 
new, additional starships to 
make friends or enemies 
with-it’s their choice. Many of 
the features players found irritating in 
the second release, like the mineral 

searching requirement in the previous 
game, have been refined or eliminated. 

The ships are bigger and the battle 
sequences are more intense. The ships 

have new weapons and the aliens 
you come across have some serious 
attitudes. In addition, there are plenty 

of new features that really make this 
release better than the last. Most 
impressive is the use of digitally 
controlled animatronics created by 
Hollywood special-effects 
artists to replace the 

previous cartoonlike aliens. 

These amazing figures can 
seemingly talk, argue and 

negotiate the fate of the 
Kessarri Quadrant. 

Each race has its own 

starships, with their own special 
weapons and capabilities. Each ship 
can also be improved with ancient 
Precursor technology. 

Players engage in starship combat as 

a result of exploration and negotiations, 
or in an independent Hyper Melee 
challenge at a single computer or over 

a modem or network. 

Star Control 3 also allows you to build 
colony sites and help the colonists. 
Colonies can train crew, refine fuel, build 
starships and provide strategic outposts 

in unexplored space. 
Important events in Star 

Control 3 are revealed in 

brilliant animated scenes. 

These scenes combine 3-D 
animations with music and 
narration to move the 
adventure toward its 
stirring climax. 



TOY 5 
After the film release of the animation 

hit Toy Story, the video game gave 
16-Bit owners the chance to enjoy an 
outstanding title. Toy Story features 
rendered graphics, familiar characters— 
including Buzz Lightyear and Sheriff 
Woody —and a plot that loosely 

follows the blockbuster movie. It's 
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The company that single-handedly put 
the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers on 
the map has come out with a string of 
interactive products for the show's fans. 
Geared toward younger audiences, 

the CD-ROM hybrid products include an 

electronic coloring book, a print kit and a 

screen saver with additional sounds. 
A jigsaw puzzle game features the 

show's star characters. When solved, 
the puzzles reveal video clips. 

Future TV producers might want to try 
their hand at the create-a-movie CD, 

t aoa en 

Disney's latest mascot action title is levels. Maui Mallard strikes repetition 

called Maui Mallard. The game lets away by giving you level diversity along 

players control a Donald Duck look- with outstanding visuals throughout the 

alike as he searches for the stolen game. Some of the stages will have you 

mojo protectorate that has kept climbing a giant pipe organ, battling 

the island safe. giant metal spiders and using your 

Secret areas, power-ups and ngultiple ромег-раскеа staff to thrash enemies 

duck personalities abound in the many in the ninja training grounds. 

not a surprise that this title is also 

planned to be released on some 32-Bit 
systems to extend Disney's multiplatform 
development. 

Fans of the current release will also be 
happy to hear there are rumors that Toy 
Story 2 is in the works, and will allow the 
gamer to play as either Buzz or Woody. 

which lets users string together video 
clips into an entirely new show. 

Bandai is also reportedly working on a 
Power Rangers game for the PlayStation 
first and Saturn afterward. 



Planet of the Apes is another game 

Set to be worked on by FOX 

Interactive. This title is based on the 

upcoming movie of the same name 
(to star Arnold Schwarzenegger). 
Set in a strange world where 

intelligent apes rule a subservient 
mankind, you play the part of a 

human who struggles against his 

would-be oppressors. 

Expect this title to be released for 

both the Sony PlayStation and the 

Saturn. Planet of the Apes will take 

advantage of the high-end system 

capabilities to make detailed worlds. 

HELL RAISER 
Although this game is only slated for 

the PC format so far, it is possible that 
it will go to the PlayStation and Saturn 

if it does well. 

Hell Raiser: Virtual Hell is based 
on the Clive Barker movie series 
featuring a demonic race of individuals 

called Cenobites. While the actual will make appearances as well. Your 

gameplay is currently unknown, it will | weapon is the box that opens up 

contain first-person sequences where portals to other sections of the realm. 

you must navigate the corridors of If you enjoy the visceral gore and 

hell. There are plenty of puzzles, traps haunting mystery of the movie series, 

and damned souls to do battle with. Hell Raiser: Virtual Hell is sure to 

Pinhead and the rest of the Cenobites please. 



ЗТЕ Interactive RC p E aus у ae eks Mies 

CAA BASKETBALL 
GTE Interactive Media is taking to 

the college hardwood. It hopes gamers 
will hoop it up with NCAA Basketball 
for the PC. 

NCAA captures the spirit and glory of 
the number-one college sport. Players 
have a choice of 64 Division | teams 
to work their way to the National — 
Championship. NCAA has advanced 

Time Lapse takes you on a journey 
through time and space on a quest for 
the fabled city of Atlantis. 

To accomplish that task, you: must 
uncover some hidden secrets that have 

baffled mankind for thousands of years. 

Immerse yourself in more than 40 
hours of gameplay trying to solve the 

puzzles native to the environments. 

On your expedition, you discover 

intriguing stories linking many ancient 

IME LAPSE 

artificial intelligence. Gamers can recruit 
freshman players, and as time progress- 
es, the players mature and become 
better. All the players’ performances 
vary and depend on many variables; 
including pressure, age and skill ratings. 

The many features include. SGl-rendered 
authentic home team courts, 100 player 
moves, 4,500 frames of animation, 
revolving on-court 

camera perspective 
and modem-to-modem 
play. With the unlimited 
Gameplay Option, 
exclusive Al and sharp 
graphics, NCAA 
Championship 
Basketball pushes the „ 
gaming envelope. í 

Depending on how ме һе game E 
does on the PC, we could. see. NCAA 
make its way to the PlayStation or ack 
Saturn, although GTE would not confirm Tf n 
plans to bring the game to either of the 
new 32-Bit platforms. 

civilizations, each faithfully re-created 
with indigenous artwork, music and 
even plant life: 

Time Lapse also features rendered 
photorealistic worlds complete with great 
animation and full-motion video. It's up 
to you.to.solve the puzzles of the 
Egyptian, Mayan and Asian 
civilizations. This is one PC game 
that could also make its way to the 
PlayStation or Saturn. 



ALONE IN THE DARK 2 
Alone in the Dark: One-Eyed However, what is known 

Jack's Revenge is a graphic about the game is that 
adventure game that features you team up with an alien 
three-dimensional characters set in race to save the world. 
a unique third-person perspective. Check out EGMF for the 
The story line picks up where the first screen shots of this 

original quest left off. Your job is to lead game as well as some 
Edward Carnby, the elusive detective of ^ updated info. 
the bizarre and macabre, into another |-Motion is also getting 
haunted house. The house is fully Alone in the Dark 3 ready Е 
furnished with more than 70 different for the PC. Could a i 
characters, none of them friendly. You PlayStation or Saturn ver- 
also have to rescue a small child, Grace sion be far behind? Watch 

Saunders, from the clutches of the evil for more Alone in the Dark 
undead pirate, One-Eyed Jack. Along updates in future issues. 
the way, not only will you have to defend 

yourself from numerous attacks by 
Jack's henchmen, but also be on the 
guard for the traps and dangers hidden 
throughout the house. You start the 
game armed only with a pistol, but will 
Soon have to learn how to use different 

objects in order to progress through the 

game. If you're looking for a game that 
will give you a challenge, AITD 2 offers 
more than 50 hours of gameplay. 

This title will be making its way over 
to the Sony PlayStation soon, and looks 
to be just as hot, if not better than the 
original version released for the PC 
Some two years ago. 

Also from I-Motion is an innovative 
two-player shooter soon to be released 
for the PlayStation and the Saturn called 
Solar Crusade. The game is still a little 
early in development and as a result, not 

a lot of information is available. 
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Sanctuary Woods «5 окы. 

Sanctuary Woods’ first 
PC-based arcade-style game 

Also coming out from Sanctuary 
woods is the enhanced director's 
cut version of The Journeyman 
Project for the Sony PlayStation. 

This directors cut version has 
been expanded and completely 
redesigned to take full advantage 

of the PlayStation's advanced 
hardware capabilities. 
The gameplay is very similar to 

Myst, where you must travel to 

different areas, collect items and 
solve complex puzzles to progress 

through the game. 
Some of the features unique to 

this PlayStation version include fluid 
full-motion graphics, virtual walk- 

throughs and all-new, live-action 

video sequences. 

An expanded cast of main 

characters and entirely new 
music help breathe new life into 

this already breathtaking 
CD-ROM adventure. 

must be found, assembled, then 
tested before heading out to 
fight. Machines can be armed 
with lasers, drills and even 
blow torches. 
The game offers seven differ- 

ent battlefields such as rooftops, 
suspension bridges and under- 
ground garages. In between 

games, players can upgrade or 
modify their machines to adapt 
to the current situation. 

In addition, Metalwerks boasts 
a Storyplay Mode filled with 
digital video clips shown 
between fights. Look for this 
PC game sometime in the fall. 

involves lots of 3-D fighting 

in a futuristic setting. 
Metalwerks gives players the 

opportunity to build their fighting 
machine from scratch. Parts 

ORION BURGER 
Hints can be found in the 100 

galactic locations you explore. 
Alien Burger-meisters have invaded 

with plans to harvest humankind. 
Your job is to try to convince them 
that humans are an intelligent life form 

and not worthy of harvesting to make 
into burgers. 

Speaking of intelligence, Orion Burger 
challenges your puzzle-solving prowess 
as you interact with a hilarious and 
captivating cast of alien creatures. 

The vocals are far out and so is 
the music. The game has a veritable 
smorgasbord of top Hollywood 
voice talent. А 

Orion Burger is impressive with color- 
ful graphics and hilarious sound 
effects. It’s coming for the PC, 
and also the PlayStation. 



Save The Soul of Rock and Roll 

You're the hottest thing in Rock'n Roll, and somebody just stole your favorite guitar. 

It was the devilish Mr. Diablo - resident hard-case in Hades, and he's not about to give it up. He wants to play hard-ball? 

That's just fine with you. Grab your heavy metal gear and amp-up to raze the dead with the meanest, coolest tunes ever 

composed for a video game! Let the hordes of the Abyss know that they took on the wrong Rock “п Roller! 

check out Johnny's website! http://www.anime.net/~johnnyb 

Available on: 

PlayStation # 

SEGA SATURN À E 

SB i 
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The Developers of Resident 
Evil Spill Their Guts 
While in Japan our EGM 
editors stopped in at 
Capcom's Japanese head- 
quarters. There they were 
given an exclusive inter- 
view with Mr. Shinji 
Mikami, the director of 
Capcom's new PS thriller, 
Resident Evil. 

EGM: What was your role in making this 
game...were you producer? 
Mikami: | was the director. 

Is "director" different than "producer" at 
Capcom...each company uses those 
titles differently. 
| am in charge of all the creative aspects 
regarding the game—its contents, graphics, 
gameplay, etc. At Capcom, all the money 
aspects are handled by someone else. 

How long have you been with Capcom? 
About five years. 

How many games have you worked on? 
Six games until now. 

How many people were involved in this 
particular project? 
In the beginning, it was only me. | spent 
about six months working on the various 

aspects alone. After it became clear what 
direction the game would be going in, | 
began adding people. Now there are 40 
people on our team. 

How long has it been in development? 
From the beginning, it's been two years. For 
about six months, it was only me, then I 

added about 20 people, and we worked as a 
team for about a year. For the last few 
months, it has been 40 of us. 

In the first six-month period, how did 

you develop the ideas? Did you draw 
pictures? 
| drew basic pictures of what | imagined 
the screen to look like along with potential 
characters. | wrote over 40 pages of script. 

5 KES 
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What percentage of the game is 
presently finished? 
About 40 percent of the game is finished, 

although 80 percent of the code is done. 

What is the release date [in both Japan 
and the U.S.]? 
Late March. 

What ideas did you have during the first 
six-month period? 
Well, | really wanted to create a frightening 
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game, like a horror movie. | thought that 
ghost stories and exorcist-type games would 
become popular here in Japan over the next 
couple of years, but | wanted to do a really 
scary game. Not ghosts or crap like that, but 
real monsters that you could see that would 
come and attack. You know, like Jaws or 

Alien, where there would be these god-awful 
monsters coming and attacking and scaring 
the hell out of you. 

1 see...were you influenced by any other 
movies besides Jaws and Aliens? 
You know how sometimes you watch a hor- 
ror movie and you think, “If that was me, 

what would | do in this situation?" 

Sure... 
In a movie, the main character doesn't do 
exactly what you would do. But if it's a 
game, the main character does do what you 
want him/her to do. So, what I really wanted 
to do was make a horror movie where you 
could become the main character and 
experience all the fear and you could decide 
what to do. | was aiming for the type of 
horror entertainment that is not possible in 
the form of a movie. 

What's the strong point of this game? 
First and foremost, it's scary, especially if 
you're the guy actually holding the controller 
and moving around—more so than your 
friends hanging around watching. The whole 



feeling—scary music, 
building up, gross mon- 
sters popping up—it really 
locks you in, especially 
when you're walking 
through a hall and sud- 
denly some freaky mon- 
ster jumps in front of you. 

Is it like a movie, where 
the music is building up 
and you know some- 
thing is gonna happen 
but you don't know 
when? 
Yeah, we put a lot of 
energy into the sound and 
music. We have waves of 
moods just like in horror 
movies: building up, then 
BAM! The sound effects are also awesome, 
like the wind sounds on a cold windy night 
and low bass backgrounds, etc. 

So what about the graphics? Is it 
full-motion video, polygon...? 
All computer graphics are built with polygons. 

Did you use motion-capture systems for 
the movement of people, etc.? 
Yes, we did that for some of the parts. 
Most everything was done off SGI 
machines though. 

Did you use Alias or Soft Image for the 
software? 
Soft Image. 

Even though there are still lots of 16-Bit 
machines out there, why did you decide to 
create an only 32-Bit game? 
Well, we wanted to train our development 
team on the 32-Bit machines since we believe 
this is where the future lies. Also, we could get 

higher quality with the 32-Bit machines—it 
wouldn't be possible to create the game | 
wanted on the Super NES. Even 32-Bit was 
not enough for what | wanted to do. Really, | 
wanted to do even more, so we had to push 
the 32-Bit technology to its limits. 

What about Nintendo 64? 
You could probably get 
even better graphics qual- 
ity—do you have any 
plans? 
It was not possible to begin 
64 development at that 
point. My bosses here at 
Capcom are looking into 64 
development, but | am not 
sure what will happen yet. 

Is this game for the 
PlayStation, or will you 
have Saturn or 3DO 
versions? 
Our present plans are for 
PlayStation only, but we're 
not ruling out other plat- 
forms in the future. 

Why is that? 
We felt PlayStation was more appropriate for 
the game we wanted to create, with the music 
and amount of polygons... 

Is this game an RPG or adventure game... 
what's the story? 
1 guess the closest genre would be adven- 
ture—you're locked in this mansion, you try to 
get out, but you have to battle the enemies. 
Sometimes you fight, sometimes you run, 
Sometimes you have to solve puzzles... 

Puzzles like Myst? 
No, not Myst-like puzzles—more realistic 
puzzles. For example, if you have an enemy 
in front of you, you need a weapon, like find- 
ing a gun framed on the wall. But if you pull 
that down, suddenly the ceiling starts falling 
down...and you're crushed. You have to do 
something special to solve the puzzle. Your 
decision-making ability is the key. 

Are there time limits? 
Not for everything. Sometimes, in some situa- 
tions, if you don't act fast, you'll get killed. 

What are some of the secrets to this 
game? What do you, the player, really get a 
kick out of? 
Well, | think the intensity and realness of the 
game will be more than the player expects. 
The characters we used for the various 
enemies are really cool. | think everyone will 
really enjoy those aspects. 

What's the bloodiest part of the game? 
There's an enemy named “Hunter.” He has 
intense [finger]nails like in Nightmare on Elm 
Street. There's a scene where he uses the 
nails to cut off a guy's head. It's totally 
intense. There's also a scene where a Zombie 
gets his head blown off—with blood and 
brains everywhere, like a watermelon. 

How does Sony feel about all the violence? 
Well, we give what we have to Sony and then 
Sony tells us if they want us to change other 
parts. We then negotiate back and forth. If 
there's a part we really want to leave in no 
matter what Sony says, we do everything we 
can to talk them into it. Basically, they are 
extremely cooperative with us regarding 
creative issues. 

It’s particularly strict in the States because 
of all the pressure lately against violence, 
but violent stuff is really popular. Which 
market (U.S. or Japan) is this game 
aimed for? 
| think Americans will especially get into 
this game. 

Why did you change the name “Biohazard” 
(Japanese name) to “Resident Evil” (U.S. 
name)? | thought Biohazard was a cool 
name. 
It was Capcom of America's decision. 

How is this game different than Alone in 
the Dark? There have been comparisons. 
The graphics kick ass. 

There is an opening video—full-motion— 
where did you shoot it? 
We shot it in Japan with American actors. 
There's also a 10-minute closing movie. 

How many people can play this game? 
It's a single-player game. 

How is the game structured? 
There are five levels, well, stages: a garden 
scene, a dungeon, a bio-laboratory, the inside 
of the mansion and a graveyard. 

What kind of game do you want to make 
next? 
| want to keep the same type of scary, horror 
feel and move from adventure to action...a 
full-on action game. 

Will you make games for the PC? 
We're putting out ports from our arcade 
games, but it think we'll create original PC 

games also. 
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WELHACHL’S BACK 
FOR REVENGE! 
Namco and Sega seem to always be 

butting heads for the “best deluxe 
arcade machine there is.” In late 1994, 
Namco showed off its answer to Sega’s 
Virtua Fighter series entitled Rave War. 
This game would later be known as 
Tekken, and the PS version was a sight 
to behold. While the overall look was 
nothing “revolutionary,” the gameplay 

surely was. It played tight, had lots of 
original moves, as well as special 

10-hit combos. 
In 1995 Namco mh 

countered Sega’s 
VF2 with Tekken 
2 in the arcades 
and it is still 
attracting crowds. 
Now Tekken 2 is 

coming home 
and EGM has the 
first PS pictures! 

In this version 

there are all-new 
rendered back- 
grounds, new 

moves and new 

characters. The new characters include: 

Lei Wulong, an Oriental in suspenders 
with many kinds of kicks; Jun Kazuma, a 
pretty lady in a white dress with killer 
punching combos; and Heihachi, the 
Boss from Tekken who was defeated by 
his son Kazuya. As you might have 
guessed, with new characters come new 
sub-Bosses. There’s 
Bruce, a huge 
Thai-boxer; Baek, a 
Korean fighter equal 
in punching and 
kicking combos, 

plus Roger and Alex. 
They are possibly the 

most unique fighters 
in the game: Roger 
is a boxing kangaroo 
and Alex is a 

boxing T-Rex. 



As stated earlier, Kazuya defeated 
Heihachi and took his place at the head 
of his organization. It is rumored that to 
defeat Heihachi, Kazuya made a deal 
with the devil to gain power. This was a 
secret character in Tekken named, 
appropriately enough, Devil Kazuya. 
Devil wasn't all that exciting, simply 
Kazuya with red eyes and slicked-back 
hair. Devil appears in Tekken 2 after you 
defeat Kazuya the first time. However, 
this time Devil is a winged creature that 
flies and fires lasers from his eyes. In the 
arcades, Devil had a 
"pallet swapped" 
character named Angel 
who was the last one 

to become available in 

the game, thanks to 
the "Character Time 
Bomb." It is not 
currently known if this 

will be available on the 
PS version, but the 
Time Bomb released a 
new sub-Boss each 

week according to which character was 
the most popular at that location. There 
were also codes in the arcade to release 
the sub-Bosses. 

All the other characters have gotten 
a makeover. For example, Yoshimitsu 
obviously has a mask on, and he also 
lost his right arm and replaced it with a 
cybernetic arm. Jack is now Jack 2 and 
looks/acts more like a robot. 

The backgrounds are very different 

from those in Tekken. For example there 
are now rendered buildings as well as 
many more colors in the sky and ground. 

In Tekken, there were multiple ways to 
get up from the ground as well as multi- 
ple ways to punch someone while they 
were down. Tekken 2 adds the ability to 
roll to the side, creating a more 3-D 

environment to the game. T2 also added 

a new move: While running and your 
opponent is down, you can now stomp 
on the opponent's head! One of the best 
innovations in Tekken 2 though, are the 

counter-strikes. 

For example, when 
doing a combo or 
simply punching 
or kicking an 

) в] 
~ 

opponent, you may find Paul or Jun 
ducking to the side, grabbing your arm or 
leg, and flipping you to the ground! 
Tekken 2 for the PS looks spectacular. 

If it's anything like the arcade version 
there will be dozens of moves to learn for 
each character, as well as combos and 
counter-strikes. If the gameplay matches 
the graphics, it will be a very close race 
between Tekken 2 and Toshinden 2 for 
the best PS fighting game of the year! 
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300 Control Pad 2 $25 
ЗОО M-2 Accelerator $249 
ЗОО Digital Vid Module $199 
ЗОО System Goldstar $199 
ЗОО Flight stick Pro $69 
7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $52 
Alone in the Dark 2 $46 
BIOS Fear $52 
Ballz: The Directors Cut $52 
Blade Force $54 
BrainDead 13 $52 
Captain Quazar $54 
Carrier: Fortress at Sea $52 
Casper $52 
Clayfighter 2 $46 
Crash & Вит $49 
Creature Shock $44 
Cyberia $44 
D $59 

Daedalus Encounter $65 
Disruptor $54 
Doom 2: Hell on Earth $58 

Doom $52 

Dragon Lore $46 
Dragons Lair 2 $52 

Duelin’ Firemen $54 
Eye Spy $52 
Fast Draw w/Game Gun $64 
Game Guru $29 
Golden Gate $52 
Isis $52 
Jeopardy $49 
Killing Time $52 
Kingdom O' Magic 554 
Loadstar: Tully Bodine $52 

Lost Eden $32 
Lost Vikings 2 $46 
Lucienne's Quest $54 
Mortal Kombat 3 $59 

NHL Hockey 96 $52 
Olympic Basketball 554 
Olympic Multi-Sport $54 
PO'ed $52 

Police Nauts $52 
Primal Rage $49 
Quarterback Attack $54 

Realms of Valor $58 
Return to Zork $47 

Robinson's Requiem $52 
Rock & Roll Racing $48 
Snow Job $52 
Space Hulk: Vengeance $52 
Tigernaught:Beyond Star$52 
Virtual Stadium Baseball $54 
WaterWorld $52 
Wheel of Fortune $49 
WingCommander4 $56 
Wing Nuts $44 
Wild Cup Special Soccer$52 

CDi 200 Magnavox Plyr $349 
CDi 550 Magnavox Plyr $479 
CDi Digital Video Cart. $229 
CDi Game Pad $26 
CDi Roller Controller $54 
Axis & Allies $44 
Burn Cycle $46 
Choes Control $39 
Creature Shock $44 
Crime Patrol $44 
Defender of the Crown $34 
Dragons Lair 2 $44 
Kingdom: Far Reaches $39 
Lemmings $32 
Lost Eden $45 
Mad Dog McCree 2 $44 
Space Ace $52 
© 1996 CHIPS & BITS, INC. 

‘PANZER DRA- 
GOON’ Enter ап 
intense world 
one thousand 
years into the 
future. Your рео- 
ple live in fear of 
the dark dragon. 

But armed with a 
deadly weapon 
and the guid- 
ance of an 
armored dragon, 
you must соп- 
front your ene- 
mies. SAT $52 

‘BUGS BUNNY’ 

One of the most 
popular cartoon 
characters of all 
time, makes his 

video game 
debut. Players 
help Bugs Bunny 

outwit his Looney 
Tunes pals includ- 
ing, Daffy Duck, 
Elmer Fudd, 
Yosemite Sam 
and other friends 
in this cartoon 
craziness! $42 

Genesis Backup Cart — $49 
Genesis CD System 2 $229 
Genesis System 2, Core $99 
Genesis Nomad System$199 
Addams Family Values $44 
Arcade Classics $54 
Bass Master Classic $46 
Batman Forever $64 

BrainDead 13 CD $49 
Converse Hrdcre Hoops $59 
Casper $58 
College Football 2 $54 

Cutthroat Island $54 

Demolition Man $52 
Dragons Lair 2 CD $52 
EarthWorm Jim 2 $62 
Exo Squad $44 
FIFA Interntn'I Soccer 96 $56 
Fahrenheit CD/Mars32X $49 
Flintstones Movie $44 

Garfield: Caught in t' Act $59 
Gargoyles $59 
George Forman $46 
Kingdom CD $52 
Lethel Enforcers w/Gun $39 
Links Pro бой CD $54 
Lobo $56 
Lunar 2 CD. $49 
Myst CD $46 
Madden Football 96 — $58 
Maximum Carnage 2 $56 
Mission Impossible 556 
Mortal Kombat 3 $64 
Mutant Chronicles $59 
NBA Action 95 $54 
NHL Hockey 96 $58 
Nightmare Circus $52 
Payne Stewart Goll 854 
Penn & Teller CD $39 
Pocahontas $59 
Power Rangers 2 $52 
Prime Time NFL FB 96 $58 
Real Monsters $54 
Revolution X $59 
Scooby Doo $52 
Secret Monkey Isind CD $34 
Soccer World CD $44 
Spot Goes to Hollywood $54 

Star Trek Deep Space 9 $46 
Super Strike Trilogy CD $52 
TNN Outdoor Bass ‘96 $56 
Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $62 
The Exterminators CD $58 
The Ooze $44 
Toy Story $66 
VR Troopers $52 
Vector Man $52 
Waterworld $56 
WeaponLord $59 
WWF Arcade $59 
X-Perts $58 
Zoop $44 

Best of Mega Man 1-5 $34 
EarthWorm Jim $32 
Frank Thomas Baseball $38 
Jungle Strike $32 
Mortal Kombat 3 $39 
Primal Rage $39 
Samurai Showdown $32 
Shining Force 2 $42 
Sonic Drift 2 $30 
Sonic Labyrinth $30 
Sonic Spinball $29 
Super Columns $27 
X Men 2 $38 
Zoop $34 

‘NHL 96’ Strap 
оп your helmet 
and cinch up 

your skates 
because this is 

ICE hockey, not 
NICE hockey! A 
fast and furious 
all out assault on 
your senses 
where break- 
aways are met 
with bone quak- 
ing body checks. 

Updated teams 

and players! $58 

‘MEGA MAN X 3' Those tricky reploids are on 
the rampage again. New and familiar robotic 
enemies and new robot customization feature 
for tremendous replay value. $56 

Jaguar CD System $147 
Jaguar Power Kit $109 
Jaguar Pro Controller $24 
Alien Vs. Predator CD $56 
Battle Morph CD $52 
Brett Hull Hockey CD $59 
Commando CD $56 
Dactyl Joust $52 
Defender 2000 $56 
Fight for Life CD $59 
Frank Thomas Baseball $59 
Iron Solider 2 CD $54 
Ironman&Exo Manowar $56 
Legions of the Undead $52 
Mind Ripper $54 
Missile Command $54 
Mortal Kombat 3 $59 
Myst СО $54 
МВА Jam Tournament $59 

Primal Rage СО $59 
Robinson's Requiem CD $54 
Soul Star CD $58 
Space Ace CD $52 
Star Raiders 2000 CD $52 

Supercross 30 $56 
Wayne Gretzky Hcky СО$59 
Zone Hunter $56 

Brutal: Above the Claw $29 
Doom $34 
Kolibri $58 
Mortal Kombat 2 $49 
Night Trap CD $26 
Slam City СО $39 
T-Mek $59 
Tempo $29 
Virtua Fighters. $59 

Neo Geo CD System $349 
Neo Geo Arcade С! — $46 
Neo Geo CD Joypad Ctri$19 
Aero Fighters 2 CD _ $46 
Agressors D Kombat CD $46 
Baseball Stars Pro 2 CD $46 
Double Dragon CD $52 
Fatul Fury 3 CD $54 
Football Frenzy CD $46 
Galaxy Fighter CD $46 
Kabuki Klash CD $52 
King of Fighters 95 CD $59 
Magician Lord СО $54 
Netal Slug СО $59 
Nam 1975 CD $46 
Samuria Shwdown 3 CD $59 
Savage Reign CD $54 
Stakes Winner CD $54 
Top Hunter CD $46 
World Hero Perfect CD $69 
World Tour Golf CD $69 

ЗОО Games Secrets 2 $13 
Batman Forever 58 
Breath of Fire 2 $12 
Chrono Trigger $8 
Donkey Kong Country 2 $12 
Lunar 2 $13 
Mortal Kombat 3 Pocket $6 
Pocahontas $8 
Secret of Evermore $12 
Secret of Mana $12 
Sega Games Guige 2 $8 
Virtua Fighters $10 
Yoshis Islnd /Spr Mario 2 $12 

ASCII Flight Sim Stick $52 

HORI Fighting Stick $47 
Mad Catz Steer'g Wheel $54 
Mad Catz Cntrl Pad Dix $16 

Playstation System $349 
PSX Combat Cable $19 
PSX Game Gun $38 
PSX Memory Card 824 
PSX Mouse with Pad $32 
PSX Multi-Tap $46 
3-D Golf $44 

3-Decathlon $52 
3D Baseball '95 $54 
4x4 Gears & Guts $52 
7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $52 

А-Тгаіп $46 

Aftermath $52 
Agile Warrior: F-111X $52 
Alien Trilogy $52 
Alien Virus $52 

Assault Rigs $52 
Baseball $52 
Basketball $52 
Batman Forever $52 
Big Bass World Chmpion $54 
Blazing Dragons $52 
Boxing 96 $52 
BrainDead 13 $52 

Casper $52 
Castlevania: Bloodletting $44 
Chaos Rising $52 
Chronicles of the Sword $54 

Criticom $56 
Cyber Speed $52 
Cyberbike:Shadow Racer $52 
Dark Legend $52 
Dark Seed 2 $52 
Dark Stalkers $52 
Dark Sun:Shattered Land $52 

Deadly Skies $52 
Death Crusader $54 
DefCon 5 $52 
Descent 2 $52 

Destruction Derby $54 
Dimension $54 
Disc World $52 
Double Header $56 

Dragons Lair 2 $52 
Dream Knight $54 
Dungeons & Dragons $52 
Earthworm Jim 2 $48 
FIFA Interntn'! Soccer 96$52 
Fade to Black $52 
Fox Hunt $52 
Frank Thomas Baseball $52 
Front Page FB Pro 96 $58 
Front Page Baseball 96 $58 
G-Police $54 
GEX $52 
Gender Wars $54 
Gunship 2000 $52 
Hardball 5 $54 
Impact Racing $52 
Incredible Idiots in Space $52 
King's Field 2 $52 
Krazy Ivan $54 
Last Bounty Hunter $54 
Last Dynasty $58 
Lawnmower Man 2 $54 
Legacy of Kain $54 
Lemmings Paintball — $54 
Loaded $52 
Lone Soldier $56 
Lost in Time $58 
Madden NFL Football 96 $52 
Mind Warp $52 
Mortal Kombat 3 $59 
Myst $52 
NBA 96 $52 

‘NFL GAME 
DAY’ is the 
new standard 
in football 
games. The 
butterflies are 
churning as 
you take the 
field with the 

world's best 
This is the NFL, 
where guys like 
Zorich, Greene, 
White and Seau 
describe the word 
hit. PSX $52 

‘PRIMAL 
RAGE’ Seven 
imprisoned 
gods are set 
loose from 
suspended 
animation 
after a mete- 
or strikes 
Earth in the 
near future 
Humans sur- 
vive, but 
most technol- 

ogy is wiped 
out. PSX $58 

NBA In The Zone $48 
NFL Full Contact Footbll $44 
NFL Quartrback Club 96 $52 
NHL Hockey 96 $54 
PO'ed $52 
Panzer General $52 
Philosoma $52 
Power Slave $52 
Power Sports Soccer $54 
Primal Rage $52 
Quarantine. $54 
Raw Pursuit $52 
Ray Man $52 
RazorWing $54 
Resident Evil $52 
Revolution X $52 
Road Rash $54 
Romance 3 Kingdoms 4 $58 
Sentient $54 
Shell Shock $52 
Silver Load $52 
Sim City 2000 $49 
SimTower $52 
Skeleton Warriors. $48 
Slayer $52 
Spot Goes To Hollywood $54 
Street Fighter: Alpha $54 
‘Syndicate Wars $52 
Tekken $47 

TNN Outdoor Bass '96 $54 
Top Gun: Fire at Will $52 
Transport Tycoon $52 
Upper Deck Basketball $54 

Upper Deck Football — $54 
VR Baseball $56 
VR Golf $56 
VR Soccer $56 
View Point. $52 
WarHawk: Red Mercury $54 
Warhammer Fantasy Bll $52 
Werewolf: Apocalypse $66 
Wing Commander 3 $52 
X COM UFO Defense $52 
X MEN:Children of Atom $54 
Zeitgest $59 
Zoop $44 

Super Nintendo System$139 
Boogerman $58 
Brandish 2 $64 
Breath of Fire 2 $59 
Civilization. $62 
Dirt Trax FX $59 
Donkey Kong Country 2 $66 
EarthWorm Jim 2 $62 
FIFA Intmatn'| Soccer 96$56 
Final Fantasy 3 $66 
First Queen $56 
Godzilla:Destroy Monster $58 
Golden Empire $62 
Madden Football 96 $58 
Marvel Super Heroes $54 
Maximum Carnage 2 $64 
Mega Man X 3 $56 
NBA Give & Go $46 
NBA Live 96 $58 
PTO2 $62 
Primal Rage $64 
Romance 3 Kingdoms 4 $65 
Star Trek Deep Space 9 $46 
Super Pinball $26 
Super Punch Out $54 
TNN Outdoor Bass '96 $62 
Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $62 
Toy Story $72 
WWF Arcade $66 
Yoshi Island /Mario Wrld $64 

SATURN System $349 
SATURN Stunner Gun $44 
SATURN System Core $319 
3D Baseball 95 $54 
4x4 Gears & Guts $52 

7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $52 
Alien Trilogy $52 
Amok $54 

Battletech $52 
Blazing Dragons $52 
BrainDead 13 $52 
Casper $52 
Center Ring Boxing $52 
Clockwork Knight 2 $54 
Dark Stalkers $54 
Descent 2 $52 
Dragons Lair 2 $52 
Dungeons & Dragons $52 
Earthworm Jim 2 $48 
FIFA Internation’! Soccer $52 
Frank Thomas Baseball $52 
GEX $52 
Horde $44 
Hyper 3-D Pinball $52 
Impact Racing $52 
Kingdom O' Magic $54 
Lawnmower Man2 $54 
MLBPA Baseball $44 
Magic Knight Rayearth $52 
Mck Thompson Sprcross$52 
Mortal Kombat 2 $48 
Mysteria:Realms of Lore $62 
Mystery Mansion $54 
NFL Full Contact Footbll $44 

NFL Quartrback Club 96 $52 
Night Warriors $52 
PTO2 $58 
Primal Rage $52 
Prime Time NFL Ftbll 96 $59 
Raw Pursuit $52 
Revolution X $52 

Riglord Saga $62 
Shell Shock $52 
Skeleton Warriors. $48 
Spot Goes To Hollywood$54 
Street Fighter: Alpha $52 
Supreme Warrior $52 
Three Dirty Dwarves $54 
Top Gun: Fire at Will $54 
VR Baseball $56 
Virtua Fighters 2 $56 
WWF Arcade $52 
Werewolf: Apocalypse $66 
Wing Arms $45 

Ultra 64 System $269 
Cruis'n USA $56 
Donkey Kong Fantasy $59 
Doom $56 
Final Fantasy 7 $59 
Killer Instinct 2 $59 
Red Baron $56 
Robotech $56 
Star Wars $62 
Street Fighter. $59 
Top Gun $56 
Turok: Dinosaur Hunter $56 
Ultra Mario Kart $59 

Virtual Boy System — $149 
Golf $46 
Mario Clash $38 
Vertical Force $40 
Wario Cruise $46 
Waterworld $50 
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KILLER INSTINCT 2 
HITS THE ARCADES WITH A VENGEANCE! 
There has been a huge amount of 

fighting game sequels released in the 

last year...from Mortal 3 to Street 

Fighter Alpha to Real Bout Fatal Fury. 
However, none of these games were 

leaps and bounds above its predeces- 

sors, but most did have enough 
changes to merit a new higher number 

as well as increased sales. 

Killer Instinct 2 is very much the 
same as these others. It boasts three 

new characters, all-new backgrounds, 

a riveting story line and more interac- 

tion with the backgrounds. It also 

includes new background “fatalities” 

(dubbed “pits” from МК) and objects 

you can now destroy in the playing 

area. It also utilizes a hard drive much 

the same way KI did. However, it is 

more obvious in the 

sequel as the screen 

scrolls to meet the two 

fighters or it shows you 

plummeting to the 

earth, water or lava. 

Unfortunately there 

are several aspects 
that could have been 

improved. One of the 

most important is that 

there are still only 10 characters. Three 

old characters were removed in favor 

of the new trio Maya, Tusk and Kim 
Wu. (Riptor, Cinder and Chief Thunder 

are out of the game.) Another disap- 
pointing aspect is that throws are final- 

ly here, but they take off barely a hair 
of energy...so far! 

43 1 
SAGHENUTLF DEDEDE СУЕ ORCHID 

As of press time, 

E the game still has 

quite a few bugs, 

most notably are that 

a few characters like 

Maya and Sabrewulf are too powerful. 
The game still needs more balancing in 

terms of fighters and moves. 

On the positive side, you now have a 

super meter allowing for an extra pow- 

erful move to be chained in combos. 

The cool aspect about the super meter 
is that it can build up twice! Another 

drastic feature is unbreakable combos 
that really help against the computer or 

against anyone who’s even remotely 
good at performing combos. While on 
the subject of combos, some people 

may find the transition from KI to KI2 
tough because of the new button-link- 
ing system that has changed from the 
first installment. 

There is a familiar set of moves simi- 

lar to Reptile’s run-past-and-elbow 

move in ОМКЗ. Tusk and a few others 
now have this ability. Also similar to the 
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new feature in UMK3 is that you can 

now start combos with a jump move, 

actually making a jump kick in КІ2 

something viable to do. 
The story line for the characters 

make for a more interesting game. The 
tournament takes place in the past, 

thanks to a time-traveling accident 
provided by your old friends at 

Ultratech. This is Tusk and Maya's 

premise. Tusk needs to defeat all other 
fighters to reach the source of all evil: 
Gargos. Maya was thrown out of her 
tribe and needs to destroy Gargos in 

order to regain her throne. Eyedol was 
destroyed by Orchid in KI, therefore 

Gargos has stepped in as sort of the 

new big bad Boss character. He 

encompasses all of Eyedol's evil and 
much more. Looking like something 

straight out of the Gargoyles cartoon, 
he has the ability to fly and has 

massive damage combos and combo 

breakers, too. 

All of the old characters have gotten 

a visual makeover but certain charac- 

ters have gone through more changes 
than others. 

Ultratech got a hold of an injured 
Sabrewulf after the KI tournament, and 
"repaired" him by amputating his arms 

and replacing them with cybernetic 
limbs. TJ Combo somehow lost his left 
eye and now dons an eye patch. 

Orchid is now a stunning African- 
American woman and utilizes tonfa as 

weapons. Glacius, in search of his 

missing kin in KI2, has 

increased power to better 

control his form. He can 

stay as a puddle for as long 

as you want before you 

uppercut, and he can even regain 

energy in this liquid state. He obviously 
has three fingers and three toes, plus 
looks a lot larger and cooler. Spinal, 
supposedly killed in KI, has been res- 

urrected by Gargos. Ironically, he's 
wearing a ton more clothes than last 

time. This is more than we can current- 
ly say about Orchid and Maya! Fulgore 

"Gargos looks 

like something 

straight out of 

the Gargoyles 

cartoon!" 
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looks pretty much the same but now 
uses laser beams at both close and 

long range. He also has an awesome 
Predator-looking invisibility move. Jago 
is the same old Ken/Ryu character. At 
press time, his coolest new moves are 

a slide and a fake fireball. The fake 

fireball is great because when you 
throw it, your opponent will jump to 

avoid it, then you can 

uppercut him or her! 

A few more interest- 

ing facts is that you can 
do some fatalities (like 
Spinal’s, where a huge 

skull falls, landing on 
the opponent or possi- 
bly Maya’s, where an 

elephant falls) anytime in the match! 

One editor actually saw Spinal drop a 

skull on someone in the first round! 

There are also Ultimates that use 

the power meter to finish off your oppo- 

nent with a super fireball or another 

powerful move. 
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"On the latest 

version, you 

can doa 

fatality at 

any time!" 
As stated before, the hard drive is 

used much тоге in КІ2. Proof of this 

are the intense cinemas. The rendered 
intros are excellent. After you defeat an 

opponent (just like in the original), you 

get the pleasure of seeing TJ Combo 

throw a beautifully rendered KI2 
machine at the screen, Sabrewulf 

howling at a full moon or a 360-degree 
camera angle of Orchid! Tusk flips 

around in the air and comes down on 

the camera with his sword, and one of 
the coolest-looking is Spinal standing 

at the top of his ghost barge with his 

flaming sword, laughing menacingly! 
The endings, though somewhat weak 

Tornado Kick: DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 Flip Kick: 

Firecracker: DF, D, DB + 20r 3 Savage Blade: 

Split Kick: B,D,F+5o0r6 Mantis: 

Fire Flower: D, DF F +1 Jungle Leap: 

SUPER MOVE: D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F +3 Cobra Bite: 
COMBO BREAKER: DF SUPER MOVE: 

COMBO BREAKER: 

Flame Blade: D, DF, F + 5 (WITH SKULLS) Boot Kick: 
Skull Scrape: D, DF, F +6 Web of Death: 

Soul Drain: D, DF, F +1 Skull Splitter: 

Teleport: D, DB, В + 4, 5 or 6 Conquer: 
Dart Kick: D + 6 (IN AIR) Back Stab: 

SUPER MOVE: D,DB, B, DB, D, DF, F +3 SUPER MOVE: 

COMBO BREAKER: D, DF, Е 

A 

in story line, look excellent as well. 

Overall, there are tons of SGI rendered 

scenes. From the intro sequences to 

the endings, this game packs tons of 

eye candy to keep fans happy. 

The playability has been improved. 
Most moves are different and now uti- 

lize more circular motions. All these 

moves are performed with ease, but 

the new button linking may take some 

time to get used to. 
Lastly, the game retains the feature 

of selecting the stage and music at the 
initial selection of your characters. 

There is also an extra feature allowing 
players to set the game’s speed much 

the same way you select your stage 
and music. Speeds range from normal 

to as fast as Turbo Street Fighter ever 
was. One other feature surviving the 

crossover is the ability of characters to 

come back to life after they die. This 
time, however, they appear as a ghost 

image with a lot more vitality. 

COMBO BREAKER: 

B,F+5 

B,F+2 

B,F+3 

B,F+6 
B,F+1 

F, DF, D, DB, B, F +6 
B,F 

DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 
D, DB,B +5 

DB, D, DF + 4, 5 or 6 

Р, О, DF + 1, 20г3 
F,D,B+1 
D, DB, В, DB, D DF, F + з 

E BD: DE 

al ET 4 z z 1 LS =й 5 rar = тт M or ЫШ 907 
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Blade Dash: 

Reflect Shield: 

Eye Laser: 
Blade Laser: 

Teleport: 

Invisibility: 

Super Charge: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

Shoulder Rush: 
Liquidize: 

Ice Grip: 

Arctic Blast: 

Ice Pick: 

SUPER MOVE: 

COMBO BREAKER: 

Flik Flak: 

San: 
Air Buster: 

Tona Fire: 

Slide: 

Baton Dash: 

SUPER MOVE: 

COMBO BREAKER: 

D, DF, F +2 

D, DF, F +6 

D, DF, F+1 

D, DB,B+1,2o0r3 

DF, D, DB + з 

B, DB, D, DF, F, B + 2 

D DEF 

DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 

DF, D, DB + з 

F, D, DF + 4,5 or 6 

D DF, F+1,2o0r3 

В, DB, D DF, Е + 4,5 or 6 

D, DB, В + 2 
D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 6 

E D BE 

rare on 
COE FU GORE 

T.J. Tremor: 
Spinning Fist: 
Double Roller Coaster: 

Triple Roller Coaster: 
Powerline: 

Skull Crusher: 
Fake Dizzy: 

SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

Sabre-Spin: 

Sabre-Pounce: 

Sabre-Flip: 
Power Howl: 

Fake Howl: 

SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

Shindouken: 

Wind Kick: 

Laser Sword: 

Ninja Slide: 

Endouken: 

Red Endouken: 

Fake Endouken: 

SUPER MOVE: 

COMBO BREAKER: 

B,F+5 

B,F+1 

B,F+2 

B, DB, D, DF, F + 2 

F, DF, D, DB, B, F +6 
B, F 

RD DE 1727083 

DF, D, DB + 4, 50r 6 

DF, D, DB + 3 

DB, D, DF + 4, 5 or 6 

D, DF, F + 1, 2, or 3 

Hold 3—D, DF, F—Release 3 

D, DF, F +4 

D, DB, В, ОВ, D DF, Е +3 

ED DE 

а" 
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Ducks don't do ropes, but you'll 

find that Maui is more than just 

your average feathered friend. 

{1 5иге looks like our old 

T Donald Duck, but 

we were.told that 

Disney has created а whole 

new duck hero called Maui 

Mallard. Names aside, Disney 

has come through with an 

action-filled island adventure 

that is surrounded with mys- 

tery and magical enemies. 

In Disney Interactive's latest 

Pit 111 

Uu". 

Mig 
72 EOM 

P Сес Down With Maui 
by production time th 

Level design and t 

overall complexity of our star 

character really make this title 

shine. We found that Maui 

feathered hero and his 

opposition. Control is 

standard for an action 

side-scroller like this one. 

But our early version was a 

bit touchy. Players may find 

that the most difficult part of 

operating our hero occurs 

when trying to perform a 

precision jump in order to 

land on safe territory, instead 

of falling to your death. We 

expect that to be remedied 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 
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Disney Inter. 
SIZE 

lsht ia: 
Maui gets impatient if he has 

to wait for you to do something. 

Check out his cute chicken- 
waving, standstill animation. 

THEME 

release for the Genesis, 

Shabuhm Shabuhm, a power- 

ful mojo idol that has protect- 

ed the island of Maui for cen- 

turies, has suddenly disap- 

peared in the middle of the 

night. With the idol missing, 

your duty as the venturing 

waterfowl is to search through 

the Mojo Mansion and other 

areas of the game to 

find and replace the 

symbol of protection 

that has worked flaw- 

lessly for so long. 

g k Maui Mallard 

exhibits impressively 

drawn graphics and 

smooth character 

animation for both the The trick here is to wait for the spotlight to trigger the light-sensitive 

blocks in the wall before you try to jump across the water-filled cavern. 



can take on different 

personalities through- 

out the game. This 

allows you to not only 

play as the normal 

gun-toting Maui, but 

also as a ninja mallard 

in Level 2. Throw in a 

large number of hid- 

den items scattered 

throughout the game 

and you can see the 

depth of forethought 

and gameplay that 

will make this title 

shine. It is features 

like these that make 

this cart a real gem for 

diehard 16-Bit gamers 

who refuse to let their “High-quality 

systems gather dust. 

A real surprise all the мау, Gaxtoomnm-oased titles 

to the end, Maui Mallard is 0 

cub that ae WALL always have 

ayers with a complete g g g 

: their own niche in 
992 gaming industry’ 

package, not prove itself as a leader in the 

missing anything in action game arena with hot 

playability or game titles like Toy Story and now 

depth. Recently, Maui Mallard. Don’t miss this 

Disney Interactive spectacular cart. Ш 

has begun to 

Use your strongest weapon when battling this tough arachnid Boss. The boomerang 

guns that offer wall-shaking power will work quite effectively here. 
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Puzzles add some challenge to Pocahontas must use of all her 
Pocahontas’ quest for John Smith. abilities to get through the puzzles. 

OCAHONTA 
” Capture The Spirit! 

isney's latest 16-Bit 

introduction gives 

younger players the 

opportunity to control the 

Native American heroine 

Pocahontas in a forest- 

based puzzle-type 

adventure. Following the 

same story line as in the 

movie, you must use both 

Pocahontas and her raccoon 

friend Meeko, as they jump, 

climb, swim and crawl their 

way through the puzzles they 

encounter on their quest. 

While not a two-player 

Disneys 

game, you must get both 

characters through the 

game. Each has unique 

abilities and must rely on 

the other to successfully 

maneuver through the 

puzzles. You can jump 

quickly between the heroine 

and the mammal any time 

in the game by pressing the 

C button. 

The first part of your goal 

is to find and help the nine 

forest animals in the game. 

After each animal is helped, 

Pocahontas gains its spirit 

powers. After gaining the 

powers, she can use this 

animal’s special ability 

when she is ina 

situation that a 

human can’t get 

past. The deer has 

a faster running 

and jumping 

ability, the otter 

can swim and dive 

underwater and 

the bear can cause 

animals and people 

to freeze with fright. 

The story’s action is ideal 

for younger gamers. There 

is no battling evil monsters 

with knives or swords, no 

blood or killing. It’s just a 

good game with a fair 

number of puzzles to 

solve, ultimately ending 

with you saving the life 

of John Smith. 

This game is no cake 

walk, though. Some of the 

©1996 Disney 

ine makes Pocahontas 
a perfect title for 

an often overlooked 
gaming audience’ 

puzzles are devilishly 

contrived and will even 

have parents scratching their 

heads in wonder. Poca- 

hontas is one of the best 

young players’ games yet. ll 
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"yk yk xk xk The mixture of 
video and computerized 3D 

animation is unparalieled...in all, 
another Star Wars triumph." 

— USA TODAY 

"9T 0NNING..the finest game bc 

I've ever played.” Ass 

— Multimedia World 

"this sequel goes galaxies 

beyond the original..." 
— Entertainment Weekly 

=- TAR WARS 
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A NEN ADVENTURE IN THE 47/7 WARS SAGA. 
FILMED EXCLUSIVELY BY LUCASARTS ENTERTAINMENT. 

Rebel Assault Il: The Hidden Empire is а totally fresh, completely original chapter in the Star Wars universe. With movie-quality live action video-incorporating props, 

Sets and costumes from the Sfar Wars trilogy. Enhanced 3-0 graphics. Plus an all-new storyline. It's more than a sequel. I's the new standard in interactive space combat. н É 

Mormon wee DS 

Available on PC CD-ROM (005, Windows 95" and Macintosh). Check out Rebel Assault Il at LucasArts web site: http://www.lucasarts.com 
Reel Assault Il: The Hidden Empire™ and © 1995 Lucasfilm Lid. RI Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization. Star Wars is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Lid. The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company: 
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S Oo yes 
or those of you 

who've been wanting 

the best copy yet of 

Mortal Kombat II your wait is 

finally over.. Acclaim has 

translated this hot property to 

the Saturn with exacting skill. 

This version of MK2 finally 

has the actual music from 

the coin-op and all of the 

colors of the original. Large 

characters are yet another 

feature that sets this version 

apart from the others. 

Unless you are from 

another world, you probably 

know the plot of the MK 

series like the back of your 

hand. Just in case you've 

forgotten: A group of fighters 

must face the forces of dark- 

ness in a tournament to save 

their world. Sound familiar? 

In addition, each of the nine 

fighters that you can play. 

have stories of their own, 

ranging from Raiden the 

thunder-god, to Scorpion, 

“BAT 
Tied Up? Coon 

a vengeful ninja. 

Assuming you have played 

the heck out of the arcade 

version, you'll probably 

want to know how this 

version plays. Judging from 

this copy (which still might 

be a tad early) it is almost 

dead-on. Most of the old 

combos work. Neck kicks 

and hop kicks can be pulled 

off effectively. One thing you 

might want to watch out for 

is that the jumping distance 

seems a little bit shorter. 

This is a minor detail that 

takes getting used to. Tap 

moves are a bit hard to do 

on the controller. Using a 

Stick corrects this, however. 

One inherent problem with 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 

THEME % DONE 
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The best strategy to learn Is to remember the distances each character 

Jumps. Knowing this, you can get uppercuts on your opponent each time. 

games on the CD is access 

time. Overall it doesn’t affect 

MK? all that much. There are 

only a few instances where 

there will be an accessing 

time delay; one that you'll 

probably notice is when you 

try to do a special move for 

the first time. The game will 

freeze for a couple seconds 

while it searches for the 

proper animation. Every time 

after that there will be no 

problem. Other omissions 

With Scorpion, you can get 

some nasty combos in. Try 

going in with a jump kick. 

As soon as you make 

contact, teleport for a second 

hit, spear as soon as you 
land. With practice, you can 

follow it up with a hop kick. 

This combo does a massive 

amount of damage, and it is 

one of the easiest to do. A lot 
of characters have combos 
that start with a jump kick. 

Raiden can do a jump kick, 

torpedo combo. Sub-Zero has 

a jump kick, low ice attack 

that is deadly in its own 

right. Look for ways to chain 
your moves for combos. 

91 WINS 
Кок 

PUSH START. 
аата 

from the arcade game 

include a number of sound 

effects including the fabled 

"Toasty" cry. Still, don't get 

the wrong impression—there 

are omissions but they are 

relatively few when 

compared to the other 

versions out there. 

On the positive side, all of 

the little secrets that gamers 

spent hundreds of tokens to 

find are packed in here. All 

the Fatalities, Babalities, and 

Pits are here. And they can 

be done using the same 

arcade moves. 

Anything new or added? 

01 WINS PUSH START 
ih RA 

FACING EXECUTION FOR NIS 
APPARENT DEATH OF CORO, TSUNC CONVINCES 
SHAO канн TO CRANT НІМ A SECOND CHANCE. 

ILURE AND THE 

00 WINS 
GK EX AE 

00 HINS 00 WINS WINS 00 

00 WINS 
HUNG LAO == = 

Well, there is always the 

possibility to play as the 

Bosses, though a code 

hasn't been found yet. Also, 

in the Options Mode there is 

a way to change the slide 

move of the ninjas into an 

easier button configuration, 

as well as the ability to turn 

Shang Tsung's morphs off. 

If you have a Saturn and 

don't have another version 

of this game, 

what are you 

waiting 

for? W 

Try to zone your opponents with 
Liu Kang's special moves. 
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nown as the multi- 

screen Darius 3 in 

he arcade, Darius 

Gaiden gives Saturn owners 

the opportunity to battle 

through a total of seven 

stages and 28 sub-zones. 

hanical 
A mechanical fish armada 

that is en route back to its 

homeworld has invaded 

your galaxy and is starting 

to eliminate all of your 

civilization that lies in its path. 

As one of the most intense 

shooters out for the Saturn 

now, Darius Gaiden has two 

modes of play. It can be 

played alone or in the easier 

Two-player Simultaneous 

Mode. The latter allows you 

and a friend to team up 

CREDIT: CREDIT 

Some Bosses change into a variety of different forms and shapes 
before they're completely destroyed. Don't relax until they're blown up. 

EISh Armada 
against the aquatic invaders 

with more than enough fire- 

power to blow away any of 

the oncoming enemies. 

The game has a classic 

Side-view orientation like 

R-Type and Gradius, but 

more importantly, it also has 

the accurate and precise 

control more fitting to the 

next-generation system it 

is on. 

This title features custom- 

built controls and three differ- 

ent levels of difficulty that are 

as challenging as the arcade. 

An interesting item not found 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

Мон |Модегаѓе| 
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very often is the way this 

game allows you to choose 

the order in which you want 

to attack the stages. You can 

do it your way since there is 

no need to start out at the 

beginning level and fight to 

the end just to repeat it all 

over again in the next stage. 

After beating the introductory 

round, you can choose your 

next round from one of the 

two next two stages. This 

allows you to experiment with 

the different paths to winning 

the game, therefore totally 

customizing your experience 

while adding variety and 

eliminating boredom. 

Besides the constant 

barrage of original enemies 

Save your special weapons for the 
Bosses. They will quickly make 
mincemeat out of the Bosses 
before they even cause damage. 

and the highly imaginative 

Bosses, not much of the play- 

ing style can be described 

that hasn't already been done 

in earlier shooters. Play is fun 

but it remains unimaginative. 

This game doesn't rewrite the 

book on side-scrollers. As 

Soon as the novelty of the 

power-ups wears off, the only 

thing left to hold a 

CREDITO CREDITS. 

Power-ups widen the range of 
your weapon’s killing power. 

player’s attention for any 

length of time is the one-of- 

a-kind enemies and their 

leaders who do liven up 

every stage of the game. 

With the resurgence of 

shooters, Darius Gaiden is a 

fun and challenging disc that 

is loaded with great eye 

candy, but be warned that 

there isn’t too much new to 

really set this one apart from 

the rest. BM 

| 
“Of a civilization may 
be too much for mogall 1 

7 P 
gamers to handle, 

= Tt 
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D is To Die For. 
hen viewing the 

opening cinemas, 

you'll notice this 

game is like watching the 

opening trailer to a movie. 

Basically, this is what D is, 

complete with suspenseful 

music that will keep you on 

the edge of your seat, 

entranced by its intense story 

line. The year is 1997, and it 

is the dead of night in 

There has been a mass 

murder at a hospital on the 

outskirts of town. The 

perpetrator is the director of 

the hospital, Richter Harris 

who has locked himself as 

well as some hostages in the 

hospital. Richter's only 

daughter, Laura, hears of the 

situation and comes to the 

tragic scene. This is how the 

game begins, and it is up to 

you (Laura) to figure out why 

your father has gone berserk 

and killed innocent people. 

The game starts out in an old 

mansion. You are equipped 

with a compact mirror (which 

can be used to 

get hints if you 

f are stuck) and a 

lE pocketwatch 

RELEASE DATE 

PUBLISHER 

SIZE THEME 

4 U 

Talk about Intense...nothing Is what К seems to be in D. Things can pop 
out from any location, so be on your toes because anything can happen. 

that tells you how much time 

you have left. It is now up 

to you to explore the fully 

rendered 

mansion for the 

answers. The 

control of D is 

the typical tap-in- 

the-direction-and- 

it-will-move-you- 

DIFFICULTY 

PLAYERS 

*; DONE 

to-the-nearest-hot-spot type 

of control which is identical 

to The 7th Guest and Myst 

genre. Also similar to The 

7th Guest genre is the scare 

factor. Throughout the game 

you encounter such items as 

blood soup, decomposed 

bodies, flashbacks of a 
murder, moving paintings 



Look closely as some items are 
more than what they appear to be. 

and much more. All this 

coupled with the eerie music 

will definitely keep you on 

your toes. In order to find out 

what actually happened to 

your father, you must solve all 

of the puzzles; most of which 

can be solved if you 

You have to find out exactly what. 

pay attention to the clues hid- 

den within the game. Unlike 

other games of this nature, D 

has some interesting features 

like a two-hour time limit 

(keep track with your pocket- 

watch). However, there is no 

way to pause or 

You are faced with many riddles and puzzles throughout D, but 

none as tedious as this orie. You walk into a circular room with a 
crank on a pedestal in the center, and the doorway you just 

entered through somehow becomes sealed off by a brick wall. By 

turning the crank, the doorway changes and leads you to different 

areas, each containing a new puzzle and/or item you will need. 

Once you enter this room, don't plan on leaving anytime soon. 

save the game. 

Bottom line: Don't 

bother starting the 

game unless you plan 

on playing D for two 

hours without inter- 

ruption. Overall, if you 

enjoy playing games 

like Myst or The 

7th Guest, you will 

definitely have to 

play D. The puzzles 

are intriguing, the 

story line is great, 

plus the music and 

graphics are to 

die for. BM 
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Lifetime. 9$ 9 
S a follow-up to its 

award-winning fight- 

ing game Toshinden, 

Takara of Japan has created 

a sequel that rewrites the 

book on PS polygon fighting 

games. Several aspects set 

this game apart from its 

precursor, particularly in the 

graphics department. For 

example, each character has 

\been rendered with much 

more detail. So much that 

you can see the musculature 

in Sofia's back! As well, the 

backgrounds have not been 

ignored as all have been 

nicely detailed and improved. 

All of the areas are new, and 

some like Gaia's stage are 

simply breathtaking. 

You're probably wondering 

about the gameplay. After all, 

itis the most important 

aspect of a fighting game. 

Well, it'S pretty intense. The 

control has been refined, 

especially with the fireball 

motions and you can still 

rotate around your oppo- 

nents in the 3-D fashion. 

The feeling of depth is now 

more prevalent and each 

character now has new 

attacks that he/she can 

perform with his/her back 

to opponents. However, it 

Seems harder to turn around; 

Of the original cast of 

warriors, several have had 

moves removed and/or 

replaced. Overall, there are 

more attacks, but you might 

find that some of your older 

ата гүш E 

Sofla's new ability to perform all of her moves In the alr gives her a 
new advantage. Her spin move Is really hard to block If she's alrbome. 
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combos do not work. In addi- 

tion, if you're close to losing, 

it's possible to still do the 

Desperation moves, just like 

before. On top of all this, 

there are Overdrive moves 

that can be charged by doing 

normal attacks. These 

attacks can easily remove a 

quarter of your life if they 

aren't blocked. Overdrive 

moves can be done simply 

by holding down all four 

r Attack buttons. If you're 
ing a little obnoxious, it's 

i 

There are five new charac- 

ters. Two are Bosses and 

one is a hidden character. 

First there is Chaos who is a 

bizarre warrior who uses a 

scythe to cut down his foes. 

As can be expected, hi 

attacks are best suite: 

long-range strikes, similar to 
Mondo. However, his range 

is at the expense of speed. 

He does have some interest- — 

ing combos that combine 

weapon strikes with foot 

attacks. The bulk of special 

MORE FIGHTERS! 
It is possible to play as four more characters, including the two 

Bosses and Sho! To do this, first set the difficulty of the game to 
Level 5. Now beat the game and return to the One-player Mode. 

You'll notice that there is a Random Select Вох. If you hold the 

Select button while on the box, the characters will move by slowly. 
Notice that Uranus and Master are playable. Choose Master and 

play through again. After you win, check the characters available 
in the Random Select Box. You should be able to use Sho and 
Vermillion. This is much easier than the old Toshinden codes! 

moves Chaos employs are a 
seri S of noxious gases that 

ar emanated from his 

mouth, and a few moves 
where he slams himself into 

whoever gets in his way. 

Last but not least is his 

Aerial Sonic Blast that can 



. be beneficial against fireball 
- characters like Kayin. 

The second new character 

easy to get a hold of is 

She is a cop who has 

number of acrobatic moves 
ind attacks with her baton. 

She moves quickly and can 

- inflict a large amount of dam- 

age. Her range isn't all that 

D: far, so the best strategy with 

er is to get in close and 

with the combos. Long- 

Ice characters will give 

tough time. 

irst of the two Bosses 

nus. This female 

rior resembles a Gothic 

;omplete with wings. 
nifty transparency 

actics... 
All characters now have a move that can hit enemies 

on the ground. This is done by pressing the Triangle 

and Circle buttons at the same time. If you knock 

someone down, you can often get in this extra free 

hit. Use caution though, because if they move out of 

the way, you'll be left wide open to an attack. 

effect.) She has a number of 

projectiles and some damag- 

ing close attacks. She is best 

described as how Gaia was 

in the first game. Hit-and-run 

tactics work best against her. 

If you are using her, just 

counter anything your oppo- 

nent does. It shouldn't be 

too difficult. 

The last Boss is a young 

girl named The Master. Don't 

be fooled by her small size 

and what appears to be an 

absence of weapons. This 

girl can summon a sword 

that looks like Gaia's. She 

can ride it like a surfboard 

and wields it with ease. Her 

moves are damaging to the 

point of being cheap. If you 

are using her, tap the but- 

tons rapidly, and you'll find 

yourself doing some com- 

bos. Her special moves 

cover every angle, so jump- 

ing in is a bad idea. Try to 

rotate around her to get 

an advantage. 

The most secretive new 

fighter is Vermillion. This guy 

looks like he's a gnarled 

killer right out of a Victorian 

horror novel. He has a shot- 

gun in one hand and a 

revolver in the other. You 

can't see his projectiles, 

which hit almost instantly. 

His actual attacks are slow 

but powerful. Most of the 

time you can take him out by 

rotating around his shots. 

If you are using him, shoot- 

ing from the air will almost 

ensure a victory. His range i 

hard to beat especially i| 

try to stay away from hin 

Of the older character: 

most have returned. SI 

is now one of the hidden 

characters though. 

Gaia, the master monk, 

has shed his powerful armor 

in favor of more revealing 

attire. He still has his giant 

MASTER 
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ord though. Gaia's moves 

are among the most power- 

ful, and his combos are easy 
to do. However, Gaia lacks 
Speed. If you can get in the 

first hit, you can chain your 

attacks together. When fight- 
ing him, keep your distance. 

Ellis retains most of her 

attacks. Some of her twirling 

attacks along the ground 

have been replaced by 

sweeps. Her new special is a 

twirl where she surrounds 

herself with magical energy. 

Overall, she's the character. 

When using her, get close 

and rapidly tap some com- 

bos. To stop her, do what 

she's weakest at doing: 

close fighting. Keep your dis- 

tance, and she's meat. 

Fo, the comical old man, 

has a new look that is sort of 

like a jester. He retains all of 

TOTAL PONIN- йаш ' 

his attacks. In the first game, 

Fo was susceptible to aerial 

attacks. To counter this, Fo 

now has a move where he 

lies on his back and conjures 

up a power blast. Of all the 

characters, his rear attacks 

seem to go out the fastest. 

Mondo plays pretty much 

the same, but his moves 

seem to do a lot more 

damage. He now has a 

spear move that allows him 

to strike upward. Mondo is 

good at all ranges, but 

overall he is weakest when 

you are close to him. 

Rungo has seen several 

improvements. He's quicker 

and also has a new series of 

kicks where he steps toward 

his opponent three times. He 

also has a brand-new twirl 

move. Rungo has a hard 

time against hit-and-run 

ШЫ йш ш i ` 

counter your opponent's ~ 

attacks rather than going. 

on the offensive. ә 

Sofia has had some of her - 

attacks modified. Now her 

energy rings can launch 

upward. She has couple of 

kicks that can be used for 

leaping in. The most impor- 

tant fact about her is that all 

of her specials can be done 
in the air. This can give foes 

a nasty surprises, especially 

if they jump in at her. 

Duke is relatively 

unchanged. A new swipe 

that twirls him around his 

opponent has been added. 

However, he still matches 

up well against the other 

both up close 

distance. He is. 

Eiji and Kayin are still two 

ithe most powerful charac- _ 

the game. They \ 

ver that covers a hefty _ 
се. Eiji's tends to go a 

now the game all others 

(including Tekken 2) will be 

compared to. W 
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S first-person 3-D 

shooters continue to 

impress video 

gamers, one limitation still 

holds programmers back 

from making the 3-D feel 

even closer to real—the 

ground. Nine out of 10 first- 

person games still have the 

same old orientation with 

ceiling, walls and the ground 

to keep everything close to 

our reality. Even with new 

height-mapping techniques to 

add varieties of depth to the 

mazes, the levels were still 

designed to support a game 

theme with gravity. When 

you want to push past the 

confines of the Earth's 

atmosphere, you run into 

trouble where there might not 

be gravity to use as a basis 

for ground in your levels. 

Breaking past the redun- 

dant 3-D titles, Descent for 

the computer and now for the 

PlayStation gives the player 

smooth 360-degree rotation 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 

with control over forward, 

backward and side-to-side 

movements. Pitch, roll and 

yaw are also determined by 

the controller giving you 

completely free movement 

of your craft. 

Weapons consist of two 

storage bays that are fired 

separately from one another. 



You can select from your 

acquired weapon and power- 

ups to pick the item you feel 

is right for each situation then 

arm it for action. 

Descent plays like many 

other mech-based 3-D 

games. Movement and bat- 

tles are fast and exhilarating, 

allowing players to blast into 

enemy-held territory and start 

cleaning house. However, the 

most noticeable problem 

players will find with this title 

is its uncanny ability to con- 

fuse you to such an extent 

that you lose your way and 

can't find the right path. 

The graphics and the 

scrolling speed are phenome- 

nal. They provide the amount 

of smoothness that Descent 

deserves on the PlayStation. 

Targeting enemies and 

precision flying 

can both be 

completed with 

minimal trouble 

due to the close 

relationship the 

game has 

between action and controller. 

Descent is so good that 

after trying it, all players will 

have this disc at the top of 

their 3-D game list. It has 

enough gameplay and 

diversity to put anyone to the 

test in challenge and map 

memorization. Be forewarned, 

though: The levels in Descent 

are enough to make even the 

player with the greatest natur- 

al sense of direction sweat 

profusely as they try to find 

the one tunnel where they 

haven't been to before. в 
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World Balance 
Resting On 

Arena Combat 
ime Warner is 

bringing one of 

Japan's most popular 

PlayStation fighting games 

to the States. Called Zero 

Divide, this disc is one of the 

few fighters that combines 

precise player-character 

interaction with a fair amount 

of story that actually gives a 

purpose to your mission. 

In this game you are ina 

race against time to defeat 

the eight other characters 

and the two Bosses. Do this 

and you prevent the world’s 

3x v 

economic and 

military balance 

from falling into 

total ruin at the 

hands of these 

cyberpirates. 

Normally, the 

best fighting 

games require six 

buttons to get off all of the 

intricate moves. In ZD you 

only have three buttons for 

all of your moves and 

actions (Guard, Punch and 

Kick). However, with proper 

design little control is lost in 

ee STAT ый 

this game. Special moves 

are of course included, as 

are projectile attacks. These 

combine to give this polygon 

fighter its own unique feel. 

Besides good moves, the 

backgrounds and visual 

I 

effects are features that set 

this title apart from the rest 

of the pack. The arenas 

feature 360-degree rotation 

that shows the full capability 

of the characters' aerial 

attacks and the fast-moving 

combos. For example, 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 



PLAYER SELECT 
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The Level Advancement Screen Is 
a new feature to this game genre. 

Each of the polygon characters 

has Its own special features. 

Having only three buttons does not subtract a lot from the game’s 

overall play as most of the characters require the normal fighting 

game-type combinations of multiple button and pad movements. 

Although you will soon find out that launching fast combo moves is 

a difficult maneuver, with a bit of patience and practice you'll soon 

learn the procedure. Master these first before attempting to do the 

more advanced multihit combos or special moves. Keep at it, as 

the later characters are formidable foes. 

"Hot techno-fighter 
hits the home systems’ 
throwing a character results 

in a fast, rotating view 

change that randomizes the 

variety to your battles. 

The characters are 

devised from some of the 
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Even though the characters pull themselves back from almost 

certain death, a good tactic Is to try to knock someone off the edge. 

camera angles and their 

results. In addition, the DJ 

Option adds an ongoing 

commentary that gets to be 

a bit repetitive after a while, 

but it does offer some audio 

most intriguing ideas yet to 

be seen on the fighting game 

scene. More than mere 

human forms with different 

polygon builds, the charac- 

ters in ZD look like futuristic 

animals. Some take the 

forms of robots, dragons and 

Scorpion-type creatures 

thoroughly and even our 

best SF or МКЗ players 

walked away quite satisfied. 

designed with a new-age, 

techno look. 

But how does it play? We 

have tested this game quite 

Zero Divide offers up good 

control, plenty of hidden 

features and tons of 

challenging gameplay. W 

IER # ROLLING 

SAVE COUNT 000. 
BEST LAP 23°13 PUN TIME 000:01°35 ims en 

Tho Options Screen offers a wide After finishing a round, players are 
varlety of selections to gamers. given a unique ending animation. 
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ad accents, big 

mechs and a whole 

lotta fun—that's what 

Krazy Ivan is all about. It is 

the year 2086, and the world 

has just been subjected to a 

brutal, worldwide alien inva- 

sion. Mankind has only one 

Mech 
Madness 

group of people that can 

take out the alien forcefields 

and annihilate the enemy: 

a group of Russian scientists 

and a 40-foot, 50-ton 

mechwarrior under the 

control of a man named 

Krazy lvan. 

Fight your way through 

five distinct battle zones 

using your awesome 

weaponry to blow away the 

enemy and complete your 

mission. Each of the 

battlefields contain anywhere 

from three to five sentients. 

On each of the levels you 

have a time limit to get to 

each sentient. If time runs 

out before you get to a 

Sentient, you must battle 

yet another sentient. If you 

live through that battle, your 

time is reset. 

Each sentient has its own 

strengths and weaknesses. 

The Gouraud-shaded, 

texture-mapped sentients 

come in many shapes and 

sizes, ranging from a puma 

to a centipede to a 

mosquito-like creature. 

Before battling the sentient, 

your comrade gives you 

hints and tips on the 

enemy's strengths and 

weaknesses (if any). 

Once each sentient is 

destroyed, you must then go 

to the area's shield and also 

destroy it. It sounds much 

easier than it actually is. 

Upon your journey to each 

sentient, you will encounter 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 



Enemies can attack you from 
above as well as on the ground. 

various enemies, including 

hovering manta rays, hover- 

crafts and many others out to 

turn you into scrap metal. By 

destroying these enemies, 

you are able to obtain the 

items they were carrying, 

which are generally hostages 

and a power-up icon. The 

power-up icons vary. Some 

help you and others don't. 

Get a general layout of the land 

before each mission begins. 

You can occasionally obtain 

an energy core which repairs 

your shield and also acts as 

a type of money once the 

level is completed. With 

these energy cores, you 

can upgrade your mech 

with various missiles, lasers, 

plasma shots and more. 

Krazy Ivan takes full 

advantage of the PlayStation 

"There may be other 
mech games out 

there, but none quite 
like Krazy Ivan? 

{SENS EROS . 2:40-1 

Between missions you are treated to a somewhat humorous cinema 
featuring none other than Krazy Ivan himself. You have to see Iti 

controller and uses every 

single button. You can strafe, 

walk backward and forward, 

aim up and down, change 

weapons, fire the chosen 

weapon, shoot missiles and 

use your special weapon. If 

you think it sounds difficult, it 

isn't. It won't take you long to 

get used to the controls, and 

of your mission for extra points. 

once you do the game is a 

blast—literally. Everything in 

your path is toast. 

If you have always wanted 

to be in control of a 40-foot, 

50-ton war machine, demol- 

ish anything in your path and 

enjoy every second of it, look 

no further; Krazy Ivan is it. BM 

Battling sentients can be a real pain, especially when you are 

low on energy and nearly dead. If you're in trouble, here's a tip 

to keep yourself alive. Before taking on the sentient, go after 

the weaker enemies around you and kill them first to receive 
their power-ups. You will eventually receive an energy core 
which will replenish some of your shield energy. 
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If You Build it, They Will Ride 
long the same lines budget, managing materials it is efficient and offers a selections that are cataloged 

A= SimCity and and keeping the population quick interface to build in an organized manner. 

Railroad Tycoon, happy are just a few of the structures of your choice. Some of the city structures 

A-Train allows you, the city’s duties that will consume a Common to sim games like include roads and train 

leader, to layout, design and good portion of your time. this are the many menus that tracks as well as aquariums, 

build a civilization of your This is just some of the fun to seem to dominate 

choice and manage its be found in A-Train though. most of your decision- 

resources. Your job isn't as Although the control will making time. They 

easy as it sounds, however. take a while to get used to; provide groups of 

Many problems will arise 

that you will have to find 

solutions for. Balancing a 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 

Maxis 

SIZE THEME “o DONE 

could swell to a raging metropolis that Is so large that It 
would be hard to find even one vacant piece of land. 



churches and golf courses to 

keep the people happy at 

their new residences. 

Graphically, A-Train is 

based on a one-square grid, 

object which is the smallest 

unit that you will be adding to 

your city. There will, however, 

be areas such as airports 

that will demand multiple grid 

squares touching each other 

for them to work properly. 

These tax your land supply 

and in some cases you will 

have to buy land from private 

land-owners in order to build 

your desired structure. 

Graphically A-Train is 

superb. While a populated 

city consists of a lot of small 

details, when you go to a 

larger map to see the overall 

picture, the game is still 

visually sharp. This allows 

you to see exactly what is 

going on in any part of the 

town by simply scrolling to 

your land's borders. 

If constructing the perfect 

civilization with your own 

balance of design and 

function appeals to you as 

a player, you will really get 

into A-Train. Be sure not to 

miss the opportunity to give 

this public transportation- 

based simulation a try. @ 
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The Friendliest Ghost І Know 
here have been many тапу goals, including making. аге your uncles Fatso, Stinky RELERÊE DATE pm 

| | ' movie-to-game titles friends, finding missing parts and Stretch, along with a March [Moderate 

in recent years, but of the Lazarus machine and multitude of triggers, switches 
PUBLISHER PLAYERS 

none like Casper. Playing the | much more. All this might and hidden items throughout 

part of Casper, you have Sound easy, but it is not. Whipstaff Manor. The charac- Interplay 

Hindering your progress of ters and their voices in the SIZE THEME — *; DONE 

Acetate ee. Ultimately. transforming game are modeled after CD-ROM 
yourself into a human those in the movie. When 

4-tound-2n-iron-key- 
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| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

Shane chests сопа mors Шап just useful Hoima; 
sometimes you'll get more than you bargained for. 

© Amblin Entertainment, MCA Universal Merchandising. 



A wot mp dinner 
(asper! 

gamers first see Casper, they 

will notice-the attention to 

detail paid to every part of the 

game. This ranges from the 

intricate details of the foyer 

floor to the pictures on the 

walls. Even the tranquil 

orchestrated music in Casper 

sets a somber mood through- 

out the entire game. Once 

you look past the great eye 

candy and music of the 

game; you will find that 

Casper is an intricate 

action/strategy game that 

There's а girl, ip mp 

house! | wonder if 
shell be my friend? 

requires patience, a good 

memory, and most important- 

ly, a keen eye for puzzle 

Solving. The.game is quite 

large, and in order to search 

all of the different areas, you 

must be able to open doors 

and gates. To open them you 

must either have the correct 

key, flip the correct switch or 

switches, weigh down р!аї- 

forms or move knights. Also 

found-throughout the game 

are brass keys that open 

treasure chests. You will.be 

Ж Къ goa explore 

Wiipstaff Manor 

There are many hints and techniques you will need to help 
you get through the game, but the most basic and elementary 
technique is to map your progress in the game. You will find 
that if you know where everything is, you will save a lot of time 
in not having to go back and try to find that one door or switch 
you need. Although you might think you have a good memory, 
there is always that one place where you haven't been before, 
so try to map out as much as possible. It's time well spent. 

Knights many times are more than they appear. Some can be disguised 
switches which when used will give you access to hidden rooms. 

“The music 
and 

graphics 
used in 
Casper 

are great? 
able to find many useful items 

inside these chests, including 

more keys, weights, items 

used to ward off your-uncles, 

and most importantly, puzzle 

pieces. The puzzle pieces are 

actually pieces of a picture 

Fa 4 bookies 

that must be put together in 

their corresponding frame on 

the wall. Once all four pieces 

are put together in:the frame, 

Casper acquires a morph. 

Each morph teaches Casper 

how to change into.a different 

item, like smoke which allows 

him to travel through air 

vents, a bouncing ball which 

allows him-to get into tight 

spaces, a hammer, fan 

and more: If you want 

a challenging and.fun 

strategy/action game, 

look no further 

because Casper is 

definitely it. M 
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f you're one of the 

hardcore SNK fans 

who's been with the 

Fatal Fury series since day 

one, a whole new game is 

finally here. Entitled Real 

Bout Fatal Fury, this game 

features a cast taken from 

the first three Fatal Fury 

games, and includes new 

moves and special "pits" 

to toss your foe into. 

The Fatal Fury engine has 

been tweaked quite a bit for 

this version. The three-level 

fighting setup has been 

retained, but it's much easier 

to control. Combos, while not 

Fighting Thrills! 
automatic, are now, quite 

possible to do. The moves 

range from simple fireball 

motions to the patented 

near-impossible, SNK-style, 

joystick-only combos. 

This game moves fast, 

too. Real Bout is about 10 

times more intense than the 

previous games. 

The two Bogard brothers, 

Terry and Andy are here, 

along with their old Tai 

kick-boxing pal Joe Higashi. 

Mai, the bouncy ninja has 

her old assortment of fans 

and twirls while Billy Kane, 

Duck King and their Boss 

Geese Howard have also 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 

PUBLISHER PLAYERS 



Kim Kaphwan has a wide variety of leg attacks and 
punches. However, hls range Is outstanding. He's great at countering. 

joined the crowd. The 

Korean fighter Kim Kaphwan 

from Fatal Fury 2 and 

Special makes an appear- 

ance as well. Rounding out 

the cast are some of the 

fighters from Fatal Fury 3, 

including the sorceress 

Sokaku and the dance crazy 

Bob Wilson. If you've been 

Марв twirl Is excellent for 
stopping characters who jump. 

counting, this adds up to a 

grand total of 16 fighters in 

all. Knowing SNK, they prob- 

ably have included plenty of 

secret fighters, too. 

One cool new feature is 

the “pit? found on either side 

of each stage. After the barri- 

ers take enough hits, they 

break open to reveal the new 

y 2 
5: bx 

DUCK.KiNG Й 

Billy Kane Is one of tho fastest 
characters with a lengthy range. 

features. They range from a 

subway car to a bottomless 

pit. Rather than lethal, most 

of these are more humorous 

than anything else. 

What's missing? Well, it 

would have been nice to 

see all of the Fatal Fury cast 

brought in. Also, there are 

only a couple of stages. 

Each fighter should have 

had his or her own. 

Overall, with new strategy 

Zi BLUE-MARY HON FU 

and techniques to master, 

this game should keep 

Neo fans busy until Art 

of Fighting З is ready. в 

Terry's Burning Knuckle goes off Чайке the earilor Fatal Fury games, you аге pitted against threo 
fighters at a time In a tournament with the victor going onward. fast, and it Is hard to counter. 

RUSH A, 

CHALLENGER! ! 22) 
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Next Wave 

You кити the. 
is indeed magical am will” 

increase your attacking 

power. 

SYSTEM RELEASE DATE 

a= 
RET 

PLAYERS 

Still piping hot from the arcades, D&D Tower of 

Doom will soon be hitting the PlayStation and 

Saturn. D&D uses characters right out of the 

Monster Manual with gnolls and goblins looking like 

; they stepped from the pages of a module. Some 

elements that set this game apart from the slew of 

A it right they will have another winner on its hands. 

Hopefully the arcade sequel, Shadow of Mystara, 

Final Fight clones is the ability to choose your paths 

and interact with the story. If Capcom does 

json ne sone m will follow it up later this year. 

Earthworm Jim will indeed 

be going to the next level, 

but instead of a whole new 

quest, it will simply be a 

port-over of the second 

game. Earthworm Jim 2 

gives Jim a number of 

new weapons and 

attacks—there's no 

telling what'll be added 

in the final version. 

Since it's on the 

Saturn, you can 

expect some major 

touch-ups in the 

graphics department, 

along with CD-quality 

sound. If we're lucky, 

there might be a few 

new levels thrown in for 

good measure. 

Earthworm Jim 2's levels 

vary from the typical side- 

scrolling action fest, to a 

shooter where Jim has to nav- 

igate a balloon through rough 

terrain. The 16-Bit versions 

were visually impressive with 

all sorts of lighting effects, so 

it is likely that the Saturn will 

boast some cool eye candy. 

Earthworm Jim fans should 

take a look at this game; it will 

probably be an improvement 

over what we have seen in 

this already excellent series. 

SYSTEM RELEASE DATE 
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If you're tired of the usual 
racing games with their flat 

tracks and lack of obsta- 
£ cles, Accolade's new 

racer should grab your 
attention. It's called 

Dirt Race Extreme, 

and it is a hard-hitting 
off-road racer that's 

certainly going to 
quicken your pulse. 

Next Wave 

first in the long line 

Saturn RPGs 

coming from 

Working 

Designs. 

The game is 

viewed from 

an overhead 

perspective, 

much like 

Nintendo's 

Zelda. The combat 

you'll find items 

to help you on 

your quest. 
Some are simple 

healing potions, 

Shining Wisdom is the 

is carried out in real 

time, with you actually 

using your weapons and magic in 

true fantasy style. As you progress, 

RELEASE DATE 

Accolade 3rd Quarter '96 
THEME PLAYERS — SIZE % COMPLETE 

Select from a variety of 
vehicles, ranging from a dune 
buggy to an off-road 4X4. 

Each has its own play 
techniques and weaknesses. 
The races are set up in lap 
form with specific tracks. 
However, the 

obstacles you 

face are far 
from the norm. 
For example, 
houses and 
concrete barri- 
ers will hinder 
your progress. 
The graphics 

of Dirt Race 

Extreme look 

decent, albeit a 

PUBLISHER SYSTEM 

little grainy. Still, it is not too 
noticeable when the game is 

actually in motion. A 
Accolade’s new game looks 

like a lot of fun. We'll try to get 
you some more info on this 

one as soon as possible. 

while others are strange 

shells that allow you 

to talk to trees. 

Shining 

Wisdom 

features 

some 

spectacular 

graphics, 

as all the 

characters 

were animated 

smoothly. 

One has to 

wonder why Sega 

let this one go, but if anybody can do it, 

Working Designs can. 

of 

RELEASE DATE 

BERE TUER 
SIZE COMPLETE 

CD-ROM | 

PUBLISHER SYSTEM 

Working Designs 
THEME PLAYERS 



Next Wave "uuu. 

D is a terrifying FMV adventure 4 

game that will give you nightmares ; 

for a long time. Featuring an á 

elaborate plot and puzzles that'll а 

turn your brain to mush, D is a 

visual tour de force. The game's 

setup is similar to The 7th Guest. 

D, however, has more bite to it. 

D is highly cinematic with flash- 

backs, staccato jump cuts and some 

of the most perfect mood music 

around. All the screens are rendered, 

setting the visual tone of this creepy 

thriller. Don't worry—the cinemas are 

full-screen and not at all pixelized. 

The plot is about a young girl who 

must find her father who disappeared 

into the confines of a hospital. As you 

progress through the puzzles, you'll SYSTEM RELEASE DATE 

experience flashbacks that reveal you 

are far from normal. There are two 

separate endings, depending on your Playstation Puzzle 

choices at the end of the game. PUBLISHER SIZE 

D is one of the most promising CD-ROM 

games. It has been seen on several PLAYERS X penc 

Systems, and now the PlayStation is 1 

fortunate enough to get it as well. I 

* 
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With four teams made up of four worms each, , Up to 16 
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Sega’s most ambitious project yet for 

the Genesis is X-Perts. Terrorists have 

taken-over a top-secret undersea weapons 

installation, and the X-Perts, a three per- 

son anti-terrorist group has been sent in. 

Using the skills of all three agents, you 

must fight your way through heavily guard- 

ed areas teeming with enemy troops. 

Players will recognize Shadow, from 

Eternal Champions as one of the X-Perts. 

The gameplay is a cross between the 

side-scrolling elements of Streets of Rage 

with the special moves of tournament 

brawlers like Mortal Kombat. There even is 

a bit of an adventure game built in. 

This cart uses the latest compression 

technology to bring rendered graphics and 

digitized voice to the Genesis. Sega claims 

to have over 60 megabits of graphics and 

sound packed into a 32 meg cart. Wow! 

Also they have a new Auto Save technolo- 

gy. We want to see what that is all about. 

SYSTEM RELEASE DATE 

PUBLISHER SIZE 

PLAYERS % DONE 



Mickey this time. Once again 

the forces of evil are threat- 

ening the peaceful world. 

With cartoon-like graphics, 

Mickey & Donald's Magical 

Adventure stays true to the 

standards Disney has set. 

Like in the earlier games, 

the characters can change 

costumes to gain abilities. 

For example, Mickey can 

acquire a lash that allows 

him to climb up trees. One 

neat aspect is that both 

characters will acquire 

different outfits, making the 

gameplay subtly different. 

For those of you wonder- 

ing about the control, do 

not worry—the wizards at 

Capcom have tweaked this 

game to perfection. 

MICKEY 6 
js Adventure 

PUI R SYSTEM RELEASE DATE 

THEME PLAYERS 
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i in the Hunt 
ВЕ nly way to describe ... ій the 

bu bihê all of the best shooters 
1 » 

layed into one game. 
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Visit your local retailer or call: 

1-800-4-FUN-004 For ORDERS ONLY 
For game tips on our products, call 
1-900-370-HINT ê jon on FST 
Must be 18 years of age or have parental permission. 
Touch-tone phone required 
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digital studios 

© 1995 TeHO/XING/IREM. KOKOPELI digital studios is a trademark 
of THO, Inc. PlayStation and the PlayStation Logos are trademarks 
of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are 
trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 
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Coming in March : 
e Pictures of Myst ЇЇ (CGR) 

• Los Bros. Hernandez, say adios to Love and Rockets. (HERO) риме [imas Mor Канада 

e Erik Larsen roars about Savage Dragon. (HERO) E 
e More downloadable Ultra 64 Screen shots. (EGM) 

e Paul Chadwick provides more Concrete entertainment. (HERO) 

e Mr. Monster rises from the grave! (HERO) 

• Feature on new Star Wars prequels. (Cinescape) 
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Team EGM editors were chilling with two of the greatest NBA players in the 

history of the league. Read about our two-on-one meeting with Magic and Kareem. 

lamming and jamming: 

That's just our game 

as we've been on the 

road trying to get you 

the latest and greatest 

news information on the world of 

sports gaming. We cover all of the 
major sports and sporting events. 

Crystal Dynamics recently had a 

press conference to announce 
something special having to do 
with Earvin *Magic" Johnson and 

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. 

The two ex-Lakers all-stars are 

also starring in Crystal Dynamics" 

Slam 'N Jam '96 for the Saturn 

and the PlayStation. 

You'll want to check out the 

quick interview we had with them. 

After the game press 

conference, the media in 

attendance were invited to stay 

and watch the Lakers take on the 

Minnesota Timberwolves. 

In this month’s starting lineup 

we give you a look at two great 
racing games. One comes to us 

courtesy of Sega of Japan. F-1 

Live Information is a great game 

that's out in Japan for the Saturn 

now. Sega of America is talking 

with three third-party developers 

who hope to bring this game to 

the United States. 

We also have a sneak preview 

of a new PlayStation game from 

Psygnosis/Sony Interactive 

called F-1 World 

Championship. 

So rev up your engines 

and get ready to twist and 
turn your way through 

another exciting Team EGM 

experience. 

Todd Mowatt 

"Ue Ve te he 

Koei is bringing out Winning 

Post for the Sega Saturn. 

Need for Speed is coming for 
the PlayStation from EA. 

ru 

U.S. Gold is teeing it up with 
World Cup Golf for the Saturn. 

Wayne Gretzky 

hockey is 

headed to the 

arcade first, then 
the Ultra 64 from 

Time Warner. 



remlin Interactive and 

VR Sports have 

teamed up for VR Soccer. 

Interplay's Virtual FieldVision 

technology will allow gamers 

to experience soccer gaming 

in real-time 3-D. 

The game eliminates any 

limitations on your field of 

vision because Virtual 

FieldVision creates a full 

360-degree perspective. 

Camera angles can be 

changed on the fly as 

players move up and down 

the field. The game has six 

custom-built cameras you 

can switch from, as well as 

six default camera angles. 

By pausing the game and 

using the top buttons on the 

controller, you can move the 

cameras up or down or zoom 

in or out. The default cam- 

eras will switch from player 

to player as you move the 
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you to play as your team to 

perfect your passing and 

scoring touch. League play 

allows you to play all of 

those teams seeded in the 

three different groupings, 

and it allows you to 

challenge teams within the 

groupings depending on how 

well you do within your 

You can choose from any one 

of the world’s best teams. 

ball up and down the field. 

All 44 international teams 

are in the game with their 

actual uniforms. 

VR Soccer also features 

different game 

modes including a 

Friendly Mode, a 

League Mode and a 

Practice Mode. The 

latter mode allows 

bracket. There are also 

custom-built tournaments: 

You can play with all 44 

teams or with just 32, 16, 

eight or four teams. You can 

pick the teams you want in 

the tournament. 

On the PS, the game will 

be two-player compatible. 

The game offers a solid 

repertoire of special soccer 

moves, including bicycle 

kicks, power crosses and 

power passes. 

A new and innovative form of 

motion capture was used to 

capture the movements 
of the players in the 

game. Interactive 

Motion Capture 

allows fluid 

movement and 

eliminates the 

choppy movements 

found in so many other 

sprite-based interactive sports 

titles that have been released 

during the past few years. 

The first-person 

perspective of VR 

Soccer puts you in the 

action, making you 

You have the option of 

putting after-touch on your 

passes and you can kick 

high or low. You can even 

choose your favorite referee. feel as though you’re 

actually playing the 

real game. 

fA (77 



Van Earl Wright proved 

to be the right man for 
the job again as he 

dished out one-liners 

with authority and 

had the gallery of 

media gathered 

at the Great 

Western Forum 
in Los Angeles 

laughing. Van 

Earl is the voice 

of Crystal 

Dynamics Sports 
and he was also 

the MC of the 

Earvin "Magic" 
Johnson and Kareem 

Abdul-Jabbar press 

conference. Once the 
NBA's greatest one-two 

combination, Magic and Kareem 

are teaming up again as members 
of Crystal Dynamics’ Championship 

Sports starting lineup. The five-time NBA 
champions will be strutting their stuff in 

Slam ’N Jam ‘96. 

Continuing the tradition of supporting 

the next generation of superstars and 

creative talent, Crystal Dynamics is 

donating a portion of its sales of Slam ‘N 

Jam ’96 featuring Magic and Kareem to 
fund scholarships at Michigan State 

and UCLA—the alma maters of 

Magic and Kareem. 

MAGIC: First of all, on behalf 

of myself and the students 

that will receive this money, 

let me thank Crystal 

Dynamics for giving back— 

that's what it's all about: help- 

ing out students who may not 
have the money but have the 

grades to get in to Michigan 
State. So you know that they're not 

just pocketing all the money that they're 

making because they have a great game. 

That's what it's all about. That's why I 

think I'm with this company. They are try- 

ing to do something in the community. 1 

also thank their fans for buying the game. 
Now I'll hand it over to the Captain. 

KAREEM: /'m very pleased to be part of 

this process. Га like to thank Crystal 

Dynamics and all of you for coming out. 

TEAM EGM: How much video-game 

playing do you guys do? 
KAREEM: / have not played any video 

games ever in my life...this was my 

agent's idea. (laughs jokingly). 

MAGIC: No, because I'm like him. My 

son Anare helped with...the game. 1 

FACE t FACE 
with MAGIC & KAREEM 

asked him, "What would you like to see" 

that hasn't been in a (basketball) game, 

and wasn't in Slam 'N Jam number one? 

He would talk about the players, and they 

made the size of the players bigger... 

Now he's all happy...He helps me make 

my suggestions to the company: to make 

the players bigger, play faster, make it 

more real. And of course, with Van Earl's 

voice on it, it's fantastic and very realistic. 

How did this deal come about and how 

realistic is this game as compared to 
the real game of basketball? 

MAGIC: They captured everything... You 

know, you call your agent, you go through 

the whole thing... let my son play the 

game and | asked him some questions 

about it. He answered a lot of them and 

got me up to speed with the game. That 

was the key. Between the both of us, we 

haven't played a video game quite like 

this. We had a great time playing it. 

KAREEM: / think that they researched 
the game and tried to make it as realistic 

as possible...I think they nailed it. I'm very 

pleased to be a part of this. 

To find out more about what Magic 

Johnson and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar think 

about Slam ’N Jam ‘96 and the current 

state of the NBA, turn to the March/April 

edition of CyberSports. We 

have a more in-depth inter- 

view with both Kareem 

and Magic as well as 

an interview with the 

king of hockey, 
Wayne Gretzky. 



he winter CES gave 

T Sony Interactive the 

opportunity to offer a sneak 

peek at one impressive 

racing game. 

Sony Interactive officials 

kept a choke hold on details 

surrounding this game, but 

what they did show was 

promising enough. 

Tentatively titled Formula 

One World Championship, 

the game is a 3-D racer that 

shares more than a passing 

resemblance to Sega's own 

F-1 racer (featured later in 

this issue). 

Like Sega's title, the game 

is awash in texture-mapped 

bh G 

69, 

“art 

The graphics are detailed 

enough to show the drivers 

actually steering the cars. 

3-D polygons and surfaces. 

In addition, the game 

boasts a seemingly end- 

less number of racing 

views from which to 

watch. The game 

will likely include 

real F-1 courses 

and racing teams; 

the version 

we previewed 

included a Monte 

Carlo course. 

While viewing this 

work-in-progress, Team 

EGM editors noticed ads for 

Marlboro cigarettes and 

Molson beer. (Sony 

Interactive will likely replace 

these ads with more 

wholesome ones in the U.S. 

version.) Even the game’s 

“official” timekeeper rates a 

sponsor. This “ads, ads 

FORMULA 1 
WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

The Comers 

Angles 

everywhere” mentality may 

be rather nauseating to a 

few, but it certainly enhances 

the game’s realism factor. 

The game’s opening 

sequence was rather 

impressive as well, featuring 

a rendered driver and his car 

swerving through the streets 

of Monte Carlo. 

While the game seems 

capable of delivering visual 

A translucent box on the 

bottom of the screen indicates 

the racer’s standing and time 

gap with the race leader. 

SCHUMACHE 

1:216 

brilliance, it remains to be 

seen how the actual 

gameplay stacks up. 

It'S too early to tell how 

Sony Interactive's F-1 racing 

game will stack up to Sega's, 

but this initial showing 

ensures it'll be a neck-to- 

neck battle down the stretch. 

These early 

Screen shots 

evoke memories 
of Virtua Racing, 

but with far 

greater detail. 

PLAYERS THEME 



| fter a flurry of racing 

1 ame hits, a lesser 

company probably would 
have rested on its laurels. 

Not Sega! 

Despite the successes of 

Daytona USA and Sega 

Rally Championship for the 

Saturn, the company refuses 

to put the brakes on. 

Sega Sports' newest racer, 

called F-1 Live Information in 

Japan, has all the graphical 

brilliance of its earlier titles 

but incorporates a new 

theme: F1 racing cars. 

The game has a distinctly 

realistic visual flavor. 

Billboards of advertisers 

such as Mobil One and Champion line the sidewalls. 

The five different cars 

players get to choose from 

are actual F-1 racing teams, 

such as Ferrari, Benetton 

and McLaren. 

Complementing the visuals 

are the announcers that 

comment on the action in the 

Grand Prix Mode. It's a 

rather impres- 

sive audio feat, 

considering that 

the announcers 

talk nonstop for 

an entire race 

(about 10-12 

minutes). Equally 

amazing is the fac 

announcers have an А! of 

their own: They react instant- 

ly to car crashes or lead 

changes on the race course. 

(For a good laugh or if you 

want to give the announcers 

a heart attack, start going the 

other way on the track.) 

The game's animation 

and frame rate is a notch 

above Daytona and 

comparable to Sega Rally, 

which results in very smooth 

control and gameplay. 

The F-1 programmers also 

instituted new features seen 

before in Saturn racing 

games. A nice touch is a 

pop-up video screen, which 



SATURN 
man your 

fuel. Fortunately, F-1 keeps 

the technical details to a 

minimum, so pit stops 

and car modifications 

are fairly brainless 

procedures. 

In addition to a 

Grand Prix and 

Normal Racing Modes, 

a Time Attack Mode gives 

gamers the chance SE EC 

to set their own 

track records. 

Like Daytona USA, 

the racing competition is 

divided into two groups. 

The lower echelon of racers 

are fairly easy to overtake, 

So it's easy to get to 12th 

provides an overhead view of 

your car as it makes its way 

around the track. It will also 

show accidents or who's 

leading the race. 

The fact that F-1 can 

provide simultaneous racing 

Screens without any hint of 

slowdown is a testament to 

the progress Saturn 

programmers have made 2 

іп untapping the system's 

full hardware potential. tracks, while the other ~<A III MACHINE SELECTION |> | 
The game offers six tracks. three are of Sega's NS 

Three are based on real F-1 own creation-dubbed place or so. After that, a lA e 

Real F-1 team sponsors 

enhance the game's 
aura of realism. 

"Sega Motor Land." racer will need to run mis- Mio 

While F-1's emphasis is take free to catch the field. < COURSE SELECTING [>> 
on arcade racing, the game The top five racers in particu- 

does inject a little strategy lar are fiercely competitive, SEG AUOTOR LAND 

into the mix. Before a race, а so this isn't a game that can mower 

player can customize his or be beat in 

her car’s tires, fuel level and a weekend. 

wing configurations. 

During a race, a racer в ши! i 

can pit stop to change 

tires and get additional 
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SATURN 

n golfing circles, the 

Devil's Course in 

Valora Valley is perhaps one 

of the sport’s best-kept 

secrets...and with good 

reason. Only a madman 

would risk life and limb 

to play these scenic yet 

perilous holes. 

Fortunately, Valora Valley 

exists only in a video game 

that turns a fairly standard 

golf engine into a refreshing 

new field of play. 

It's the golf course that 

RELEASE DATE DIFFICULTY 
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| Player 1 hs 
[Bih stroke 

fi тоот 

makes this game click. The 

18 holes on Devil's Course 

provide unique challenges: 

How do I hit up a cliff? How 

do | avoid the lava lake? 

How do | negotiate the hills 

on the green? No other golf 

game even comes close to 

raising—much less answer- 

ing—such questions. 

The game's setting is 

ks STRANGE DAYS 

A special grid helps golfers 
determine putting strategy. 

rather colorful, with scenes 

that vary from desert 

pyramids to active 

volcanoes and cliffs. 

At the game’s core 

is a fairly straight- 

forward interface that 

lets players adjust 

hitting stance, club 

selection and a shot’s 

direction and power. 

The circular power bar 

also has special 

hot spots in which 

gamers can hit 

“psycho” and 

“on fire” shots. 

A pop-up over- 

head map on the 

slope of the green as well 

as bad breaks. 

The four golfers in the 

game were each filmed and 

digitized to provide real-life 

animation. Your caddy will 

pop up on the screen after a 

nice putt or birdie shot. 

A tutorial within the game 

illustrates the basics, and 

serves as a good starting 

point for novices. Golfing 

vets, however, will be able to 

jump quickly into the game. 

right side 

of the screen shows the 

ball’s projected flight path. 

During putts, a special grid 

pops up to illustrate the 

ony 
E IRECTION 

VALQRAJVAELEY 
002 [SEA 



7 To enter, 
mail the entry form or a standard Size postcard 
containing name, address, phone number to ‘In the 
Zone Contest’, Electronic Gaming Monthly, 1920 
Highland Avenue, 2nd Floor, Lombard, Illinois 
60148. No purchase or payment of any money is 
necessary to enter. One entry per household. All 
entries must be handwritten. Mechanically repro- 
duced entries will not be accepted. Entries must be 
received by March 15, 1996. All entries become 
exclusive property of the Sponsors and will not be 
acknowledged or returned. The Sponsors assume 
no responsibility for lost, mutilated, late, illegible, 
incomplete, postage-due, or misdirected entries 
Only one prize per family, organization, or house- 
hold. 

. Priz 1 Grand Prize: Grand Prize winner 
will receive one (1) Run N' Gun arcade game 
machine. Grand Prize has-an approximate retail 
value of $3,500.00. 5 First Prizes: First Prize win- 
ners will receive one (1) NBA In the Zone video 
game. First Prize has an approximate retail value 
of $60.00. 10 Second Prizes: Second Prize win- 
ners will receive one (1) Konami T-shirt. Second 
Prize has an approximate retail value of $15.00. 
Winners will be determined by a random drawing 
from all valid entries by Sendai Publishing Group. 
Inc. whose decisions are final. Drawing to be held 
on or about March 28, 1996. All prizes will be 

led. Prize winners will be notified by mail. 
s are non-transferable. No substitutions of 

prizes are allowed, except at the oplion of the 
Sponsors should the featured prize become 
unavailable. 

: 1ЇПд: The odds of winning 
will be determined by number of valid entries 
received. 

bility: Sweepstakes open to residents 
of United States and Canada only. Void in Rhode 
Island and Quebec. Non-compliance with the time 
parameters contained herein or return of any 
prize/prize notification as undeliverable will result 
in disqualification and an alternate winner will be 
selected. Winners or their legal guardians shall 
sign an affidavit of eligibility/release of liability/prize 
acceptance within 30 days of receipt or forfeit 
prize. By acceptance of prize, winner(s) agrees to 
the use of their name and/or likeness for purposes 
of advertising, trade, or promotion without further 
compensation, unless prohibited by law. 
Employees of Sendai Publishing Group, Inc., 
Konami(America) Inc. and their respective affiliates 
are not eligible. Neither Sendai Publishing Group, 
Inc., Konami (America) Inc. nor its affiliates, sub- 
sidiaries, divisions, or related companies are 
responsible for any damages, taxes, or expenses 
that consumers might incur as a result of this con- 
test or receipt of prize. Winner accepting prize(s) 
agree that all prize(s) are awarded on the condition 
that Sendai Publishing Group, Inc., and their 
agents, representatives, and employees will have 
по liability whatsoever for any injuries, losses, or 
damages of any kind resulting from acceptance, 

session, or use of the prize(s). Winner further 
knowledges that Sendai Publishing Group, Inc. 

has neither made nor are in any manner їеѕрог 
ble or liable for any warranty, representation, or 
guarantee express or implied, in fact or in law, rel- 
ative to any prize, including but not limited to its 

ndition or fitness. 

For a list of winners, send 
stamped envelope to ‘In the Zone 

' Winners, 1920 Highland Ave. 2nd Floor, 
Lombard, IL 60148. Requests for winners lists 
must be received by April 15, 1996. Allow 4 weeks 
for delivery of winners list 
6. Restrictions: Void where prohibited or 
restricted by law. All federal, state and local 
regulations apply. 

This contest is sponsored by 
Sendai Publishing Group, Inc. and Konami 
America (Inc.). The NBA and individual NBA team 
identifications used on or in this property are trade- 
marks, copyrighted designs and other forms of 
intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc., and 
the respective member teams and may not be 
used, in whole or in part, without the prior written 

consent of NBA Properties, Inc. ©1995 NBA 
Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. Konami 

Sports Series is a trademark of Konami (America) 
Inc. Konami is a registered trademark of Konami 
Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Electronic Gaming 
Monthly is a trademark of Sendai Publishing 
Group, Inc., © 1996 Sendai Publishing Group, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved. Printed in U.S.A. 

prize winner 

will receive 

() ‘Run N Gun’ 

arcade game 

machine. 

How many 

@ teams are in 

Which KONAMI 

game makes you 
feel like you're in 
the NBA? L 
a) Parodius 

b) In The Zone 

c) Castlevania 

fon 

yStat 
Ec, 

a 

8 

KONAMI. - 

Which magazine 
gives you the best 
information on 
KONAMI games? 

а) Р.5.Х. 

Ь) ЕСМ 

с) CyberSports 

d) All of the above 



PLAYSTATION 

Hittin 
ONE OUT! 

Konami is making its 

rounds in the sports 

gaming arena with Goal 

Storm, NBA: In the Zone 

and now Bottom of the 

Sth. In this game Konami 

has tried to deliver a 

unique baseball experi- 

ence for PlayStation 

users. There are plenty of 
features that will keep 

die-hard baseball fans 

rounding the bases. 

The game even has a 

Managing Mode where 

you can call the plays and 

watch your team perform. 

QUÀ A 

take part in a 

championship. 

There's a Training 

Camp Mode that will allow 

you to work on your pitching, 

fielding, batting and base 

running. Konami has includ- 

ed a Total Training 

Option that will 

help you 

improve your 

offensive and 

n integral part — 4 

of Konami's quest 

to build up its newly formed 

Konami XXL Sports series is 

this baseball title. 

The game is loaded with 

features. It has all 700 Major 

League Baseball players, 

including career 

stats, 3-D graphics 

and an Al that 

gives players 

Bottom of the 9th features an 

MLBPA license. 

If you select a pitch your 

pitcher can't throw he'll 

shake it off. If you press the 

X button repeatedly during 

your pitcher's pitching 

motion, you will increase the 

power of his pitch. Yet, this 

will cause your pitcher's sta- 

mina to deteriorate rapidly. 

Grab your controller and 

more control defensive take to the field! 

and options gaming skills. 

while up at bat Total training is 

or in the field. the same as 

The game's strong playing a real 

point is its depth in strategy, 

which forces players to think 

more like coaches. 

For instance, you can 

purposely fly out 

or try fora 

grounder to 

advance the 

baserunner; it’s 

just not swing the 

bat and hope for 

the best like in 

other games. 

You can play a 

single game, an 

entire season or 
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game, except there is no 

changing after three outs. 

When you practice hitting 

you can choose the type of 

pitching you want to face. 

One feature that adds to the realism of this game includes a 
real-time play-by-play announcer and a stadium announcer. 



CRITICOM 
Will Run Rings Around Saturn. 

ME 
SEGA SATURN. 
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From tee to green this game is 

impressive. One of its best 

features is the ease with which 
you can control the accuracy of 

both your drive and putt. To 

help plan your strategy, the game 

provides an aerial view of the hole 

before you play, as well as 10 different camera angles. 

The designers of 

the game, Gremlin 

Interactive, used 

Interplay's Virtual 

FieldVision technology 

in making the game. 

The game mirrors the 

real sport, providing club 

selection and an arsenal 

of specialty shots such as 

fades and dog legs via an 

easy-to-use interface. 

Actual golfers' movements 

were motion-captured and 

incorporated into this title. 

nterplay and VR 

ig Sports are teeing it up 

on the PlayStation first and 

the Saturn and PC soon 

afterward. This is one of the 

first games from VR Sports 

and will certainly help the 

company earn respect from 

competitors. So put on your 

favorite golfing cap and 

come for a tour of VR Golf. 

The movements are fluid, 

and at times you feel as 

though you are actually on 

the golf course. The game 

has many options including 

fully custom-built players 

and a replay feature that's 

Second to none: It will track 

the ball from many different 

angles. One of the most 

intriguing parts of this game 

is the 3-D rendered scenery 

and the sound effects. 

The realistic 

nature sounds 

make this game a 

joy to listen to as 

well as play. 

Other features 

PLAYSTATION 
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EADE REO ARD 
HANDICAP 

TANCE PEARSON 
AVER BRRERFIELD 
DWIGHT T FISCHER . — 
BUDDY YORK 
SUE LIN 
PETRA MAYER 
SALLY ARGYLE 
ROSEY SUMMERS 

Put in your own name or 

choose from one of the pros. 

include an easy play format 

with all of the golfing skills at 

your fingertips. The shot 

tracking is most impressive, 

with the ball being followed 

by 10 different cameras. 

VR Golf also has a 

save-game option 

feature that can be 

used to determine 

how much your golf 

| game has improved 

during play. 
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> all combined 
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projectile attacks 
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Daytona with bikes! The game's 

graphics and sound prove to be up to 

the task, but unrealistic control really 

hampered my enjoyment. For exam- 

ple, during turns the motorcycle leans 

all the way or not at all—there’s no 
middle ground. You'll get 
used to it after a while, 

but it just doesn't feel 
like real motorcycling. 

| didn't expect FIFA Soccer to have 

any stiff competition until after | played 

this game. The polygon drawn players 

move realistically and the gameplay is 

Silky smooth. The interface is so user- 

friendly that an instruction manual isn't 

needed. My only wish 
would be for real players’ 

names and a greater 
variety of crowd noises. 

ROAD RASH 

| After playing Road Rash, ! couldn't 
| help but think, "Been there, done that." 
| Don't get me wrong: The game's 

graphics and video are smoother and 

more refined compared to its 3DO 
| predecessor. Otherwise, the game's 
| the same. This game 

rocked years ago, but it 

looks average compared 
to today's facing games. 

Yes, it's Daytona with motorcycles. 
The racing perspectives are great, 

especially the cockpit view—nice 

touch on the windshield. Controls can 

be a bit nasty at first. Turn down the 

Sound; your bike's engine sounds like 
a 75cc on full throttle. 

Lots of bikes and various 

tracks will keep you busy 
for some time. 

In addition to exceptional graphics and 

sounds, great gameplay and Al comes 

into play. Easy player controls and the 

opposing team's Al adds challenge 
and replay value to the game. 

Dramatic camera angles follow the 

action from many per- 
spectives. Goal Storm is 
one of the top soccer 
games of the year. 

If you've seen the 3DO version you 

probably won't see any changes on 

this version except for the minor 

differences. The sounds have been 

changed for the better and graphics 

are smoother than before. Other than 

that, everything else is 

the same. Overall, the. 

game needs some spic- 
ing up with more tracks. 

ATARI KARTS - JAGUAR · ATARI 

This game rates high in the cuteness 
department but low on technique. 

Although the scenery changes, each 

race is an exercise in repetition: pick 
up icons, don’t hit anything. The game 

was easy to learn, and it looked like a 
Mario Kart hybrid. | just 
wish it offered greater 

variety such as a Battle 

E E Arena Mode, perhaps. 
г) 

Can ме say déjà vu, but іп the bad 
way? The game has some of the 
same power-ups found in Mario Kart, 

but it’s quite disappointing in relation 
to the characters and the tracks this 

game offers. It does play smoothly 
with controls and graph- 

ics, but needs more 

complex tracks. Try this 

one before you buy it. 
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Send your letters into FGM today 
or we will fire Candyman. You 
can reach EGM by writing to: 
Interface, Letters to the Editor 
1920 Highland Avenue, #222 

` Lombard, IL 60148 

This is your chance to become rich 
and famous...well, at least famous. 

Not only will our editors answer 
questions on the hottest issues 

about video games, but if you think 
real hard and write a brilliant letter, 

you could win some free prizes. 
Also think how popular you will 
be when your friends and over 1 

1 million other readers see your 

name in print. That could lead to a 
best-selling novel, tons of money, 

fast cars, a big house...sorry | got 
carried away. Anyway, give it a try— 
what do you have to lose? 

ОКЕ 
www.nuke.com. 

Get 
CONNECTED! 
You can also reach the editors of FGM via 

CompuServe at 75052,1667 or on the 

Internet at 75052.1667@compuserve.com. 

If you have à computer, don't forget to 

check out EGW s articles, reviews and 
more on the World Wide Web via the NUKE 
home page at www.nuke.com. 

‘eas 
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Give Up on the PlayStation 
vs. Saturn Debate! 
Dc 

Having been an EGM subscriber and 
an avid video-game player almost all 

of my life, | have a ringside seat at "War 
of the Systems." First it was Nintendo 
and Sega, but now with the Ultra 64 
delayed, we have focused on the battle 
between Sega and Sony. Every month 

someone, in some magazine, has to 

voice their opinion on which system kills 

the other one and how one outsells the 

other one. No matter how many letters, 

you guys answer with, “Well, we here 

at EGM have an open mind and like 

both systems.” People still write to you 
saying how they love this and that. Well 
here's one for you. | own a PlayStation 

and have frequently engaged in Saturn 
bashing over the last few months. 

Judging by Sega’s first-generation 

games, | had a right to, but now they 

have such titles as Sega Rally, and the 
arcade-perfect Virtua Cop on the mar- 
ket. It's becoming apparent that it's not 

a cheap piece of junk that many Sony- 

crazed fans portray it as. | work for a 
corporation that sells PC and console 
software, and often have the chance to 

play these new Sega titles. The 
comparison basically comes down to 

this: Sega's and Sony's machines are 

pretty much equal. Gasp! Do I dare 
say it? Yes, even though the Saturn 

. сап move more polygons and is 

Slightly more powerful, the difficulty 
in developing games that utilize that 

power has brought it to equal 

ground with Sony. Besides, the true 
test of a system is its games. (I've 

heard that a million times! However, 

it is true.) If you like Sega's arcade 

games and 2-D side-scrollers, go 
buy a Saturn. If you enjoy Namco 

games and.like everything to be 
3-D; buy a PlayStation. Stop the 

endless comparisons, please. 

HE 
Fl 0'15" 97 

Some people like one thing, while 

others prefer another. (You say tomato, 

| say tomatoe.) Buy what you like and 

stop cluttering up the fine pages of EGM 
with “Sega sucks” and “Sony sucks.” 
That's about all | have to say, so I'm 
going to go play my PlayStation. 

Tony Pagano 
via AOL 

Great letter, Tony. First, | agree that 
there has been a lot of debate over 
the next-generation systems (Saturn, 
PlayStation, Ultra 64, M2), but you 
will always have some owners of 
these systems who will defend their 
systems from now until hell freezes 
over. The debate will never stop. 
Secondly, | will also have to agree 
with your view on the Saturn soft- 
ware. The first-generation of Saturn 
software was not as good as it should 
have been, but games like Sega Rally 
really show what the Saturn can do. 
Look at the difference between 
Daytona USA and Sega Rally. It is like 
night and day. Overall, | believe there 
will be no end to the debate between 
the systems, be it Sony, Nintendo, 
Sega or any systems to be released 
in the future. Your Acclaim Dual 
Turbo Joystick is on its way. 



Shining J Wi dom f for th 
Already a n 

n every RF Over the years I’ve noticed the rise of 
action, adventure and/or simulation games 9e! 
and the decline of RPGs. Sure we see a RPGs have k 
few big RPGs come out every few months, in the SI 
but the decline is happening; you know it almo 
апа зо does every other true RPG fan. € 
But as everyone knows, America’s leading 
video-game fan base is...non RPGers (big 
surprise, huh?). | write this letter in hopes 
of having it published so other RPG fans 
know that they are not alone and can rest. - 
easy knowing that their views are shared. 
Even though not much can be done, | ask 
RPG fans to rise up and let their voices be. 
heard as | hope mine has. Write Japanese 
gaming companies, let them hear your 
plea, your desire to play beautifully translat- 
ed RPGs. But wait, that's not all my friends! 

There's much more! As new systems are 
debuted, more RPG fans sit in front of their 

newly purchased next-generation system 
and drool over all that could be, all they 
want to be, and know it will never happen! 
Seriously, think about all the cool RPGs 
that could be created for the Saturn, 
PlayStation or Ultra 64. The next level will 
never occur without RPGs. Never. 

Laurie Payne 
Earl, NC 

ming at 
от in April 
of $67.99. 

| was just wondering why Madden '96 and 
NHL '96 for the Sony PlayStation have 
been cancelled this year. | called Electronic 
Arts and they told me that they wouldn't be 
released until 1997. What are all of the 
problems with these two games? Why are 
they cancelled? 

64 games? Some people say it will cost $69 
for a cart while others say as much as $100! 

Will there be an upcoming Chrono Trigger 
sequel for the Ultra 64? 

Could you please clear up the prices of Ultra 

Dear EGM, 

| am a huge fan of Virtua Cop 1 and 2 as 
well as Area 51. | own a PlayStation and 
want to know if there will be a shooter out 
for the PlayStation that uses a gun, similar 
to Lethal Enforcers. 

GRejaei 
via AOL 

Do you know if Sega is planning to make 
Prize Fighter, Night Trap or any other cool 
FMV games for the Saturn? 

T. Jones 
via the X-Band 



EDITORS 
WANTED! 

| Sendai Publishing has 

| immediate openings for entry- 
| level associate editors and 
| experienced senior editors in 

| its video-games division. 

The qualified candidates will 
have excellent writing skills, a 

|| thorough knowledge of the 

|| video-game industry, What in the world is up with UMK3? 
| 5 iip Are we ever going to find out all the 
outstanding communication secrets for it? | mean all the interviews 

| skills and must be willing to with Ed, John and Dan do not help us 
| relocate to the Chicago metro kombatants at all. What kind of answer 
area or northern California. is this: "It might be in there, it might 
Send your resume, not." Any dopehead can say that. Our 

| examples of your work, arcade does пої have UMK3, so | only 
| salary history and play it when 1 am out of town, which is 

| d almost never. When | do get to play it, 
| requirements to: | want codes that are legit. Enough of 
Department AC those made up UKKs or fake Brutalities 

s ist? , | Sendai Publishing Group (do they even exist?). Why doesn't 
- х "Team МКЗ” just sell some mag 

| 1920 Highland Ave, Suite 222 (preferably EGM) with all the secrets 
| Lombard, IL 60148 and codes for the arcade game? 
n Allan MacDonald 
|| Letters only, no calls please. 

|| All information will be kept in the strictest via the Internet 
|| confidence. 

ani A 1р YOu im 

Put your creative skills to the test by decking out a plain #10 envelope (the 
long business type) with your own unique touch. Send your letter art to: 

EGM Letter art, 1920 Highland Ave., Suite 222, Lombard, IL 60148. 
"Or at least get your name and work in the magazine and win yourself a great controller. (FIRST PRIZE ONLY!) 
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RUGBY WORLD CUP 9529.951000 OUNGEONSSDRAGONSH4 952500 VIRTUAL CHESS 39991500 HYPER 30 PNBALL 33551800 BASSMASTERS CLASS. 49.952500 ТЕСМО SUPER BOWL 3 44 9520 00 . ас SAMURASHODONN 3991400 EAATHNORMIM2 44952400 VITUALHYDLDE 31851400 PACT RAGING 4952400 MASONS A САБЗ ci TETAS? 
SATURDAY NIGHT PADOHORUN ИЗМ VIRTUAL POOL. 39991900 PACT AGH 4050100 BAMANTOREWA SEO TETRSOAMARIO 398 Buy 2 Get 1 FREE SLAMMASTERS 3495/1400 ETERNAL CHAMPIONS 4A992400 VABASEBALL 9 39395150 МОНЕ 4950400 GAMAN AANER О 39852000 THE DUELTEST DRIVE 244 52000 
Samy 44352000 EXIREMEPNGALL 34951400 VA BASKETBALL 3998/1500 Opn MADDEN 96 Гы И IEG ТМ BASS TOURN. 44852000 
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‘SHINING FORCE Il 49852500 FIGHTING FANTASY 44952200 WICKED 18. 38382000 JOURNEYMAN PROJ. BOOGERMAN 39952000 TOP GEAR 3000 48950500. Soeroccer 08000 DECRE S. Mise WN ARMS BEE JOURNEYMAN P BOOGERMA AO Toy EAR seen П 
SKELETONKAEW .— 20951200 GALACTIC ATTACK 34851400 WING COMMANDER I. 48582500 JUPITER STRIKE моя ЖОЛЫ TRUE LES 51400 

349540 GALAXYFIGHTER 39951600 WORLDCUPGOLF 44952400 KLEAKDNAIMPER. p КЕМЕДЕ 39951800 1435500 WORLD SERIESBBALL 34951400 KINGS 8 ULTIMA FALSE PROPH 3.251520 1495300 СЕ WAR Basis WORLDWIDE SOCCER 1999509 MASANE р С BREATH OF FRE, 49950200 ULTMARUNESVIST Il 44952000 | Batman Returns - Bill Walsh College F/B - Clifhanger - Cobra Command - Dracula Unleashed 
9051010 GRAND CHASER 01852000 WHFARCADEGANE 14052200 KRAZY VAN CHRONO TRIGGER 49952500 ULTIMA BLACKGATE 4452000 Dracula - Dragon's Lair - Fahrenheit - FIFA Intl Soccer - Ground Zero Texas - Heimdall BASK po [41 EI ^ 39952000 GUAE 44950200 XMEN Жел LEGACY QE KAN VATION AND 15552000 UNIRACERS 23881000 | Joe Montana ЕВ - Jurassic Park - Microcosm - Monkey Island - Mortal Kombat - NHL Hockey 94 

SPOERNRGOLAN) 39851800 HEN EOD 3897500 LOADED DEATHOF SUPERMAN 0861800 URGANSTRIKE 44352200 © Prince of Persia - Prize Fighter - Rebel Assault - Road Avenger - Robo Aleste - Sewer Shark GOES г) 00Р 1 STARTREKDEEPSPO 4952000 HAN VELOCITY ZOAK NEMESIS 39982000 LAME SOLDIER, DEMOUDONMAN ёла VORTEX 29901200. Sherlock Holmes 2 - Sipheed - Siam City - Sonic - Spiderman - Stellar Fire - Terminator 
n КА DONKEY KONG смтвү 488/1400 WACKY SPORTS CHALL 292871000 Ф Thunderstke - Vay - Wily Beamish - Wing Commander - Wonderdog - WWF Rage in the Cage 

Magic CARPET DKC 2 DIDOYS Ота 625. 3 Are you online? MANSON OF Ho. SOUS уди DOR WENONORD мз $9.95 Each | 
E-Mail your E-mail address to BRESW@AOL.COM METAL JACKET 39952000 DOOM TROOPERS КЭШ 

кашне ажи meting Ist ek | EGE оао BABS гла сме gece] Buy 2 Get 1 FREE or Buy 5 Get 2 FREE | 
Now Buying PC CD-ROM Titles LE йк ORs EN EE ‘Supplies limited to stock on hand. Limit 8 games per system per customer. 

MONSTROUS CITY 39982000 ESPNSPEEDWORLD 41952000 XMEN2 44352000 Not valid with any other offers. Above games are used and include a 90 day warranty E-Mail to BRESW@AOL.COM for current price list regle METEO C E HDA 951000 » 

YES! We honor our advertised prices. Prices in this ad are good through March 30, 1996 
Tiles in ITALICS are newer and may or may not be available, please call for availabilty. Cartidges/CD Tiles for ALL SYSTEMS must include box, instructions, and any hint books/maps that were included with the game. We wil deduct $2.00 for each SNES cartridge without a cardboard 
insert and $5.00 for broken CD cases. Games without box, instructions, etc wil be returned at your expense ($5.00 minimum). Cartridges/discs not in resellable condition or with evidence of rental store stickers will be returned at your expense ($5.00 minimum). All games are Used, include 
а 90 DAY WARRANTY and are subject to availability. We reserve the right to refuse any sale or purchase. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders placed with personal checks. No refunds or exchanges on cartridges. For shipping, add 
$7.00 r ре i cag and $1.0 for each айла. Аалкан гигЫРЧАРОРО Boxe double shipping charges. Сай. Res adk 7 85% tax; We do no hip to Ganada, Pos r fr пей order on and based on 1 copy ete, to buy or salin quay, orat cur wholesale dp. 
Limit of t cartridge/CD per tile accepted without proof of purchase. If we do not receive your package by 3/30/96 or your game tiles are not isted in this ad, you will be paid from our current catalog. To receive prices in this ad you must include the ‘Dept. # from this ad on the OUTSIDE 
of your package. Ifyou are unclear about any of our policies, procedures or prices, please call. Indika es are vadima ol respective companies. Play Salo and hê PayStafo logo ат ademas Son Computer Елге Inc. Sega Sonate adel Sept ot Aner. Super Neds reed тайтай Мааз Amica e. 



SONY PLAYSTATION 

Boxer Road * Criticom * NHL Faceoff 
Tekken * Ridge Racer * Dragon Ball Z 

Dark Stalker * Mortal Kombat 3 

Metal Jacket * Madden ‘96 • 

Zeitgeist * Zero Divide * Wipe Out 
Ace Combat * Philosoma:* Arc the Lad 
V-Tennis * Total Eclipse Turbo + 
Twisted Metal * Plus Accesories... 

NEOGEO/CD 

Galaxy Fight * World Hero Perfect 
Super Sidekick IIl > Savage Reign 
Fatal bury til e Kabuki Fighting Lore 
БАШ Showdown II. Double Dragon 
King of Fighter 95 * Pulstar 
Cross Swords I. * Metal Slug 
Top Hunter * View Point * Sengoku 11 

JAPAN IMATION VIDEO 

Fatal Fury 3 e Samurai Showdown 
ta Blue Girl | & • M-K Animated 
Ranma 1/2 Collector ...... and Моге! 

Related items 
ie: Street Fighter Keychains 
DBZ Toys & T-Shirts & More! 

ОВСА SATURN 
Ghen War * X-Men * 
МЕ П * Thunderstorm 
Virtual Cops * Magic Carpet, 
Sega Rally * Golden Axe 
Movie Card * D’s Diner 
SimCity 2000 • King of Boxing 
Fist of North Star * Steam Gear Mesh 

Universal Adapter 

500 
Blade Force • 05 Diner 
Ballz * Tetsujin Return 
Foes of Ali e NHL ‘96 
Killing Time * Po'ed 
Pyramid Intruder 
Street Fighter "The Anime", 
Flying Nightmares ¢ Doom 
Primal Rage * Casper *11th Hou 

JAGUAR/ CD 
Dragons Lair CD * Magic Carpet 
Ultra Vortex * Dragon’s Lair 
Battle Morph * Raymen 
Power Drive Rally 
Blue Lightning • Pinball 
Highlander * Jaguar CD-call 
Creature Shock * Virtual Light 
Zodiac Fighter * Primal Rage 

ALL PRICES LISTED BELOW ARE $19.99 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

AERO THE ACROBAT 
ADAMS FAMILY VALUES 
RISE OF THE ROBOT - $29.99. 
BULLS VS BLAZER 
T2 - JUDGEMENT DAY 
CLAYMATES 
STREET RACER - $29.99 
LOST VIKING 
R-TYPE Ш 
MIGHTY MAX 
WOLFENSTEIN 
PILOT WING 
FULL THROTTLE - $29.99 
BASES LOADED II - $24.99 
DAFFY DUCK 
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
BUGS BUNNY RAMPAGE 
NATSUME WRESTLING 
F-ZERO 
RAMMA 1/2 
MARIO IS MISSING 
ROBOCOP Ш 
SUPER BOWL TECMO 
TUFF E NUFF 
MARIO TIME MACHINE 
MEGA MAN X 

MICKEY’S ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 
TINY TOON BUSTER LOOSE 
PAGE MASTER 
CYBERNATOR 
DAFFY DUCK 
ANIMANIACS - $29.99. 

BASES LOADED II - $24.99 
CLAY FIGHTER - $29.99 
COOL SPOT 
EMPIRE STRIKE BACK - $29.99 
BARKLEY SHUT & JAM - $29.99 
EQUINOX - $29.99 
FATAL FURY II. - $29.99 
MARIO ALL STAR - $29.99 
STUNT RACE FX - $29.99 
POCKY & ROCKY II. - $29.99 
RETURN OF JEDI - $29.99 
RAP JAM - $29.99 
X/MEN - $29.99 
WARIO WOODS - $29.99 SNES/GEN. SAMURAI SHOWDOWN - $29.99 • 
YOSHI COOKIE SNES MEGAMAN X2 -$39.99 œ 
ZELDA - $29.99 GENESIS MEGA BOMBERMAN -$29.99 œ 
STAR TREK NEXT GEN - $29.99 GENESIS MORTAL KOMBAT II -$29.99 © 
WORLD HEROES II - $29.99 SEGA CD ETERNAL CHAMPION -$29.99 œ 
WHEEL TORT NE aD Price and availability are subject to change without notice. 

EXPRESS, DISCOVER, MONEYORDER, and C.O.D.. Allow 

ART OF FIGHTING - $29.99 

SPLATTERHOUSE II 
COLUMNS III 
ALIEN Ш 
BULL VS. BLAZER 
CONTRA HARD CORPS 

BUBSY II - $24.99 
STAR TREK TNG - $29.99 

DR ROBOTNIK MACHINE 
Е.НОІҮ FIELD ВОХІМС 

SUBTERRANIA 
SHAQ FU 
KLAX 

VIRTUAL BARTS 
FIFA SOCCER 
TECMO SUPERBOWL 

SHANGHAI II - $29.99 
G-LOC 

REN & STIMPY 

BEAUTY & THE BEAST 

GUNSTAR HEROES 

DOUBLE DRIBBLE 

SPIDERMAN / XMEN 

AQUATIC GAMES. 
DRACULA 
TRIPLE SCORE (3 GAMES IN 1) - $29.99 

MICKEY ULTIMATE 

NBA SHOWDOWN 94 
T-2 ARCADE 
SPORT TALK BASEBALL 
ST FIGHTER II 
TOE JAM & EARL II 
WORLD CHAMPION SOCCER II 

WORLD OF ILLUSION 

ECCO THE DOLPHIN II - $29.99 

MICKEY MANIA - $29.99 
RBI 94 
SHADOWRUN - $29.99 
WARLOCK - $29.99 
WORLD SERIES 94 - $29.99 
WWF RAW - $29.99 
X BAND MODEM 
ZERO TOLERANCE 

by personal. check. All sales are final, we will only replace defective items with the same titl 

TOMCAT ALLEY 
REBEL ASSAULT 
BILL WALSH FOOTBALL - $14.99 
SILPHEED 
RACING ACES - $14.99 
DRACULA UNLEASHED 
MASKED RIDER 
BRUTAL 
POWER MONGER 
MIDNIGHT RAIDER 
ECCO DOLPHIN 
BATTLE CORPS 
ESPN NFL 
SOUL STAR 
DUNE 
WORLD CUP SOCCER “94 
JURRASIC PARK 
ANDROID ASSAULT 
CRIME PATROL 
JEOPARDY 
FINAL FIGHT 
ESPN BASEBALL 
MICROCOSM 
NFL FOOTBALL TRIVIA 
FORMULA ONE 
LOADSTAR 
FLASH BACK 
DRACULA 11 
ROBO ALESTE - $9.99 
3 NINJA/HOOK (2 GAMES IN 1) 
BATMAN RETURNS 
REVENGE OF NINJA 
MORTAL KOMBAT 
3RD WORLD WAR 
LETHAL ENFORCER I OR II 
SPIDERMAN 
SONIC 
ROAD AVENGER 

WHO SHOT JOHNNY 

STELLAR 7 

PATANK 
JURASSIC PARK 

LION KING - $39.99 
STAR TREK - $29.99 

URBAN STRIKE - $29.99 
BOOGER MAN - $29.99. 
BATMAN & ROBIN - $29.99 

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN 
10 business dave for shipping when payin 

е. А! fi 
tradenames/trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax. 

$3111 LSILLOH 3HI АХУ IM “3214 LSIMOT “Я2015 NI SITLL 000€ YAO "м SSa3üdX3 AWVI 
FOR ORDERING 

(212) 290-0031 

FOR FAX ORDER 

(212) 290-0432 

VISIT OUR 

MEGA 

SHOW ROOM 

126-128 w 32nd St. 

NEW YORK, NY 10001 

(Bet. 6th - 7th Ave.) 

1 BLOCK FROM 
MADISON SQUARE 
GARDEN 
Business Hours 8am-7:30pm est 

Monday through Saturday 

32nd St. 



431935 Sony PSX-Core $315 
#10289 Sony PSX w/game $349 
#33289 Arcade Style St Wheel$54.00 
491509 ASCII Fighterstick $44.00 
433287 Game Shark $59.00 
429831 Memory Card. $24.00 
18830 Mouse w/Pad $32.00 
429828 Multi-Player Tap. $46.00. 
#33164 PSX Controller 526.00) 
#32712 11th Hour $5200 
#31550 3 Decathlon. $52.00 
#31556 3D Baseball $54.00 
431560 Agile Warrior $52.00 
429826 Air Combat. 546.00 
#32711 Alone Іп ће Dark 844.00. 
#31271 Assult Rigs $52.00 
432707 Bases Loaded '96 $56.00 
333210 Boxing ‘96. $52.00 
#29887 Braindead 13 $52.00 
429844 Casper $52.00 
429879 Castlevania: 

Bloodletting $44.00 
432526 Chaos Control. $44.00 
#33211 Chron. of the Sword $54.00 
#29851 Creature Shock $57.00 
3131274 Criticom $56.00 
#32702 Cyberbykes: $52.00 
#29867 Cyberia $52.00 
433300 D. $51.00 
#31549 Deadly Skies. $52.00 
#10915 Defcon 5 $52.00 
#29863 Descent $52.00 
#10820 Destruction Derby — $52.00. 
#31256 Discworld $52.00 
431254 DOOM $54.00 
433212 Dragon's Lair $52.00 
429842 D 8 D:Tower/Doom $52.00 
3432700 Earthworm Jim 2 $48.00 
#10825 ESPN Extreme Games$44.00 
#32714 Extreme Pinball $49.00 
432715 Fade To Black $52.00. 
431276 FIFA Soccer ‘96 $52.00 
429871 Fox Hunt. $54.00 
#29838 F. Thomas Baseball $52.00 
429883 Сех $52.00 
432717 Hl-Octane. $52.00 
433179 Hive, the $54.00. 
431253 John Madden “96. $54.00. 
#10815 Jumping Flash $52.00 
#31265 Krazy ivan $53.00 
#32713 Loaded $52.00 
#31277 Magic Carpet $52.00 
#10818 Mortal Kombat3 . $58.00 
431268 Myst $52.00 
433175 NBA In the Zone 544.00 
#29823 МВА Јат ТЕ 7 $47.00 
#29848 NFL Full. 

Contact Football $44.00 
#31561 NFL Game Day $51.00 
432709 NHL ‘96 $54.00 
432706 PGA Tour ‘96 $54.00 
429840 PO'ed. $52.00 
429868 Primal Rage $52.00 
#29841 Raiden Project $44.00. 
410921 Rayman $52.00 
#31285 Resident Evil $52.00 
429835 Return To Zork $46.00 
429861 Revolution X $57.00 
#10814 Ridge Racer $44.00 
#31913 Road Rash $54.00 
#33169 Shockwave $54.00 
410922 Slilverload $52.00 
483221 Sim City 2000 $49.00 
433222 Sim Tower $52.00 
431275 Slayer (AD & D) $52.00 
#33223 Solar Eclipse $54.00 
#32697 Street Fighter Alpha $52.00 
1133224 Street Fighter 

Animated $54.00 
#31284 Syndicate Wars $52.00 
#29857 Tekken $45.00 
431577 Theme Park $53.00 
#29699 TNN Outdoor 

Bass ‘96 $54.00 
#10924 Toshinden. $54.00 
#32698 Тор Gun:Fire At Will $52.00 
#10821 Twisted Metal $52.00 
#29874 VR Hockey $56.00 
133180 VR Pool $52.00 
#31279 Warhammer $52.00 
#10822 Warhawk $53.00 
#31264 Wing Commander 3 $52.00 
#10823 Wipe Out $52.00 
#29837 WWFWrestlemania $51.00 
#32689 X-Com:UFO Defense $52.00 
429884 X-Men:Children 

of the Atom $54.00 
#29862 Zoop $44.00 

ө 

#10712 3D0/Panasonic А sens 
үйү Sedi W/Virtua Fighter — S349 #10455 3DO/Goldstar EC el D 
w/2 Game: $297 esa " Backup Memory Cart $46.00 

DE SUD MPEG ME 5 Mission Stick $65.00 
Тота ece $175 431532 Saturn Controller $35.00 

ШЕЕ Маа Coe Саа #31537 Travel Hard Case $35.00 w/Turbo,A. F.Slo Мо $27.00 Vedi sius opu 
#32690, Per4mer(Steering Wh) $69.00 #29816 4X4 Gears n' Guts $52.00 

о: 74 ВЭА #29814 AD & D Fighters 546.00 
331205 Alomaitn.the Dark 2 $46.00 #29780 Alien Trilogy $52.00 
eae is Ваши 05200 429796 Alone in the Dark $50.00 
#20064 Blade Force $52.00 #29758 Astal $24.00 

#28899 О2Шийдетеп Clay $4800 32547 Bases Loaded'96 $62.00 
QE CEE azar 55 0 429821 Battletech $51.00 
"28843 Chess Ware $58.00 #29763 Blackfire $51.00 
Бы аныл 54408 129799 Blazing Dragons $52.00 
VOLES ES 329798 Braindead 13 $52.00 
за айыр, BS #29808 Casper $52.00 
DUM T 92200, 110904 Clockwork Knight2 $54.00 #26874 Dragan’s Lair2 ^. $51.00 Mo Cano 60 
E SON чаш #29809 Creature Shock $56.00 
MH SEE ее, #31320 Criticom $54.00 

  329819 Cyberia 547.00ا  Bakا
Уруй ункуу: eu) #10952 Dark Legend, $52.00 

  Bas, eer #29782 Descent $52.00د چچ یر
Жан. Kalina. Prie: $51.00, 129776 Dungeons & Dragons $52.00 #28863 Kingdom/Far Reaches$45,00. E. im 2^ $48.00 
BEES э: BOUI НОН; see vO 329759 Ê Thomas Baseball $52.00 #28889 Mad Dog McCrea 2 $53.00 E с on 
{1024 Myst 2 $5100 #29156 Ghen War $52.00 #28838 NHL Hockey ‘96. $52.00 ЖОШО On GP bp 
326949 ОН World Interceptor. $52.00 #31903 Hi-Octane $52.00 
pene es pa #33239 Iron Storm $52.00 
MGE CUN HAS M. 40909 Kingdom O' Magic — $54.00 
хез. черым оо #31330 Magic Carpet $52.00 
#28952 samurai Shodown: —; $52.00 #33240 Magic Knight $52.00 
#30460) Seal of the Paro 299.00 329768 Maximum Surge 552.00 
BIBIT Shockwave 2 55200 #31472 Mickey T. Supercross $52.00 
ЖЮЗ SENN mem 429744 MortalKombat2 $47.00 #28961 Slayer (AD&D)  .. $49.00 Мода yet pes 
Mon Saca оо #31324 NBA Action $52.00 
eer nea edd #29804 NFL QB Club ‘96 $52.00 
ET TEE. 200 #29773 NHL All-Star Hockey $59.00 
Te 0 Word Gp Rolf $49.00 #33196 Pacific/Theater 

E “оо Operations 2 $58.00) 
#10953 Panzer Dragon $53.00 

429822 Panzer General 400 
#31328 Prime Time NFL $55.00 

#29755 Quarterback Attack $52.00 
410949 Rayman $52.00 
#29747 Return To Zork $46.00 

#10706 SNES Core $99.00 #33423 Riglord Saga $62.00 

#28274 ASCII Adv. Joystck $32.00 #33242 Sega Rally $52.00. 
432720 Per4mer(St. Wheel) $70.00 429740 Sim City 2000 $53.00 

#31401 7th Saga Pt. 2 $62.00 #29749 Solar Eclipse: $52.00 

#28157 Boogerman $58.00 #31489 Street Fighter Alpha $52.00 
#28443 Brandished 2 $64.00 #33188 Toshinden: $54.00. 
#31385 Breath of Fire 2 $56.00 #33100 Virtua Cop WU $67.00. 

428145 Chrono Trigger. $68.00 #31325 Vlirtua Fighter 2 $54.00. 

#10379 Dirt Track FX $64.00 #29742 Vlirtua Racing: $52.00 

420242 Donkey Kong #29805 Wing Commander 3 859.00 
Country 2 $61.00 #31526 World Series Baseball$57,00' 

#28497 Dragon Warrior 5 $72.00 #29805 WWF Wrestlemania — $52.00 
428373 Earthbound w/guide $64.00 
#28492 Earthworm Jim 2 
#10448 Final Fantasy 3 
#28138 F. Thomas Baseball $66.00 
#31898 FIFA Soccer 
#31543 Gargoyles 
#28544 Green Lantern 
#28608 J. Houston's 

Bass Tourny. 
#31900 J. Madden NFL ‘96 
#28166 Kiler Instinct 
#31392 Lobo 
#28583 MechWarrior 3050 
#31402 Mega Man X3 
410251 Mortal Kombat 3 
#31899 NBA Live '96 
#31393 NFL ОВ Club '96 
#28243 Pacific Theater/ 

Operations 2 
#28609 PGA Tour ‘96 
#31514 Pocahontas 
#10942 Primal Rage 
#28240 Secret of Evermore $64.00 
428235 Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $66.00, 
#31546 Toy Story 
#28171 W. Gretzky Hockey 
#10938 Weaponlord 
#28234 WWF Wrestlmania 
#31386 Yoshi's Island 

#29775 X-Men: 
Children of the Atom $54.00 $62.00 

$66.00 

'96 $55.00 
$64.00 
$56.00 

$66.00 
$56.00 
$67.00 
$56.00 
$58.00 
$61.00 
$64.00 
$61.00 
$69.00 

$62.00 
$60.00 
$64.00 
$63.00 

$65.00) 
$59.00 
$59.00 
$66.00 
$67.00 

CREATE YOUR OWN ORDER FORM! 

#10702 Genesis Core System $99. 
328177 Nomad System. $199 
#10016 Cleaning Kit $7.00 
#32600 Fighter Stick 56-6 $32.00. 
431452 Permer (St. Wheel) $69.00 
#10028 SG ProgramPad 2. $28.00 
#10526 Bass Master Classic $46.00 
#20226 Battletech $52.00 
#29229 Beavis & Butthead — $42.00. 
#10242 Boogerman $25.00, 
#28104 Casper $57.00 
#10937 Comix Zone $52.00 
#29311 Earthworm Jim 2 $53.00 
#10516 Exo Squad $44.00 
#32531 FIFA Soccer'96 $56.00 
428067 Garfield $58.00 
#10202 John Madden ‘95 $56.00 
#28106 Lobo $56.00 
329427 Maximum Carnage 2 $56.00 
#28071 Mortal Kombat 3 ^ $64.00 
#32530 NBA Llive '96 $54.00 
#28093 NFL QB Club'96 ^ $62.00 
431523 NHL '96 $57.00 
428081 Ooze, the $44.00 
#31288 PGA Tour ‘96 $56.00 
410308 Phantasy Star 4 
#28068 Pocahontas 
#28088 Power Rangers 2 
#10940 Primal Rage $58.00 
410500 Punisher $49.00 

#10945 Revolution X $58.00 

#10241 Road Rash 3 $56.00 
#29547 Rock'n Roll Racing $49.00 
#29558 Sat. Night Slam.Mast. $61.00 
429567 Shining Force 2 566.00 
428066 Star Trek-D.S. 9 $46.00 
#29587 Star Trek-TNG $49.00 
#29591 Street Fighter 2 $34.00 
#28094, Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $62.00 
#29502 ТММ Оша? Bass '96 $62.00 
#31521 Toy Story $64.00 
#28092 Vector Man $51.00 
#10493 Warlock $29.00 
410939 Weaponlord $57.00 
#29685. World Heroes $46.00 
#28099 WWF Wrestlemania $58.00 
#28070 X-Perts $56.00 
#28096 Zoop $44.00 

CD TITLES 
#10418 Braindead 13 $37.00 
#31897 Brutal $51.00 
#10417 Dragon's Lair2 + 534.00 
#30862 J. Montanna 

NFL Football $29.00 
428115 Kingdom $52.00 
#28112 Lunar 2: Eternal Blue $49.00 
#28124 Myst $46.00 
#30870 NFL'S Greastest —— $29.00 
#30857 Spiderman/Kingpin $30.00 
#28107 Super Strike Trilogy $52.00 
#10401 Wirehead $52.00 

#10695 Jag Core (free shirt!) $145 
#10716 Jag Controller $28.00 
428206 Aircars. $52.00 

#10713 Alien Vs. Predator $54.00 
10721 DOOM $54.00 
428217 Dragon:Bruce Lee. $29.00 
#32695 Fever Pitch Soccer — $58.00 
#28203 NBA Jam Т.Е. $59.00 
#31598 Phase Zero $52.00 
#33237 Retum To Zork $56.00 
428211 Supercross 3D. $53.00 

CD TITLES 
#10694 Jag CD (Free Shirt) $149 
#33248 Alien Vs. Predator $56.00 
423234 Batman Forever $59.00 
#33250 Demolition Man 552.00 
#10935 Dragon's Lair $52.00 
#33251 Fight For Life $59.00 
#30550 Highlander $52.00 
130547 Hover Strike $55.00 
#28306 Iron Soldier 2 

PlayStatig 
=~ 

PlayStation ¢ 

INCLUDE:PRODUCT #, DESCIPTION& S & H CHARGES: 
eAll US Orders Add $6 
«Game Systems Add $16 

MOST ORDERS 
SHIPPED 

2nd DAY AIR! 

All Foriegn Orders Add $8 
«Game Systems Add $20 

SEND ORDERS TO: 
CRAVE 

РО. BOX 26370, DEPT. 520 
ST. LOUIS PARK, MN 55426 

Open 
9-9 Mon-Sat 

10-7 Sun 
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11th Hour Sequel 7th Guest 
Brain Dead 13 
C2 Judgement Clay 
Cannon Fodder 
Casper 
Creature Shock 
Cyberia 
Doom 
Dragons Lair 
Dragons Lair Il 
Fast Draw w/ Gun 
Flying Nightmare. 
Game Gun 3DO (2 player) 
Lost Vikings, The 
Mazer 
NHL 96 
Primal Rage 
Psychic Detective 
Rock ‘n Roll Racing 
Slayer (AD&D) 
Waterworld 
ЗОО Action Pack-Contains 
AD&D Slayer, Shanghai Triple 
Threat, Soccer Kid, Dragon's 
Lair 
Maniac Pack 
Includes: Battlechess, Alone in 
the Dark, Out of This World, 
Way Of The Warrior 

VIRTUAL BOY 

36.99 

SUPER NES 
37.99 
55.99 
44.99 
69.99 
59.99 
59.99 
57.99 
53.99 
57.99 
49.99 
59.99 
66.99 
53.99 
51.99 
44.99 
54.99 
54.99 
57.99 
56.99 
62.99 
59.99 
64.99 
58.99 
59.99 
54.99 
63.99 
57.99 

PlayStation 
11th Hour Sequel 7th Guest 
Air Combat 
A-Train 

Battle arena Toshinden 
Brain Dead 13 
Castlevania Dracula 4 
Chess Master 
Destruction Derby 
Doom 
Dungeons & Dragons Towers 
ESPN Extreme Games. 
Hi Octane 
Jumping Flash 
Loaded 
Madden NFL 96 
Magic Carpet 
MLBPA Baseball 
Mortal Kombat 3 
Primal Rage 
Return to Zork 

Ridge Racer 
Road Rash 
Street Fighter The Movie 
Syndicated Wars 
Theme Park 
Twisted Metal 
VR Golf 
Wing Commander 3 

Batman Forever 
College Slam 
Cutthroat Island 
Earthworm Jim 2 
Exo Squad 
Frank Thomas Baseball 
Gargoyle 
Izzy's Olympic Quest 
Light Crusader 
Lion King 
NHL 96 
Payne Stewart Pro Golf 
PGA Tour 96 
Revolution X 
Spot Goes to Hollywood 
TNN Outdoors Bass 96 
Toy Story 
VR Troopers 
Waterworld 
WWF Wrestlemania Arcade 
Zoop 

Batman Forever 
Breath of Fire 

Castlevania Dracula X 
Chromo Trigger 
College Slam 
Cutthroat Istand 
Dirt Trak FX 
Donkey Kong Country 2 
Earthworm Jim 2 
Final Fight 3 
Gargoyle 
Killer Instinct 
Madden Football 96 
Marvel Super Hero. 
Maximum Carnage 
Mega Man X3 

Mega Men 7 
PGA Tour 96 
Primal Rage 
Revolution X 
Secret of Evermore 
Spawn 

Spot Goes to Hollywood 
Tecoma Super Bowl 3 
Waterworld 
WWF Arcade 
Yoshi's Island/Super Mario 

49.99 
43.99 
4199 
57.99 
49.99 
42.99 
46.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
37.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
51.99 
49.99 
41.99 
56.99 
49.99 
44.99 
37.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
51.99 
49.99 
47.99 
49.99 

Vertical Force. 
EVERY CURRENT TITLE 
AVAILABLE. CALL FOR PRICING 

GAME BOY 
Aladdin 
Killer Instinct 
Mortal Kombat ill 
Vegas Strikes. 

| LOTS MORE TITLES 
STARTING AT $11.99 

SATURN 
Bases Loaded 96 DBL Header 

Braindead 13 
Buster Bros. Collection 
Casper 
Daytona USA 
Dungeon's Dragons Tower 
FIFA Soccer 96 
Gex 
Hi-Octane 
Jumping Flash 
Mansion of the Hidden Souls 
MLPBA Baseball 
Mortal Kombat II 
Myst 49.99 
NBA Basketball 41.99 
NBA Jam Tournament Edition 45.99 
NFL Full Contact 41.99 

Pebble Beach Gold Links 43.99 
Primetime NFL Football 57.99 
Sim City 2000 47.99 
Solar Eclipse 49.99 
Street Fighter Alpha 49.99 
Theme Park 49.99 
Virtua Cop 49.99 
Virtua Fighter 2 54.99 
Virtua Racing 49.99 
Waterworld 55.99 

BUY ANY 4 SATURN GAMES 
AND GET THE SATURN SYSTEM 

WITH THE VIRTUA FIGHTER 
FOR ONLY $319.99 

ORDER NOW! 

23.99 
32.99 
28.99 
28.99 
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54.99 
49.99 
42.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
49.99 
34.89 
41.99 
45.99 

10075 OF OTHER 
GENESIS GAMES 

STARTING AT $17.99! 

GAME GEAR 
STARTING AT 411.99! 
CALL FOR TITLES. 

JAGUAR 
Atari Kart 
Burst 
Checkered Flag 
Double Dragon 5 
Hover Strike CD 
Super Burn Out 
White Men Can't Jump. 
Primal Rage 

38.99 

DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT? 
EVERY TITLE IS AVAILABLE. 

CALL FOR PRICING. 
BUY 4-3DO GAMES AND GET 
THE GOLD STAR 3DO SYSTEM 
WITH AN ADDITIONAL 3 GAMES 
FOR ONLY $199.99. 

1,000'S OF TITLES 
AVAILABLE! 

CALL FOR PRICES. 

OTHER GAMES STARTING AT $16.99 

VIRTUAL BOY 
4699 
3699 
3699 
36.99 

Golf 
Mario Clash 
Nesters Funky Bowling 
Panic Bomber 

BUY ANY 4 JAGUAR TITLES 
AND GET THE JAGUAR 
SYSTEM FOR $89.99 

PREPAY FOR THE LATEST TITLES 
BEFORE THEY ARE RELEASED, 
AND THE SHIPPING CHARGES 

ARE ON US. 

FREE CATALOG 
AVAILABLE 

THE CYBERPUNK'S 
MANIACS CLUB 

VISA, MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED 

Cybermembership is free with your first 
purchase. Get CyberBucks with every 
thing you by from us. 
Exclusive free game secrets only for 
Cybermembers. 
Advance notice of new releas 

in our Cyberletter. 
s and more 

415-893-8188 
CALL 7am to 7PM - Pst 7 days 

OR SEND MAIL ORDER TO: 

(Video Gare Dscaunters 
P.O. BOX 2708 

NOVATO, CA 94948-2708 

Money orders or checks same as cash - 
COD $8.00 
Shipping: 
US - $4.00. Over 2 pounds $6.00 
Canada, PR - $5.00.Over 2 pounds $7.00 
Hardware shipping charges may vary 
CA. residents add 7.25% Tax. 

Prices and availability subject to change 

NO HANDLING CHARGES, EVER! 
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WipEO GAMING” Ss New Era BEGINS Торду 

The New Fusion Hits NewsStands 2°27°1996 



vs In Пеер 
a question Of 

WINNING 
interact Accessories Let You Dom 

Your PlayStation™! 

Y j 

ENHAN T a 

GAME SHARK™ 
Make your own rules for your favorite PlayStation games! MEMORY CARD PLUS™ 
Cut a bloody swath through the mutants of DOOM™ with You'll need extra memory to save all the out-of- 
unlimited ammo and mega-rapid fire! Tons of characters control scores you'll be racking up using your 
you've never seen in TEKKEN™! Become the unbeatable other iNTERACT products! Saves an incredible 

master of BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN™ with infinite health! 120 blocks of games—EiGHT TIMES the storage 
GAME SHARK is the ultimate game enhancer! space of any other card! 

TEKKEN is a trademark of Namco Ltd. BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN and its characters are trademarks of Takara Co. Ltd. DOOM is a trademark of id Software, 
Inc. PlayStation is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. GAME SHARK iS NOT A GAME. GAME SHARK for the PlayStation and GAME SHARK for the 
Sega Saturn are each sold separately. GAME SHARK, PS ARCADE, MEMORY CARD PLUS and PS PRO PAD are trademarks of interact Accessories, inc. © 1996 
interact Accessories, inc. All Rights Reserved. interact Accessories, inc. A RECOTON COMPANY, 10945 McCormick Road, Hunt Valley, MD 21031, (410) 785-5661. 
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PS ARCADE STiCK™ PS PRO PAD'" 
Bring the arcade experience right into your Need extra control to blow opponents 
home! Take control of the screen with eight full- away? The PS PRO PAD delivers unrivaled 
sized fire buttons, four speeds of semi- and PlayStation prowess with eight fire but- 
hands-free auto-fire! its sturdy metal base and tons, four-speed independent auto-fire 
joystick can take hours of non-stop gaming! control, and three slow-motion speeds! 

Check out the interact Web Site at: http://www.interact-acc.com 

Get the edge you need! Humble all competitors, human or computer! EW 

iNTERACT'S accessories grab your PlayStation by the throat! We pyre 21 

have а wide-range of game enhancing items that will flat-out change TET IET. 

the way you play your games. Don't go into battle unarmed! Play Make your 
with iNTERACT, or don't bother playing at all. own rules. 



WILL YOU LEAD 

THE ADVENTURE? 

WILL YOU EXALT IN 

ENDLESS TREASURE? 

WILL YOU SET FREE 

THE DRAGON? 

You are the lost member of the Dragon clan, fighting a growing evil; In Breath of Fire Il, you will find more magic, more 

allies, more enemies, more of everything than even the best-selling original. 160°combination chatacters. Town building. 

Hunting and fishing. And hour after hour of adventure. This is 24 sizzling megs of proof that magic can be deadly. ums 
e 

CAPCOM Capcom's Hint Line [touch tone phone required.]::1(900)690:2583; 5. Ss 

penmin-forlive counselor. Must be 18 years or older, or have parental permission: Game Counselors availa i 0m.-5:30 p.m. PSI 

CAPCOM CO., 110.1995 OCAPCOM U.S.A. CAPCOM Entertainment ond Breath af Fire llcore trademarks of CAPCOM CO., Ld. Lo сМ G GIVE: SUPER NES © 



Made with love’ Бу; 

<EIROMAG- 
Our goal iS to preserve classic video дате magazines so that 

they аге not lost permanently: 

People interested in helping Out in any capacity; 
please visit us at retromags-com: 

No profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
available from) the publishers themselves: 

Ifyou come across anyone Selling releases from 
this Site please do not support them and do let us know: 

Thank you! 


